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ABSTRACT
This thesis , An Ethnography of Food Bonks in Winnipeg: Organizations as Adaptations
to Poverty and Hunger, attempts to address the problems of poverly and hunger in
Canada, specifically in the city

of $/innipeg. This thesis is a study that goes beyond

simple descriptions of activities and events and attempts to demonstrate how food banks
have become adaptations to poverty and hunger. Using various Winnipeg food banks as
case examples, this thesis analyzes how food banks supplement individuals' and families'

infrequent or sporadic abilities to access the supermarke! which is the dominant form of

food distribution in this country. As an ethnography it will ûy and provide a holistic
view of food banks and the experiences and reactions of the various of groups and
individuals to the problems of povefy and hunger. The methodologies used in this thesis

are: participant observation, a survey of a small sample of food bank c[ents conducted at
the front-line food banks, and interviews with key informants. These charitable
organiz¿¡iens have developed and become established over the last twenty years and have

become a necessity to many people, especially those who are long time recipients of

welfare. Furthermore, it can be argued that food banks have become an unofficial
extension of the welfare system in Winnipeg and Canada. Food banks have become a
supplementary form of food distribution, a way to alleviate unnecessary hwrger for those

who are poor, in a wealthy country such as Canada. Thus, the people who establish food
banks and those who make use of them are adapting to the problems that occur in many

statified societies, in this case procuring food from an alternative form of distribution to
alleviate hunger.
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PREFACE

"I'll

never look øtfood the søme way agøín."

Food bank was a tenn I had never really heard before I began this thesis. Poverty

and hunger, on the other hand, along with ttre various methods used to alleviate these
problems, such as charity, alms, aid, and welfare, were terrns
thought through or comprehended.

It

was not until

I knew but never frrlly

I began volunteering

at Winnipeg

Harvest, the mainline food bank in the city of Winnipeg, as part of a class assignment in

Applied Anthropology with Professor John Matthiasson that

I "discovered,"

or became

"aware" of, food banks.

I

say "awaÍe" because, Iike poverly and hunger, food banks existed before

academics and journalists alike began "discovering," researching, and

witing

about

them; it is the people who establish organizations such as food banks and soup kitchens

that discover there is a need for them. The people who make use of them a¡e the ones

who discover that they exist and can be utilized to their benefit. It is the researchers,
policy makers, and politicians who often forget or take for granted the people they write
about or represen! and they can unforhrnately add to their problems rather than alleviate
them.

Through second and third hand sources and casual conversations I became aware

of food banks and like many students of anthropology I "fell" into my subject. Through
the efforts of the staff and volunteers at Winnipeg Harvest

I was allowed to enter the

world of food banks, not just as a volunteer but also as a researcher. My experience with
food banks in Winnipeg lead me to a greater awareness of the issues of food, poverty,
hunger, Canadian economics and politics, religion, and voluntarism.

m

My

heightened

awareness of these issues, through first hand experiences, observations, and background

literature research, provided me with many new insights.

I

have unfortunately come to

the conclusion that food banks have become a necessity for many of the poor in Canadian
society.

Food banks are a partial reflection of present day Canadian society; at least in

terms

of how our society deals with its impoverished

citizens and the hunger they

experience' To the organizers and clients of food banks these organizations are seen as a
necessity because the formal methods

of

alleviating poverty within Canada, such as

welfare, employment insurance, and employment opportunities, are (seen as) inadequate.

Thus there

is a

need

for

alternative methods

of food disfibution to provide

supplementary food for people to ease their burden of poverly.

I

began this section by

say this because

stating: "I'll never look atfood the same way again." I

I grew up without

abundant quantity and quality

any personal fear

of going hungy and always had

an

of food available to me. After witnessing hunger and

poverty first hand in a land of plenty, with people lining up for unwanted or donated
food,

I

started

to rcahze how much we take for granted that which not only gives us life

to survive, but thrive. It also made me reahze that anyone could one day be at ttre
receiving end of a soup ladle in some inner-city soup kitchen or lining up once or twice a

month for a two or three day supply of damaged, unwanted, or stale gtoceries in the
basement

I

ofa church run food bank.

introduce my thesis in this manner not to hry and romanticize or embellish the

situation, but to provide a glimpse of what

I

IV

have seen and experienced. The following

account of food banks in Winnipeg is as accurate a porrayal as
provide and all interpretations and errors are my own.

V

I

have been able to
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INTRODUCTION
There is an irony in Canada that borders on the absurd. This is a nation that
consistently ranks in the top ten countries to live

in. It has one of the highest

of

standards

living with some of the richest resources available. With its relatively small population

of approximately thirty-two million people, Canada is a country that should not have
problem feeding its people properly.

If

managed properly, the agricultural production

a wide variety of foodstuffs in this country can provide an appropriate quantity

a

of

and

quatity of nutritious foods for large populations over long periods of time.
The irony and absurdity lie in the fact that since the first food bank opened up in
Edmonton in 1981 @iches, 1986:14) there has been a steady increase in the number of
these organizations that donate food to those who ask for

it.

Charity, soup kitchens,

bread lines, and the donation of food to "the poor" have been around a lot longer than

food banks, yet the distribution of food through food banks takes on a new meaning in an
affluent and democratic society. The fact that Canadian supermarkets are able to stock

their shelves with the four basic food goups along with non-essential food stuffs and
exotic foods from around the world is evidence of this.

ln this time of

plenty food banks have continually grown and have touble

stocking their own shelves, let alone providing an adequate long-term supply of nutritious

foods for their clients.

It

can be argued that the food system in Canada is not geared

towards feeding people, but to create a profit for those in the business of producing and
selling food. A two-tiered food system has thus become established, one for profit and a
charitable one

for survival. Consequently, a maldishibution of resources is occurring,

skewed in favour of the "haves" with the money to buy food discriminating against the

"have-nots," those with limited means to buy a good quantity and quality of food on a
consistent basis.

The dominant method of food procurement for consumers in Canada is through
financial tansactions at supermarkets, restaurants, corner stores, fanners' markets, and so
on; and for the most part only those with money can buy
enough money

to

purchase adequate amounts

food. Those who do not earn

of food and./or whose social

support

networks (ie. government aid, families, or friends) are unable to provide food or money
must find alternative methods to secure food. One method is the use of food banks.

This thesis is an ethnography of food banks in the city of Winnipeg, Canada. It is

a study that goes beyond simple descriptions of activities and events and attempts to
demonsüate how food banks have become adaptations to poverly and hunger in Canada.

Using various q/innipeg food banks as case exâmples, this thesis will analyze how food

banks supplement individuals' and families' infrequent or sporadic abilities to access
supennarkets, which are the dominant forrn
ethnography it

will try and provide

of food distribution in this county. As

an

a holistic view of food banks and the experiences and

reactions of the various goups and individuals to the problems of poverty and hrurger.
Specifically, the ideological positions, motivations, and views of the staff and volunteers,
as well as food bank clients,

of food banks and their participation in them are prevalent

and presented throughout the thesis. These peoples' views are quoted and commented
upon throughout the thesis and are a major basis of analysis to help support the argument

that food banks are adaptations to poverty and hunger. This ethnography shows the
impact of over twenty years of growing inequality and poverly and the systemic problems

of the weHare system in Canada and how these problems have lead to the growth in the
number ofand use offood banks.

Within the Canadian context it appears that food banks are a type of adaptation to
poverty and hunger and a reaction to socio-economic inequality and the poverty that
stems from

it.

The causes of poverly include the political-economic framework shaped

by Canadian post-industrial capitalism, welfare policies, the growing economic income
gap, unstable employrnent opporhnities, and a profit oriented food distribution system
that affects the ability of the Canadian poor to frrlly or consistently use the supennarket to
feed themselves.

The problems of poverly and hunger in Canada are currently being addressed by
charitable organizations, such as food banks, which are "band-aid" solutions to Canadian
social, political, and economic problems. Furthermore, tlrough default, food banks have
become an extension of the welfare system in Canada that is failing its citizens. These

very real "Canadian problems" have lead to a proliferation of food banks across the
country. As of September 1999, there were 698 food banks in Canada. This figure does
not necessarily include the numerous soup kitchens, meal prograrns, or the front-line food
banks/member agencies that can number into the hundreds throughout Canada. In March

1999,790,344 people used a food bank in Canada. This number is up substantially from
a decade ago when in the same month only 378,000 people used a food bank (Canadian
Association of Food Banks, September 1999). These statistics are remarkable, especially

when compared to those of a profitable organization such as McDonald's Restaurants.
The number of food banks in Canada is rivaling the number of McDonald's restaurants.

As of October 1998 there were of 1000 McDonald's restaurants in Canada that served
close to three million people daily @IcDonald's, October 1998:1). At first glance, it may
seem strange to compare food banks to McDonald's restaurants, yet the ala¡ming number

of food banks and people using food banks in one month raises the issue of food security,
or lack of it, for certain portions of the population (ie. the poor) in Canada.

Food banks aid in keeping poverty and hunger at

bay. However, food banks

differ from other kinds of food charity, especially past and current forms such as soup

kitchens. This new form of food charity is different because poverty and hunger in

Canada have taken on new meanings; this is not because the definitions of these terms
have changed, but because poverly and hunger affect a greater number of people and is

moving upwards on the socio-economic scale. Or looked at another way, more
Canadians are falling fi¡rther down the socio-economic scale. There is evidence, for
example Yalnizyan's (1996) study of the shrinking middle class in Canada from the years

1973

to 1996, that supports the claim that there is a rise of inequality

Canada over the last 29

and poverty in

years. (The argrrment of growing inequality and poverty in

Canada is developed ftrther in Chapter 2.)

Food banks serve more people now than when they were first established. These

people are not just the homeless or unemployed, but also the working poor and middle
class. Food banks also differ because of how they ñrnction. The food is not prepared and
served to individuals as in soup kitchens. The food is distributed, as fairly as possible, in

its unprepared forms (ie. canned soups, pastas, rice, bread) so that individuals can take
the food home and prepare it themselves. The place where the food is picked up varies.
Some food banks are nrn out of commurity cenfres, others out of church basements. An

entire network of food distribution points exist getting food from the donating parties (ie.

individuals, businesses, etc.), to a sortation area (ie. the main-line food bank), to a front-

line food bank, and finally into the hands of the clients. No longer are the "hungry" in
Canada the "marginalized" homeless who are relegated to

just the soup kitchens run by

individual churches in "urban ghettos" or "skid row" missions. The numbers of poor and
hungry have grown and now are becoming a part of a complex and even bureaucratic
charitable food distribution system relying on donated surplus food from food banks that
are becoming more visible in Canadian society.

Regardless

of the factors involved in the rise of food banks over the last twenty

years, and whether food banks should be a charitable or social justice concern, they are

nonetheless

a reaction or "adaptation" to the serious human problems of poverty and

hunger. The adaptation to poverty and hunger in this case is a conscious effort on the
part of groups and individuals to deal with these issues.
instances

It is people's actions, partly in

of human dishess or disturbance, that lead them to organizs, even if it

means

running non-profit food banks with limited budgets that go against the goals and values

of the dominant profit-oriented food system of Norü America.

" To adapt then, is not to

do so perfectly from some objective standpoinf or even necessarily to

improve

performance: it is to do as well as possible under the circumstances, which may not hÌrn
out very well at all" (Sahlins,1964:137).

In the specific context of food banks in Winnipeg, adaptation should be seen from
a humanistic perspective; as a reaction from a group of people, either from a religious or
social justice perspective or both,

to certain injustices they feel are occurring and their

decision to do something about them. The ultimate goal of food banks is not their own
survival, but working towards closing down. At the same time the people working at the

food banks stive towards aiding others to hopefi.rlly tlrive and flourish in all areas of
human life.

As humans we have culture, "the body of learned beliefs, fraditions, and
for behaviour that are shared

¿¡mong members

grrides

of any society" (Barret! 1984:54), but a

culhre is never static or unchanging. Every culture changes over time, place, and at all
levels of society. Through what people have learned from their culture(s), or at least
particular aspects of it, va¡ious members of a society will attempt to oppose those facets

of their own culture that they might find unfair or immoral and proceed to try and change

them. In the sub-culture of food banks the short-term goals of the volwrteers and workers
are to supply as much food as possible as a supplement to those who need it the most and

their charitable actions are often done in a humane and respecrful fashion. The long-term

goal is to shut down without having their clients still needing their services. This is done
through their own political activism or that of other poverty activist gtroups working on

their behalf. Food banks stay open and are being used by those who need them. A
paradox thus exists of having food banks stay open, which is in direct opposition to their

final goal of ending emergency food programs. To stay open only perpetuates a wellmeaning

but "ineffective" means of distributing inappropriate quantities and (and

sometimes quality) of food inconsistently; but to close before other "better" measures are

put into place (ie. better welfare benefits, higher wages, etc.) would mean having people
struggle even more without the aid of food banks.

As an ethnography of food banks in Winnipeg and how they are adaptations to
poverty and hunger,

it is a delicate

balance between the micro and the macro, between

structure and agency, "the relationship between individual responsibility and social
constraints" (Bourgois, 1'996:17)' The erhnog'aphy, anthropology's hademark form of
documentation, is the culmination

of a researcher's work in the field. It comes in many

forms, from the personaVautobiographical, to ttì.ick description, to explanatory research.

In this ethnography I will try to put a human face to the problems of poverty and hunger
in V/innipeg while claiming that the problems faced by the poor are not necessarily selÊ

inflicted.

Some people are more privileged than others (ie. born

to rich farnilies, good

work and educational opportunities, etc.) and althouglr personal choices, preferences, and
actions do play roles in everyone's life, the structures of Canadian society are such that
inequality exists and is the basis for the poverty, hunger, and rise of food banks in this
country.

At

least from an anthropological perspective, the attempt to understand food

banks, their clients, the poor, and hungry stems from the "fi.rndamental anthropological
tenet of cultural relativism: cultures are never good or bad; they simply have an internal

logic" (Bourgois, 1996:15), Cultural relativism, if taken to extemes cær unfortunately
lead to a researcher favouring the people in his or her own study and/or at the same time

these people being studied can be criticized by an unforgiving

public. Thus, it

is

imperative to keep in mind that when dealing with individuals in a study that deals with
sensitive issues (ie. poverly, racism, oppression) the experiences and choices made by
people have to be understood within the greater context of social conshaints @ourgois,
1996:15) rather than from a strictly "blame the victim" mentality. At the same time the
researcher or reader does not necessarily have to be an apologist for the views or actions

of the people who have been studied. Hence, a balance must be sfuck.

TTIE UNHOLY

TRINITY: POVERTY' FOOD' & HUNGER

This thesis, in general, is about poverty, food, and hunger. These three factors
throughout much of ht'man history, and up to the present time, have made up a sort of

"unholy

fiinity." It is a trinity

because the three often cannot be separated one from

another. They can be intimately tied together because hunger is a lack of food and the

two are often associated with poverty; and any analysis of one usually leads to

a

discussion of the other two, either directty or indirectly. The "trinity" is "unholy" or

"unjust" because there are those in Canada who are in disadvantaged or vulnerable
positions that cannot access the abundant resources available in this rich, overdeveloped,
Westernized country to provide them with a decent quahty of life.
Qualrty of life, at least in terms of the basic necessities of life (food, clothing, and
shelter), is the ability of an individual or group of persons to access the proper quantity

and quality of basic necessities of life without duress. This means not compromising
their economic, political, social, or cultural standing in their adopted or native society so

they

will be able to not only survive, but thrive as members of ttreir society.

Unfortunately, many Canadians a¡e not able to achieve a quality of life that is appropriate

or even healthy for such a rich coturtry. These people are the lower-class or under-class

which includes those who are unemployed, underemployed, disabled, mentally ill,
working poor, or just plain poor. Often times these people are blamed for their lot in life
and a "blame the victim" mentality can take place without a thorough understanding of
the precedents that have lead these people to the position they are in now.

Povely manifests itself in many facets of peoples' Iives often in the form of
hunger. Hunger, simply defined, refers to the lack of a quantity and/or quality of food.
The forms that hunger takes vary: such as malnutrition ("an imbalance-a deficiency or
an excess-in a person's intake of nutrients and other dietary elements needed for healthy

living") (Gardner & Halweil, 2000:10), urdernutrition ("total daily caloric intake of food
does not provide minimum requirements

of energy') @orgsfom, 1973:53), or a

two.

However, hunger is much more complex than deficiencies of

calories and nutrients.

It is determined by the social and cultural, and sometimes

combination of the

ecological, situation. The most severe form

of hunger is

starvation, usually during

famine situations. In Colin Turnbull's The Mountain People (1972), one can read about
the starvation of the

Ik and its devastating effects on normal social and cultural patterns

and human behaviours. Through no fault
relocated to an agricultural wasteland

of their own these hunter-gatherers

in Uganda where they were reduced to

were

human

scavengers barely able to survive. According to Turnbull's (1972:260-261) account:

The Ik had a nice sense of timing in such matters, and the joking relationship
between alternate generatíons made good use of it. It was rather commonplace,
dwing the second year's drought, to see the very yomg prying open the mouths
of the very old and pulling out food they had been chewing and had not had time
to swallow. But it called for delicate timing. It was the same game they played
with Adupa, and the fun was to play on the uncertainty the old person felt, not
knowing whether the food would be snatched before he got it to his mouth or
after. And sometimes, to really torment him, they would make as if to take the

food and then not take it, so the victim swallowed in haste and surprise and
choked on it.

We can see from this example what effects starvation can have on a group of people and
that this type of behaviour was not a "choice of living or dying" as Turnbull (1972:285)
claims in his conclusion, but a biological reaction to an inhumane situation. (As brutal as

his observation is, Turnbull \¡/as severely criticized for his publication and in
"method,

in

data, and

his

in reasoning" (Barth, 1974:100). Barth's article contains an

excellent critique on how any study should not be conducted or written about.)

Other types of hunger exist, such as the privileged hunger (or privileged fasting)

of those who fast for religious reasons, especially when food is abundant and is a rewa¡d

for completing the fast. Examples of this would be not eating during daylight

hours

during the Muslim Ramadan or abstaining from meats and dairy products during Eastern
Orthodox lent. Then there is the hunger of the bulimic or anorexic; those disorders that
hyper-reflect the thin beauty standards and dieting obsessed culh¡re of many "Westem"

societies. "That the principal sufferers of such illnesses should be young white Western
middle-class females

is a powerfirl cultural signal" (N4intz, 1996:5). These types of

hunger, either as religious obligations not to eat or as the "popular cultural" perceptions
that food,
because

if

consumed, is not good for the "body image," are "powerfü cultural signals"

in these cases they can occü

amongst those who have access

to food. As

"culhral signal," food banks on the other hand sigufy a type of "political

a

statement,"

especially to governments, the food industry, or to those who care enough to see that
there are many who want to eat, but cannot always get to the food they need or want in
our land of plenty

First world hunger, such as in modern industrial economies like Canada, cannot
be viewed as similar to the hunger of many non-Westernized counfies such as India or

Firaztl. Canadian hunger is different from that of the third world and the experience of
"malnutition...does not necessarily involve the painfill sensations associated with
consunption of too few calories" (Poppendieck,

delirio

de

I997:l4l).

Canadians do not suffer

fome or the "maclness of hunger" as some of the poor do in northeastern Brazil

(Scheper-Hughes, 1992:129). Deaths due to malnutrition-dehydration in that part of the

world are described, according to Scheper-Hughes (1992:129), as:
doenca de cao, the "dog's disease." They are referring to the simil¿¡'i¡ie5 *¡¡t
death from rabies, which people calT raiva, rage, firy madness. The madnessthe delirio--of hunger is indeed very much like rabies, and death from hunger is
indeed a dog's death.

The hunger experienced in the fust world cannot compa.re to Scheper-Hughes' example.
Often the hunger in the fnst world is offset by'þeople who fill up on starchy foods with

low nufient density [and] may experience few or none of the discomforts of hunger, but
nevertheless, their diets may be inadequate to maintain health"

@oppendieck,l997:l4l-

142). So the naditional 'þoor man's food" in Canada, products such as Kraft macaroni
and cheese dinners and potatoes,
balanced

fill people's stomachs, but do not provide them with a

diet. Hunger in Canada, for the most par! is the lack of sustainable, appropriate

quantities and quality of food and the need to access emergency food prograrns, like soup
kitchens and food banks.
The lack of food is most often atfibuted to poverty, which can in its simplest state

be defined as "material deprivation or a lack of access to material resources" (Goode,
19S0|.1972l.376). ln Canada several formal mechanisms are in place to alleviate poverty.

They include: grraranteed minimum wages, welfare, subsidized housing, employment
insurance, and disability benefits. Even with this "social net" in place poverly continues

to exist. The fact that food banks exist in Canada, as an informal, supplementåry method

to alleviate poverfy, is an indication that the formal methods are inadequate for

l0

many

people. They may be inadequate in terrns of financial generosity to the budgets of these
programs and to the individuals who receive monies from them, flawed as policies and
not well planned ou! or they are outright failures. Even the media has picked up on food
banks and poverty related issues with headlines such

as: "Food Bonl<s Mourn Success"

(Maxwell, 1997:Aj), "'New Poor'Turn to Food Banl<s" (Kubara, 1998:4), "Cities Poor
are Among Poorest in Land" (McArthur, 1998:43), "Food Bank Users Immune to
Economic Good Times" (Philp, 1998:47), "Tory Worlcfare Targets Poor" @ussell,

1999:414) and "Food Banl<s Sprouting LIp Across Rural Manitoba" (lvfacKenzie,

2000:All).

These and other media reports point to food banks as a national issue and a

topic that is consciously and consistently being presented to the general public.
The increase in the ntunber of food banks over the last twenty years indicates that
there is defnitely a problem with the redistibution of food in Canada. The 698 food
banks in Canada as calculated by the Canadian Association of Food Banks (September
1999) are evidence of

this. That

number only indicates the number of main-line food

banks, for example Winnipeg Harves! and does not include the part-time front-line food
banks, for example the church in your neigbbourhood the runs a food bank out of its

basement. Granted, charity has existed for centuries, in one form or another, such as
alrns, bread lines, soup kitchens, and in the last twenty years food banks. However, food

banks for the most part reflect the situation of the present time. Although soup kitchens

and charity are still active today, food banks have become a late twentieth cenhtry,
primarily urban, phenomenon that deais with surplus and discarded food and the need to
get it to those who cannot afford

it by accessing it tlrough conventional methods.
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FOOD AND FOOD SYSTEMS
The study of food and food systems has long been a concern for anthropologists.
Research

in

these areas has spannsd

a fulI

spectrum

with anth¡opological inquiries

delving into tbree primary areas: production" distibution, and consumption/diet. Within
each of the three primary areas the anthropological focus has ranged from ecological, to

physiological, to p oliticaVeconomic, to symbolic analyse

s.

Food and the system necessary to secwe that food are necessities without which
human populations cannot

exist. A food system is a cultural

mechanism that "meets

basic human nunitional needs" @odley, 1996:83) through the processes of production,
distribution, and consumption.

It

can be seen as one of the fundamental foundations to

any society, past and presen! which can determine the direction of its social sfucture and

ideologies. Humans eat and dine rather úan graze and feed like animals (Farb &
Armelagos, 1980:1), meaning that the hnman acts of food production, distribution, and
consumption go beyond human nutritional needs. From simple to complex societies food
takes on important if not cenhal roles. Examples are class distinctions (haute cuisine vs.

fast food), gender divisions (women's dieting vs. men's gluttony), and symbolic
ceremonies @aster lamb or Christrnas

turkey). As an anthropological topic, the study of

food can be used as a vehicle to discover and understand how societies and their culhues
fi.urction. In other words, you are what you eat.
Throughout human history and up to the present time people have continuously
sought ways to eat, as individuals or groups, through a variety of methods and practices.

The range of human acquisition of food has varied over time and place, from hunting and
gathering, to fishing, to pastoralism, to farrring, or any number of combinations of these
practices.

l2

What determines a society's food system is most often dependent upon the
ecolory, or infrastructure. Factors such as habitat (ie. physical environment) and
demographics (ie. population size/density), aod technology play vital roles in influencing

what type of food system would be adopted by a population living in a given habitat.
Thus the Dobe lKung San

of the Kalahari Desert (see Lee, 1984) were best able to

succeed as hunter-gatherers

in southern Africa, using simple, but effective technologies

to collec! store, and process food. Meanwhile Canadians, living in densely and heavily
populated urban centes, are dependent upon an entire complex of large scale farms,

bioagricultural companies, food processing technologies, wholesalers, retailers, and
storage and transportation systems to bring food from its raw state from the producer to

the mouths of the consumers. Added to this complex food system are the personal
devices such as ovens, microwaves, toasters, and so forth so that individuals, families,
restaurants, and so on, use to prepare their meals. The simple act of eating in a complex
society is not so simple anymore, at least in terms of getting food to its consumable state.

By studying food and food systems we can develop an idea of the many facets of
any society. Looking at how people eat, what they eat, where they get their food, and so
on can tell us many of the intimate details of the people of a society without having to ask

them directly. As the noted anthropologist Sidney Mintz claims, "food [and food
systems] was [and can still be] an instrument for the study of other things" (1996:3).
Farb and Armelagos (1980:2) support this claim by stating:

An anthropologist who knows what the members of a socieS eat already knows a
lot about them. Learning how the food is obtained and who prepares it adds
considerably to the antbropologist's store of information about the way that
society frinctions. And once the anthropologist finds out where, when, and with
whom the food is eaten, just about everything else can be infened about the
relations among the society's members.
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Although food is a basic necessity of life,

it is not only a means for nutritional

survival

for humans and human populations. Food can be seen as a t)?e of social lubricant that
as

Mintz (1996:$ declares:
cemented loyalties, reminded people who they were in relation to others, fortified
them for their tasks, and linked them to their gods...It was not the food or its
preparation that was of interest [especially to many early anthropologists], so
much as what, socially speaking, the food and eating could be used
for...Bronislaw Malinowski's beautiñrl studies of the Trobriand Islanders, which
brought together yam cultivation, feasting, magic and chieftood, were certainly
much involved with food; but they were really concerned with what food did for
the social order.

Thus food systems can be seen as "culûral mechanisms [that go beyond attempting to
meet] basic human nutritional needs" @odley, 1996:83). In addition to the satisfaction

of

human nutritional needs, food systems and the food produced, distributed, and

consumed are integrated within the culture

of a society and are reflections of

that

politicaVeconomic order.
Hence, food goes beyond filling one's stomach. According to Mintz (1996:7-8):

For us humans, then, eating is never a "purely biological" activity (whatever
"purely biological" means). The foods eaten have histories associated with the
pasts of those who eat them; the techniques employed to find, process, prepare,
serve, and consume the foods are all culturally variable, with histories of their
own. Nor is the food ever simply eaten; its consumption is always conditioned by
meaning. These meanings are symbolic, and communicated symbolically; they
also have histories. These are some of the ways we humans make so much more
complicated this supposedly simple "animal" activity.

As Mintz points ou! understanding food and food systems and their "meanings" requires
placing them in a larger context. An understanding of the ecology (infrastruchre), social

struchre, and ideology (superstruchre) of any society, along with "histories," can lay the
foundation for a comprehension of the many facets of any society and its culture(s).
Once a food system is placed in its ecological, social strucftral, and ideological context
then a better understanding of its sfrengths and weaknesses can be achieved.
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FIRST \ryORLD FOOD SYSTEMS & FOOD SECI.]RITY

An adequate fimctioning food system must "1) avoid long-term depletion of the
natural resource base; and 2)

it must equitably distnbute essential

nutrients to people"

@odley, 1996:83). In the past and present, all societies have devised methods to
distribute

food.

These methods vary, with patterns of food distribution ranging from

egalitarian reciprocity, such as amoûg the Dobe lKung San in the Kalahari Desert (Lee,

1984), to profit oriented supermarkets (ie. Safeway, IGA, Costco)

in

industriaVpost-

industrial capitalistic societies such as Canada and the United States.

At

least according to Bodley's criteria, some societies (ie. Dobe lKung San) have

been very successful in providing an adequate diet to their numbers while not overexploitíng their natural resource base. Their low population levels and migratory lifestyle

are such that when an area is deemed "depleted" (in the sense that the most favoured
foods were used up to the point where it was not efficient to go back there) they could
explore other areas while the "exploited" area was left to lie "fallow." The commercially
driven food systems of rich industrial societies (ie. Canada) are "not only far more costly

in per capita demand for energy and resources, they are ultimately less sustainable than
small-scale, noncofirmercial systems and are much less responsive to basic human needs"

(Bodley, 1996:113).

Analyzing the method
aspects

of food distribution, which is one of many important

of any food system, reveals who has control and

Focusing not just on the cost

access

to food in a society.

of energy expended and resou¡ces wasted, but on the

'lesponse to basic human needs" that food systems provide can give an indication not
only of the power systems and social statification of a society, but also some evidence of

its cultwal goals and values. An inqury into these goals and values can then give us
partial urderstanding to the problems of hunger in any given society.
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One of the cultural values of the food distribution system in North America is that

it is driven by profit

and food becomes a commodity, to be haded and sold on the open

market. Food sales figures of $48.5 billion in Canada and $359 billion (U.S.) in

the

United States in 1993 and statistics showing that close to 97o/o of Canadian households
shopping at supermarkets on average twice a week (Kingston, 1994:52) suggest North
Americans (consumers, producers, retailers, wholesalers, etc.) are all dependent on this
food distribution system to access food.

The supermarket as a food distributor is a business where nothing is arbitary
(I(ingston, 1994:55).

The fact that profit margins are the lowest of any industry demands that the
supermarket business be cutthroat and competitive. Net margins after tax average
between 0.5o/o and 2o/o, ,mth the higher percentages going to independent
operators who have lower sales and revenues. Such slim margins dictate that the
supennarket operators concentate on costs, more than product to operate
efficiently. A strike or increased wage demands from unionized workers can
decimate profits. Superrrarket owners also demand that every cost be carefirlly
calculated (I(ingston, I 994:55).
Because it is run as a business, the emphasis of the supermarket is on profit rather than on

feeding people. So focused is the supermarket towards profits that nothing is left to
chance: the layout of a store is well planned out, consumer behaviour is constantly being
analyzed, and food companies bid for premium shelf space. Furthermore, it is a business

that can at times be illogical where prices drop when demand rises in products called
"loss leaders." For example, Christnas turkeys, which can take a loss in profit, draw
consumers into the store and the logic

of these "loss leaders" is that the consumer will

buy more goods, especially ones that have higher profit margins (ie. sodas, chips, etc.)
(I(ingston, 1994:56). However illogical or fundamentally flawed the North American
food system is (in this case the distribution system), it does fi.rnction well (in tenns of
efficiency, quantities and quality of food, etc.), especially for those who have the money
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to participate in

it.

For those who lack money, they are Ieft to find other means of

acquiring food (ie. using food banks).

Unfortunately, tbis food system has set a potentially dangerous precedent because

unlike other commodities, for example cars, toasters, and televisions, food is an essential

or "intimate" commodity that we consume and take inside us to keep us alive (Winson,
1993:4). Once food becomes a commodity those seeking profit contol its distibution
and only those with money can have

contol

it.

Food supply then becomes a type of social

because people without proper access to

it may be forced to eat inferior foods (ie.

stale or unwanted food) and to receive it in places they may find inappropriate (ie. food
banks, soup kitchens). This limits people physically and socially by having what they eat
and where they obtain their food determined primarily by market forces.

Because the supermarket was, accorcling to Kingston (1994:52), "inevitable, the

result of concenfated urbanization, the automobile, refrigeration, vacuun-packing, and
other technological breaktluoughs," people in North America have become separated

from the land as a means of livelihood. This process of urba¡ization, from 68Yo of
Canadians living

in rural areas in 1891 to

1996:3), lead to the eventual loss

77%o

residng in urban areas in 1991 (Li,

of peoples' ability to conFol the production

distibution of food. In 1987 five grocery distributors accounted for

70o/o

and

of all food sales

in Canada (Winson, 1993:165), which is evidence of the corporate concentation, and the
profit oriented competitive values of this distributíon system.

It is unforhnate that North American

supermarkets are an "industry...not known

for [its] innovation [not suiting the needs of all people, ie. the poor who cannot afford

food]. In fact, major

developments in North American Supermarkets over the last sixty

years can be counted on one hand" (I(ingston, 199454). Like some cultural pattems, the
supermarkets have developed

a "cultural inerria" not only due to ingrained habits and
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complacency but "vested interests [that] are just as frequently responsible for maintaining
a system in being" (Barrett, 1984:116).

The perpetuation of a food system that does not distribute food equitably to all
people does not aid those who are
aspects

poor. "Chronic hunger is rooted in the structural

of society, particularly inequalities of wealth and power, in cultures that make

food a commercial commodity" (Bodley, 1996:83).
Because the primary objective of a commercial food system is to produce a
financial return to investors, the system's ability to satisfu human nutrition needs
on a sustained basis is a secondary, virhrally irrelevant consideration (Bodley,
1996:1

l3).

Commercially oriented food systems then become "less responsive

to basic

human

needs" @odley, 1996:113) especially to the needs of the poor people who find it difficult
to purchase the necessary foods to maintain a healthy diet.

This results in the lack of food security: the ability to access food without social,

cultural, and economic duress by individuals or groups on a consistent and sustainable

basis. Riches (1997c:174) claims that all, not just the rich, should have "the right of
to affordable nutritious food and obtaining it in normal and socially

acceptable

ways." Food security, or the lack of it, is a problem world wide, but "it is not

a problem

access

which occurs everywhere in the world at the same time and in the same way" (Bakker,

1990.24). ln many poor counfies, lack of food security can be due to the lack of
production of food or the use of prime arable land for the production of commodities (ie.
cash crops) for export sales rather than for the growth of food for subsistence. Cash
crops can provide "needed capital, [but they] can also result in large productivity mixed

with low per capita consumption...[which can lead to] famine in some sub-regions due to
lack of distribution or problems of exchange" (Bakker,1990:24). The other type of food
security would have to deal with the specific matter of fairer disbibution of food.
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Some authors, such as Lappe and Collins (1982:7), go as far as stating that "right

now the earth is producing more than enough to nourish every human being, both on
global level and even within the very counbies we

all

a

associate with hunger and

staryation." In spite of this fact people starve, and even in such a rich country as Canada"
poverty and hunger are a reality for many people. The problem of hunger is not only a

"third world" problem but also a global one. The culturally appropriate method of
obtaining food in the "first world" from profit oriented food enterprises is not always an
option for many Canadians. This maldistribution of food has created a reaction âmongst

various groups, and

to aid in

alleviatíng hunger they have established food banks

throughout Canada as an alternative supplementary, though not the most culturally
favoured" method of food distribution.

PERSPECTIVES & METHODOLOGY

PERSPECNWS

It

takes more than participant-observation and interviews to produce a successfirl

ethnography. Two perspectives that are dominant and necessary
anthropology

are: 1) the comparative

in the field of

perspective and 2) the historical and holistic

perspective.

The comparative perspective is one of the fi.rndamental elements in anthropology.

Ethnographies can become powerfrll tools

for

comparative purposes

for not only

illuminating differences between societies and their culture(s) but also their simila¡ities.
According to Chodkiewi cz (199

5 :7

-2):

Anthropologists collect facts about all kinds of peoples, past and present.
Because of the comparative techniques they use, anthropologists can make
generalizations about humankind that have greater scope and validrty than the
generalizations made by other social scientists, who do not have the
anthropologist's experience of the diversity of human societies and culhres.
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The comparative perspective can lead us to an understanding of the role of food banks as
adaptations

to poverty and hunger and their emergence, expansion, and appropriateness

in Canadian society in relation to other similar situations within and outside of Canada.
However,

it

often takes more than a comparative approach. Infonnation has to come

from other sources that may not necessarily seem to be relevant at the outset. Issues that
may not, on the surface, be related to hunger and food banks, such as the use ofdrugs and

the problems of violence, can nonetheless exemplifu other problems associated with
poverty (see Beknonte l979,Bourgois 1996, Spradley 1970, Stack 1974).

A historical

and holistic perspective must also be taken. According to Winson

(1993:9) research:
must be historical, because the past inevitably sets the stage for the present and
provides a key to understanding the original purpose of current arrangements. By
indicating what could have been, the past can also prove to be a guide for what
still may be. The inquiry must also be holistic, because the effort to get at the
heart of any piece of our social reality will fail if it does not also sfrive to decipher
how the part fits into the whole, and how both part and whole are mutually
deterrnined.
The historical and holistic perspective allows for the analysis of food banks not only from

an economic or political perspective; but also from a whole range of viewpoints so that

many types

of

perspectives and analyses can

be

combined

to provide a

better

understanding of the problem being studied.

METHODOLOGY
Fieldwork is an enlightening process and the ethnographer does not come out of
the field as the same person that went

in.

Because researchers try to consciously absorb

as much information as possible and is often inundated

with sights, sounds, and smells

that are often foreign to them, their experience is sometimes more heightened than the
avera¡e haveler who experiences culture shock for the fnst
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time. The odd thing is that

a

fype of "culture shock" occurred in me during my fieldwork within the very society I
grew up in and in the city of Winnipeg where

I

resided for several years and conducted

this study. I was ultimately forced to confront issues I never had to deal with before.

I

have never had to use a food bank or a soup kitchen, although they are common

throughout Canada. Becoming exposed to them for the fi¡st time was shange and

unfamiliar. Seeing the people at the food bank, sometimes those people who many of us
try and consciously avoid making eye contact with, on the streets to recognizing the

same

faces from the food banks in coffee shops or restaurants made me curious, sad, depressed,
and

frustated. It was only natural when I first

saw a food bank client "out of context."

I

began my study to be taken aback when

I

had to remind myself that these people were

not any different than anyone else and that a food ba¡k client has a life outside a food
bank.

Althouglr the study
pursuit, over time

I

of poverty and food banks can be a lonely and unhappy

developed a better outlook. Getting to know the people in my study

over time, the workers, volunteers, and clients, I developed an understanding of who they
were and why they happened to be in their particular position of their

life. It was also a

time of laughter and good deep hearted conversations with these people that brought me
closer

to "their stories," views, and opinions; whether the person was the frrll

time

director of a food bank or an unemployed single male just making ends meet. In the end

this is what fieldwork represents as a personal experience: a collection of memories,
fieldnotes, collected facts, interviews, sr¡rveys, and so on, all compiled (hopefully) into
one completed document that represents the culmination of one fieldworker's experience.

As a fieldworker
course of the study;

I

learned to try not to become immune or distant dwing the

it only leads to weak research and sterile
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representations.

I

must

admit that I had crossed that line and an incident while visiting an inner-city soup kitchen
woke me up.
I'11 never

forget the day when I was having a casual conversation with a pastor at

a soup kitchen. When the mandatory church service was over before the people were
allowed to have their food, they walked passed
man on crutches.

us: the elderly, the young, children, a

I could see this steam of people walking past us while

talking as if nothing was out of the ordinary. Had

we just kept on

I missed something? Could I have

become so immune as to carry on a conversation while watching some of the poorest
people in the counbry walk by me? It was later on that day that I decided to try my best to

not allow myself to lose focus of what

I

was trying to

do. Allowing myself to forget

about the hardships that many people face only leads to apathy, and apathy can be
dangerous thing

in any society, especially when it

comes to taking care

of

people,

regardless of their status.

My first exposure to food banks came by volunteering

at the main-line food bank,

Winnipeg l{arvest then later on volunteering at two front-line food banks. Both were
church run. One was a Baptist church and the other a Mennonite church. This exposure
gave me a first-hand understanding

of how these organiz¿fisns work. My time spent

the Baptist church was primarily as an observer;

I

at

conducted half of my surveys and a

few interviews there. The bulk of my front-line volunteering, really getting to know
people and becoming involved in various activities was at the Mennonite church where
the other half of the surveys were conducted and the majority of interviews took place.

The use of participant-observation, a survey, and open-ended interviews allowed
me to research these organizations and the people associated with them to gain a better
understanding of how they fi.mction, their place in the North American food system, and

people's attitudes and opinions concerning them. The academic work involved the
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following tasks: a review of literahre, participant-observation, a survey, and open-ended
interviews.

P ørtic þ ant- O b s e m atio

n

:

The participant-observation method allows one to see, qualitatively, how
organiz¿¡1sn such as Winnipeg Harvest and some

of its front-line member

an

agencies in

Winnipeg frrnction. By participating in the daily routines of these organiz¿1isns, talking
with and interviewing various people who use and or deal with food banks, I was able to
see how food banks have become affiliated with various supermarkets, governments,
corporations, religious groups, and individuals.

'?articipant observation is more a state of mind, a framework for living in the

field, than it is a specific program of action" (Crane

&

Angrosino, 1992:64). This

method of research allows one to gain insights into the themes to be researched that other
methods (ie. suweys, archival research) would not provide. Participant-observation gives
resea¡chers the freedom

to adjust to their

when problems arise in the

surrounctings and hopefirlly react effectively

field. Methods such

as survey research are not as flexible and

often the data has to be collected in a set fashion, with questions asked in a specific order.
Furthermore, survey research and statistical analysis may provide certain information and
generalizations, but there is the

risk of representing people as neat, sterile demographic

statistics and categories through these methods. Through participant-observation,
anthropologists can experience what the daily activities mean to the people they are
studying, what deviations may occur from normal routines, and how people adjust to
changing situations (Crane & Angrosino, L992:64).

The anthropologist as participant-observer is not just a detached observer "of the
lives and activities of the people under study, but [one who participates] in that round of
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activities. By becoming active members of the community, anthropologists need no
friends"
longer be somewhat fonnidable "scientific" sfangers, but can become trusted
(Crane

&

Angrosino, 1992:64). As Bourgois (1996:13) states, participant-observation

to ask
can help to establish "long-term relationships based on trust [and] can begn
provocative personal questions, and expect thoughtfi'rl, serious answers'" Furthermore,
the participant-observer can experience the:

..harshness

of the voice" that...would...hardly þe] noticeable in the friendly

and
confines of the structued interview; but as a participant-observer, one sees
research
faditional
more
þe¿¡.5 things that would probably not come to light using
techníques (Iledican, 199 5 :204) -

participant-observation, however, is not a perfect methodology' The fieldworker

is not a blank slate, a tabula rasa, whichjust absorbs information and writes

it

down.

Antbropologists enter a fieldwork situation that is often foreign to them. The fieldworker

often has his or her own preconceived ideas of what is occurring in the field, through

background research, second-hand information,

afid possibly some

preliminary

fieldwork. There is also the fieldworker's own personal upbringing (ie. class,

status,

in the
ethnicity, education, etc.) that has a profound influence on how he or she reacts
field and how they interpret what is happening around them. The best that fieldworkers
"two worlds"
can do while doing research is to try and maintain a balance between the
they are in. That means maintaining some "objectivity" by keeping in mind that the
go "native" is to
fieldworker is most often not a "native" of the research setting and to
lose perspective of the original goals of "research in the

field." At the same time the

an extent
fieldworker must not allow personal biases to influence the researcher to such
the research
that it would bring harm or compromise the people they are dealing with or
itself.
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The way

I

began my research on food banks was through volunteering at

Wiruripeg Harvest. This allowed me to participate and observe the daily functioning of
this mainline food bank. Gaining access to this organization put me into contact with the

frontline food banks, which are not fi.rll-time operations (ie. they open on average only

¡þss times a month) and are generally

a part

of a larger organization that runs them, for

example a church or a community cenhe. The best way to have some afñliation with the

front-line food banks is to either volunteer at Winnipeg Harvest, which has its own

recruitnent procedures

for

volunteers,

or to

become directly involved

with

an

organization that runs a front-line food bank. Since food banking is only a small part

of

many organizations that run front-line food banks, the best place, at least at the beginning

of this study, was to base myself at Winnipeg Harvest, the main-line food bank in
Winnipeg whose main purpose is food distribution to its front-line member agencies/food

banks. By volunteering at Winnipeg Harvest and tbrough the method of participantobservation

I

was able to keep in contact with various food banks in Winnipeg and the

people involved with them while at the same time conducting my research for this study.

I

volunteered

in

various capacities, primarily as

warehouse and as a member

a worker/labourer in

the

of their education committee. Although $/innipeg Harvest

is the high profile food bank l¡¡ $/innipeg, especially in the media, its main function is

as

a co-ordinating organization. It keeps frack of the munber of clients it has to provide
food for, how much food goes in and out of the warehouse each day, otgauzes food
drives, promotes poverty and food awareness, and collects most of the donated food,
organizes it, then redistributes

it to its member agencies. It is a place where the logistics

of co-ordinating most of the other food banks in the city takes place. The ethos of this
organization is that of a voluntary organization with its own social organization, yet on a
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day to day level it functions very much like many other warehouses with people coming
and going, relationships forming and dissolving, and the daily routines most people face.

The social organization of the front-line food banks is different because the food

is distributed not to an organization, but to individuals. Winnipeg Hawest, with the aid

of the front-line food banks, has to keep hack of how much food has to be delivered to
each organtzation, so that food can be divided up as fairly as possible for the clients.
However, other than the fair and respecfü distribution of food, the front-line food banks

often have their own mandates and beliefs that may not necessarily be aligned with the
goals or views of Winnipeg Harvest.

Thus, the second phase of participant-observation was to spend time at the front-

line food banks. Having become involved with two front-line food banks, one as

a

participant-observer/volunteer at the Mennonite church and the other as an observer at a

Baptist church,

I

was able to observe and participate in the running of a front-line food

bank, specifically from a religious perspective.

I

took part in as many activities

as

possible: the unloading of the Winnipeg Harvest ffucks, eating lurch with volunteers,
attending prayer groups before the food

ba¡k doors opened, talking to food bank clients

and volunteers, establishing friendships, and cleaning up at the end of the day.

There were limitations

to participant-observation while in the field.

The

anthropologist may be able to immerse him or herself in the field, but attempting to try

and experience every activity or gain information through informal methods may not
necessarily be feasible

or desirable. When it comes to the problems of hunger and

poverty, trying to experience both through observing other people is diffrcult enough;

trying to actually imitate the experiences of those being studied or even going so far

as

"going native" creates a situation where the researcher could possibly lose his or her
objectivity and research focus.

¿a

To gain a better understanding of the experiences of the people who work
and./or use food banks, the conducting

of a

survey

of food bank clients and

at

the

interviewing of people who were directly or indirectþ involved with food banks was
necessary.

Sumey

A survey, as Crane and Angrosino (1992:136) state:
can be defined as a focused, organizsd means of data collection.'.it is a logical
and necessary complement to participant observation and related techniques based
on subjective immersion in a cultural setting.
There are various types ofsurveys; however the survey I conducted could be described as
a descriptive survey to gather general information about food bank clients.

Surveys that are descriptive "seek to describe the distribution within a population

of certain

characteristics, attitudes, or experiences and make use

of simpler forms of

analysis" (Singleton et al., 1993:250). The survey was also, for the most part a forced
response (survey) where the "questions [were] designed to use response categories that
[were] predetermined by the researcher [ie. age, sex]" (Crane & Angrosino,1992:143).

Specifîcally, the survey

I

conducted was partly made up of questions from the

Winnipeg Harvest survey (with their permission) with some modifications (See Appendix

A for

a copy of the survey administered). The survey was a cross-sectional design survey

"in which data [ofl a

sample or "cross section" of respondents chosen to represent a

particular target population [was] gathered at essentially one point in time" (Singleton et
al., 1993:254). The target population in this survey were food bank clients, and the time
span of the implementation of the survey was from November 1998 to March 1999.
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The questions asked in the survey ranged from basic demographic questions, (ie.
sex, age, marital status), questions about the use of social assistance, and questions about

food bank usage (ie. how often they are used, how they are used, etc.).

The surveys were conducted at two local food banks in Winnipeg where
volunteered, with about twenty-six surveys collected at each

I

had

one. The problem with

conducting surveys at only two food banks is that it limits the sample size of the survey
to just two specific front-line food banks and can possibly skew and bias the results. This

is because food bank clients in Winnipeg tend to frequent local neighbourhood food
banks because of the neighbourhood/community approach to food barking in Winnipeg.

Thus, clients using food banks in one neighbourhood food bank could potentially be
substantially different from the clients of another neighbourhood food bank. Hence, the
results from the surveys of the first food bank could conceivably be different from the
results of the survey of the second food bank. A crude example could be that the clients

of one food ba¡k could be made up of primarily underemployed persons (ie. the working

poor) living

in a

higher socio-economic region

of the city who use food

ba¡ks

infrequently while the clients of another food bank could be made up of people living on
social assistance in a part of town much poorer than the first region.
The two food banks where

I

conducted surveys at were located respectively in the

Fort Rouge area and the West End area of Winnipeg. These are two very different socioeconomic neighbourhoods of the city and the results from the two neighbourhoods may

be substantially different due to various explanations, for example cheaper housing and
better access to cheaper food markets.

I

limited the number of surveys collected to frfty-two because of time

financial constraints and because

I

and

was the sole surveyor of the questionnaires. Each

survey took on average ten to fifteen minutes to complete and because food banks are
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open for about one to two hours with the average client spending only ten minules in the

food banþ I could average about two to three surveys per visit (not counting rejections or

time spent observing the daily routine at the food bank). Also, the two food banks I
visited were open only once a week, tlree to four times a month, so the number of
surveys collected per week came out to about five or six.

I

confined my $rveys to these two food banks because of the rapport

I developed

with the organizers and volunteers. Some food banks were so fast paced that it was
impossible to develop any kind of relationship with the people, while the ones

I

became

ínvolved with were set up in such away as to provide an environment conducive to meet

people. For example, coffee and donuts were offered at tables set up for the clients so
they could sit, chat, and rest for a while before or after their food was collected.

The way I brought up the topic of the survey was to strike up a conversation with

a person whfe having coffee with them. During the conversation,
purpose for being at the food bank. From there

like to fi"ll out the survey.

If

they agreed

I

I

mentioned my

proceeded to ask them

if they would

I told them that the survey was completely

con-fidential and that none of the information would have any bearing on their status as a

food bank client and that it could not be used against them (ie. information falling in the
hands of welfare case workers,

etc.). Other times I would try and approach someone

quickly if I noticed they were sitting by themselves not surrounded by people.
When

I

conducted the actual suwey,

read the questions and responses to them.

I sat beside the person being surveyed and

I

did this because sitting beside a person

allowed for a friendlier conversation rather ttran a "face to face" type of confrontation.

If

the person had a reading difñculty, such as dyslexia or illiteracy and did not want to
admit to it, my reading of the questions protected them from any embarrassment. If I saw
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that the person began reading ahead or reacling the questions on their own, then I let them
read the survey while

I

I checked offtheir

approached people that

responses.

I felt comfort¿ble speaking to rather than trying to make

the survey as random as possible (ie. asking one person per table, every third person in a
line up, or one person every five minutes). Because food bank settings can be very small
and intimate, faces become familiar and seeing a lone surveyor every week jumping at

every third person like clock work, can create uneasy feelings and could have been
potentially detrimental to the food bank clients and volunteers and to the direction of this
study.

ln the broader context of this study, the "selective"

approach

I took to asking

people to fill out the suwey allowed me to maintain a lower profile so as not to draw too

much attention to the person being surveyed or myself and pennitted me to maintain a
congenial presence at the food

process

of collecting surveys,

participant-observation and

bank. Because I had to continue volunteering during the

I

could not let the collection process interfere with my

the development of my ties and füendships with

my

consultants/friends and other acquaintances within the food banks.

Unfortunately, my "selective" method of surveying people left certain people out.

For example, each week there was a group of elderly people who sat at one table and
spoke consistently in a language other than English. The language and age barriers alone
between this group of people and

I made it hard to approach them and the fact they

tight-hit goup

made it much more difücult to establish a rapport. In

seemed like a very

situations like these

I

made a judgement call and decided to move on and continue with

my own method of approachíng people.

The data collected was entered into Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet program that
allows for the tabulation of responses and is away of organizing numerical data.
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Intemiews
Interviewing allows researchers to investigate topics or situations that they would

rarely ever, or would want to, encounter. "Interviews, explain and put into a larger
context what the ethnographer sees and experiences" (Fettennan,1989.47).

It is during

the interviewing process that the anthropologist has the opportunity to pursue in further
detail issues and problems that he or she may have encountered while in the process of
participant-observation and the conducting of surveys.

There are generally two types

of interviews used in fieldwork: formal and

informal. The informal interview is the most common in anthropological fieldwork.
This type of interview can be seen not just as an interview, but a normal, daily
conversation the researcher may be having with any one of his or her consultants. As
Fetterman (1989:48) states, informal interviews "seem to be casual conversations, but

where struchred interviews have an explicit agenda, infonnal interviews have a specific

but implicit research agenda." The informal interview is a technique that is consistent
with participant-observation because of its casual nahre. What may be perceived as

a

friendly "chit-chat" is often an opporhrnity for the researcher "to discover the categories
of meaning in a culture" (Fetterman, 1989:48).
Eventually, further, or precise, detail was necessary. Through formal interviews,

in this case open-ended or semi-structured interviews, I was able to ask questions that
dealt specifically

with:

1) the experiences and opinions of food bank clients, and; 2) the

experiences and opinions of those people who are directly involved with food banks (ie.

volurteers, employees at food banks) (See Appendix

B for a copy of the interview

questions). The comments and opinions of the interviewees gave voice to some of the
problems associated with food banks. The interviews allowed people to articulate their
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own views on poverty and hunger. The interviews can fi¡rther complement the sterile
statistics, media portrayals, and wrinformed opinions of poverty and hunger in Canada.

I

conducted fifteen interviews that lasted anywhere from five to thirty minutes.

All interviews were tape recorded, with permission of the interviewee. All

interviewees

were informed of their right to refuse to answer any of the questions and to end the
interview at any tims.

I

interviewed people at the various main-line and front-line agency food banks.

Because the food banks

in Winnipeg t¿ke a neighbourhood/community

approach (ie.

serving people in their neighbourhoods rather than all people congregating at one food
bank), the interviews took place in quiet rooms (ie. seminar rooms or ofüces) away from
other people so that both the interviewee and

I could talk with relative privacy.

There is a difñculty u¡ith interviewing people at front-line food banks. Often
people go in, receive their food and leave quickly. At other times people arrive very
early (sometimes an hour or two) and wait till the food is distributed. Through my

o\ryn

of working at the food banks, I questioned the interviewees when it

was

experience

deemed most appropriate

to the volunteers/organi"ers and the food bank

recipients

themselves.

The interviews of the food bank clients that
banks were of people with whom

I

I

conducted at the front-line food

had established a rapport with, made friends with, and

who were/are vohurteers at the food bank they visit. The questions ranged in topics from

their lives on welfare, work or lack of it, money issues, personal problems, how they
make ends meet and about their roles as volunteers at the food bank.

Finally,
food banks.

I

I

interviewed the directors/organizers and the volunteers of the various

sought their opinions on numerous issues about food banks: for example,

the food received, frnances, donations, associations with government and business, the
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food bank clients, success and failures of food banks, their or their organization's
motivations for running a food bank, views of why or whether food ba¡ks are needed,

if

there is anything they are attempting to do to shut down food banks without having
people go hungry, and the role of religion in food banking.

At times my study may have come
research done,

for

across as "coÍrmando research," that is

example, under time and

or financial constaint (van Willigen,

1993:T20). The largest constraints were, other than the personal problems that many
fieldworkers face, the limitations

of "'ne due to the relatively

short hours of the food

banks (limiting my volunteer time), my own personal time schedule (work and school),

lack of flrnding, and the length of the survey (it should have been much
However, the use

of the multiple

methods,

or "triangulation...the use of

shorter).

dissimilar

methods or measures, which do not share the same methodological weaknesses-that is,
errors and biases" (Singleton et al., 1993:392) has hopefirlly balanced out the research

I

conducted. Participant-observation, surveys, and interviews all have their limitations, but
combined in one research project can lead to a final report that is holistic rather than

confined

to a narrow view of one methodology, the strengths of one method

compensating for the weaknesses of the other methods.

ETHICS

An ethics committee from the Deparhrent of Anthropology at the University of
Manitoba approved this project in the Spring

of 1998. All

names have been changed

except for people's titles, city and neighbourhood names, and the names of the two main-

line food banks: Winnipeg Harvest and The Toronto Daily Bread Food Bank. Because

an

organszation such as Winnipeg Harvest

is the main-line food bank in the city of

Winnipeg the descripfions in this study make

JJ

it difficult to disguise this organization.

Although

I

have changed or omitted all people's names in this study, several people may

be recognized because of the titles of their positions and/or their opinions. For example,

the Co-Ordinator at y/innipeg Harvest may be recognized. However,

I doubt that any

harm will come to him/her or the organization he/she represents. 1þs mandates of these
organizations are quite clear and have been represented as fairly as possible in this study.
Furthermore, people in positions of authority in this study (ie. Winnipeg Harvest's Co-

ordinator) are often public figures and their opinions are well known, especially in the

media. So well know in fact that their views have not changed throughout the course of
my research and parallel their past opinions. Thus,

I feel it is unnecessary to have to

eliminate their opinions and views in this study.

SIJMMARY
This intoductory chapter has presented the topic of this thesis, An Ethnography

Of Food Banks

In Winnipeg:

Organizations As Adaptations To Poverty And Hunger.

This thesis is not just a description of food banks but an analysis and demonsûation of

how food banks, specifically

¡

$/innipeg, Canada, have become adaptations to poverly

and hunger. This chapter intoduces the concepts of povefly, food, hunger, first world

food systems, and food security. Furthermore, the methodology used in the thesis is laid
out, explaining in detail how participant-observation, a sì.rvey, and interviews were used

to collect the data for the thesis. The next chapter, Review Of Literature, looks at the
anthropological and non-antbropological literature that deals with food banks, poverfy,

food, hunger, and various other issues that deal with the topic of food banks, either
directly or indirectly.
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CHAPTER

1

REVIE\ry OF LITERATT]RE
The literature on food banks, up to the present time, is limited. However, there is a
wealth of anthropological and non-anthropological literature concerning poverty. This literature
may not necessarily be directly related to food banks (ie. soup kitchens, drug use, social/support

networks). It is nonetheless relevant because it highlights the various perspectives onpoverty(ie.

The Culture of Poverty) and on its manifestations (ie. hunger, violence, homeless street
behaviour) at different times and in different places. Hence, the use of a wide variety of
anthropological and non-anthropological sources in this study offood banks is not only necessary
because

of the lack of studies of food banks, but it is in keeping with the "spirit" of

anthropol ory' s holi

sti c

and comparative approach.

The study of poverty is essentially about its causes, how it is perpetuated, how it changes
over time, and how people react, adapt, and try to "get out" of

it. It can be argued

that the poor,

the disenfranchised, and marginals are some of the most over-analyzed people. However, the
study of food banks is more than an analysis of poor people who cannot access supermarkets;

food banks are a syrnbol of a change in the food distribution system, the welfare state, and the
politicalæconomy of Canada. Thus, it is necessary to study food banks, because they are a sign
that poverty is changing in Canada (using a relative rather than an absolute definition of poverty)

and that is encompassing more people (ie. the working poor), For example, The National
Council of Welfare (i998:11) estimates that there were 3,624,00 poorpeople in Canadaresulting
in a national poverty rate of 15.3%. Over time the absolute numbers and poverty rate fluctuated,
but reached

a

high (this study only includes data up to 1996) in 1996 of 5,190,000 poor people in

Canada resulting in a national poverly rate of 17 .6% (l.Iational Council of Welfare, 1998:11) (The
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issue of poverty, its definitions, etc. in Canada are further discussed in Chapter

2).

Hence, not

only is it imperative to study and have an understanding of the poor (ie. food bank clients) but
also to comprehend the social, political, and economic policies that have lead to the rise of food

banks over the last twenty years.

One of the fundamental bases of the debate on poverty rests on the dichotomy of the
"deserving" and 't¡ndeserving" poor; those who are poor because of certain life circumstances
(ie. disability, disasters, etc.) or because of their personal choices (laziness, ineqponsibility, etc.),

respectively. It can be argued that this dichotomy has set the philosophical foundation, either
explicitly or implicitly, for most poverty research and analysis. The literahue on poverly must be
scrutinized so as to not perpetuate mistakes and simplistic models of past and current research.
Poverty has to be examined from a holistic perspective, viewing it as a product of a stratified
society rather ¡þ¿¡ ss¡¡¡ething that is "marginal" or independent of society or created solely by the

mind set or actions of certain groups or individuals.
Poverty and the "'War on Poverty" did not become in vogue until the 1960s. "The Social

Science lndex did not include a subheading for "poverty" until the 1960s" (Goode, 1980
[L972]:37 5). The literature to come out of this era, according to Goode, (1980 11972l:376), can
be divided into two categories: 1) "grandiose abstact writings about poverty, concerned with

poverly "culture," the values and behavior of the poor" and2) "small-scale empirical studies of

'the poor"

as an

anal¡ical unit."

It was the work of Oscar Lewis and his "Culture of Poverty" (1966) concept that figgered
not only a decade of research on poverty, but also the refutation of his work by a generation of
scholars (see Valentine 1968, Ryan 1971). Lewis' hypothesis in the "Culture of Poverty"
"attempts to explain the perpetuation of poverty by focusing on the traditions and values of
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underprivileged groups" (I{anis, 1988:408). Iæwis (1966:21) does acknowledge that the "Culture
of Poverty" is "both an adaptation and a reaction of the poor to their marginal position in a class-

süatified, highly individuated, capitalistic society." The work nonetheless takes on

a

psychological slant that was prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s, resulting mainly from the
psychoanalytic influences of the 'Treudian culture and personality paradigm that dominated

anthropolory in the 1950s" @ourgois, 1996:16).
l,ewis (1966:21) contends that:
Once the culture of povertyhas come into existence it tends to perpetuate itself. Bythetime
slum children are six or seven they have usually absorbed the basic attitudes and values of

their subculture. Thereafter they are psychologically unready to take fi.rll advantage of
changing conditions or improving opportunities that may develop in their lifetime.
Poverty in this respect is seen as some type of "psychological neurosis" that affects a certain
segment of the population, and only certain types of poor people (læwis, 1966:21). The "Culture

of Poverfy" supposedly disables them from being able to change or take advantage of

any

opportunities, be they economic, social, educational, and so on. This approach to poverty takes
the view that the individuals and groups who are being studied are destined to live their life in

poverty. From this perspective, culture(s) (beliefs, values, and behaviours) are seen as the
primary factors that govern and dictate the poor's position in society rather than the external
p

oliti cal -ec onom i c forces and social -structural constaints.

A line of thinking similar to Lewis' argument is Foster's "Image of Limited Good"(l979
U9671). As Foster claims:
By Image of Limited Good I mean that behavior in these and other broad areas is patterned
in such fashion as to suggest that Tzintntntzenos see their social, economic, and natural
universes--their total environment--as one in which almost all desired things in life such as
land, other forms of wealth, health, friendship, love, manliness, honor, respect, power,
influence, security, and safety exist in absolute quantities insufficient to fill even minimal
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villagers. Not only do "good things" exist in strictly limited quantities, but in
addition there is no way directly within the Tzintzntzeno's power to increase the available
supplies (1979:123).

needs of

Foster (T979119671:la$ does acknowledge that "goods" canbe acquiredbyindividuals, andnot
at the expense of others, by acquiring goods or resources outside the "closed system." Yet, the

similar perspectives of Foster and Lewis view poor people as "stranded in their lot in life."
Nothing they do or anything that happens, and according to Foster at the expense of others,

will

improve their situation. The peasants and the peasant village, in this view, are s€en as closed off.
The focus is again on the beliefs, values, and the mind attitudes of the peasants. There is an

implicit assumption that these peasants are poor in their own world and can only achieve
prosperity by leaving

it.

This view takes a slarchronic "snap shot" view that change does not

occur within their world and that people, and their situation, do not change.
Conversely, it could be suggested that the beliefs, values, and behaviours of the poor are a

reaction and a possible adaptation to their poverly and that, given the right circtunstances most
poor people would take the opportunity to "get out" of poverty As Gans (1995:2) argues:
the causes of these behaviors, when they do occur, are in fact usuallypoverty-related effects;
that sometimes poor people are driven by the effects of poverty to actions that violate their
own morals and values. Poverty-related effects or pressures develop because poor people
lack the funds, the economic security, and sometimes the social supports and emotional
strength, to behave in mainstream ways.

From the perspectives of the "Culture of Poverty" or the 'Image of Limited Good," the poor
could be labelled as "undeserving." The poor are in their position in life because they have,
among other things, according to Lewis (1966:23). "a strong present-time orientation with

relatively little disposition to defer gratification and plan for the future, and

a

high tolerance for

psychological pathology of all kinds." Lewis' work and personal views aboutpoverty, regardless
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of his intentions, lead the way to a model of poverty that to this day can be used against the poor

(ie. poor þ¿5hing, worldare). They are focussed on the symptoms rather than the causes of
poverty.
Poverty must not be observed from such rigid enculturation models. Enculturation is the
process througb which:

the culture [or sub-culhre] of a society tends to be similar in many respects from one
generation to the next. In part this continuity in life-ways is maintained by the process
known as enculturation. Enculturation is a partially conscious and partially unconscious
learning experience whereby the older generation invites, induces, and compels ttre younger
generation to adopt taditional ways of thinking and behaving Qlarris, 1988:123).
These researchers cannot understand poverty only by observing actions and repeated behaviours,

especially from one generation to the

next. The

data must be contextualized

in the social

conditions which may make it necessary for groups or individuals to act in certain ways and even

to repeat various behaviours (ie. second generation welfare recipients or woman-cenfred
households/absentee fathers (Stack, 1970)). As Harris (198S:125) states:
every replicated pattern is not the result of the programming that one generation experiences
at the hands of another. Many patterns are replicated because successive generations adjust
to similar conditions in social life in similar ways.

Liebow (T967:223) eloquently supports this view by asserting that:

many similarities between the lower-class Negro [sic] father and son (or mother and
daughter) do not result from "cultural transmission" but from the fact that the son goes out
and independently experiences the same failures, in the same areas, and for much the same
reasons as his father. What appears as a dynamic, self-sustaining cultural process is, in part

at least, a relatively simple piece of social machinery which turns out, in rathermechanical
fashion, independently produced look-alikes.

Enculturation may be able to account for the "continuity of culhre; but it cannot account for the
evolution of culture" (Harris, 1988:125). The enculhnationmodelrnayexplainpartlywhypeople
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do what they do and why they keep doing it (ie. using food banks). But enculturation cannot
account for the change in society, for example higher poverly rates in Canada due to a shrinking

middle class and

a

shift in the economy that stesses part-time employment with lower wages and

less benefits. People often react and adapt to change or continue on with simila¡ patterns

of

behaviour depending on personal circumstances or what direction their society changes, if it
changes at

all. If similar conditions persist from

one generation to the next then it is posible that

similar patterns of behaviour will persist.
Regardless ofany changes in the culture

ofa society,

personal behaviours, actions, and

values do play a role in determining what occurs in a person's

life. All

people make decisions

and choices. Sometimes the choices are not good for us. Aperson making detrimental choices

who has more money, status, or power than someone from

a

lower socio-economic position may

not necessarily suffer as much from his or her actions as opposed to a poorer individual. Thus,

individual behaviours, actions, and values can only contribute little to the debate on poverty.
Subsequently, other factors must be investigated.

The works of Iæwis and Foster, regardless of their intentions, shifted their focus of
poverty research away from an etic analysis (ie. the causes of poverty) towards an emic analysis

(ie. values) of poverty. Those against the model of the "Culture of Poverly" would most likely
agree

with Valentine's (1968:156) statement that: "as long as the "war on poverf¡i" is focussed

mainly on changing the supposed customs and values of the poor--rather than on altering the
economic and political structure of the nation--it will have little effect on poverty." It is this type

of perspective that attempts to take the focus off of the individual and distances itself from a
"blame the victim" mentality.
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"Blaming the victim" is a corollary to the "undeserving poor." The 'l¡ndeserving poor"
are seen as the masters of their own demise. This "blame the victim" mentality is often
supported by

m¡hs

perpetuated by those who are not poor, and sometimes by the poor

themselves. "Blaming the victim" is easier to do because actions of the "other" (ie, excessive
spending, violence, drug abuse, homelessness) are much easier to view in society on a daily or

weekly basis, especially with the wide proliferation of the media and their focus on sensational
events. Blaming society, corporations, a shrinking middle-class, and globalization is much more

difücult because, although these social forces are influences in everyone's lives, they are often
abstract concepts that do not affect people daily or immediately. The actions of an individual, for

example a homeless alcoholic, are tangible and can be seen on many sfreets in urban North
America whereas the processes that have lead to homelesmess and alcoholism are not necessarily
noticeable to the naked eye and often occur over long periods time.

It is essential to examine the problem of poverty, first, from the perspective of its causes
(ie. social inequality) rather than from it syrnptoms. It is the "causes" that are, by definition, what
contribute to the syrnptoms of poverty (ie. a rise in food banks over the last 20 years in Canada).

In his book, Blaming the Victim (1971), William Ryan attempts to dispel many of the myths of
poverty and endeavours to explain poverty from the perspective of inequality. It is the inequality
and stratification of society (in this case the United States) that causes poverfy and can manifest

itself as: slum housing, inadequate education and health care for those who cannot afford them,
and the behaviours of people that arise from these problems.

Although this book was written in the early 1970s many of the issues Ryan deals wittr (ie.
slum housing, racism, inequality in education and in law) are still prevalent today. While the
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culrent debate on poverty rests on the viewpoints of sructure and agency (see inhoduction), Ryan

(I97I:I7) identified similar themes in his analysis, specífically the 'l¡niversalistic"

and

"exceptionalistic" viewpoints. The "exceptionalistic" viewpoint suggests that:
problems occur to specially-defined categories of persons in an unpredictable ma¡ner. The
problems are unusual, even unique, they are exceptions to the rule, they occur as a result of
individual defect, accident, or unfortunate circumstance and must be remedied by means that
are particular and, as it were, tailored to the individual case (Ryan,l97I:17).

Ryan criticizes this "blame the victim" mentalityf'exceptionalistic" viewpoint and chooses
instead to consider social problems from

a'tniversalistic" viewpoint:

that social problems are a function of the social arrangements of the community or the
society and that, since these are social arrangements of the community or the society and
that, since these social arrangements are quite imperfect and inequitable, such problems are
both predictable and, more important, preventable through public action. They are not
unique to the individual, and the fact that they encompass individual persons does not imply
that those persons are themselves defective or abnor¡nal (Ryan, 1971:18).
Hence, it is not necessarily the psychology or values that necessarily perpetuate the poor's

poverty, but rather as Leeds argues:
certain kinds of labour markets which are structured by the condition of national technolory,
available capital resources, enterprise location, fraining institutions, relations to foreign and
internal markets, balance-of-trade relations, and the nahre of the profit Eystem of capitalistic
societies...These are not independent traits of some supposed culture, but characteristics or
indices of certain kinds of total economic systems (Leeds, l97l:246).

To take a cufient analysis of poverty, but with an emphasis on the drug culture in New

York City, Bourgois (1996:319) asserts that:
The economic base of the taditional working class has eroded throughout the country.
Greater proportions of the population are being socially marginalized. The restructuring of
the world economy by multinational corporations, finance capital, and digital electronic
technology, as well as the exhaustion of social democratic models for public sector
intervention on behalf of the poor, have escalated inequalities around class, ethnicity, and
gender.
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What one can observe in North American society is not a "Culture of Poverty" resulting

from the psychological inadequacies of the poor, but rather

a

"Culture of Survival" based on the

decisions and actions of groups and individuals to do what is necessaryto survive duringdifficult

times, Sometimes survival is using soup kitchens (see Glasser 1988) for food or selling and using
drugs (see Bourgois 1996, Hauch 1984, 1995) for money and personal usage. The actions of 'the

poor," those labelled "bizarre" or "irrational," especially by middle-class standards and ideals,
are, upon closer examination sometimes "rational" when all factors (ie. social, economic,
psychological, etc.) are taken into consideration. With the "'War on PovertS/" in the 1960s and a

reaction to the model of the "Culture of Poverty" câme a whole new series

of

urban

anthropological and sociological studies. These new ethnoggaphies fell into the category of
"small-scale empirical studies of 'the poor"'(Goode, l9B0
U9721:376).
The urban ethnographies from the 1960s and 1970s during the age of the "Culture

of

Povert¡/" had been conducted in the anthropological nadition of studying small-scale societies.
Even though the studies were done in large urban centres, they focussed on units of analysis such

as: small groups of people, families, social-support networks, and so on. The works varied:
Liebow (1967) studied ofBlack street cornermen in Washington D,C., Spradley(1970) worked
on homeless alcoholics on Seattle's skid row, Stack (1974) investigated family and kinship and
social-support networks in a Black ghetto community in the United States, and Belmonte (1979)
analyzed life and family life in the slums of Naples,

All

are excellent ethnographies providing

rich details of the daily lives of the people and their coping strategies. Although,

these

ethnographies do look at peoples' behaviours, values, and culture(s), theytake the position that,

for the most part, larger societal forces (ie. unstable economies, prejudices andracism) influence
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these peoples' lives.

Current anthropological literature on poverty and its many manifestations, such as Flauch

(1984, 1995), Glasser (1988), Scheper-Hughes (1992), Dettwyler (1994),and Bourgois (1996), all

provide fine descriptions and analyses on their respective topics. While these works differ in
their focus, all study aspects of poverly, be it homeless alcoholics in Winnipeg (Hauch 1984,
1995) or violent drug dealers in New York City (Bourgois T996).
One of the best current anthropological works on poverly is Bourgois' (1996),In Search

of Respect: Selling Crack in El Banio. Bourgois' research focussed on poverty, crime, and
drugs in New York

City. This work deserves some attention, not only

because of his use

of

participant observation, but also because of his political-economic analysis that attempts to
balance the actions of individuals with the changing political-economy of the United States. The

work, although not dealing with hunger,analyzesan exteme example of poverty thathasleadto
violence and a deterioration of a community. For comparative purposes, this work shows what
can happen when inequality and poverty spiral out of

contol.

Bourgois describes New York city Puerto Rican drug dealers, who have the potential of
earning hundreds of dollars daily, but at the same time are unable to penefate mainstream

'lespectable" America. These "crack" dealers however, are not passive puppets who have not
"accepted their structural victimization" but rather:

embroiling themselves in the underground economy and proudly embracing street culture,
they are seeking an alternative to their social marginalization. tn the process, on a daily
level, they become the actual agents administering their own destruction and their
community's suffering (Bourgois, 19961 43).
Following the lives of several people implicated in the undergrourd drug economy, Bourgois
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watches them, often times helplessly, desüoy their lives tlrough violence and drug use. At the
same time Bourgois balances his "agency''approach to help explain these peoples' position in

life with the broader "structural"

aspects of the:

restructuring of the U.S. economy around service jobs [that] has resulted in unemployment,
income reduction, weaker unions, and dramatic erosions in worker's benefits at the entry
level...fFurthernore there are the] cultural dislocations of the service economy... [that]
propels many inner-city youths into a wrenching culrural confrontation with the uppermiddle-class white world (Bourgois, I 996: I 1 5).

The changing economy of a society is a major factor in determining what direction certain
populations (ie. young males in inner-city slums)

better paylng jobs,

if

will

lean towards in their

lives. It may be to

they are available, or to higher crime related activities

if

appropriate

opportunities do not exist (ie. good access to education or job training).
The people in Bourgois' study were part of a social network that was narrowly confined

"to the weakest sector of manufacturing in a period of rapid job loss" @ourgois, 1996:141).

If

this had not been the case then they might have been able to work long enough to "enable them to
adapt to the restructuring of the local economy''@ourgois, 1996:141).

What occurred was a closing down of local factories that sought cheaper labour

elsewhere. The Puerto Rican immigrant's working-class jobs, with steady employment,
dissolved. This lead to the "headmill of rotating from one poorlypaidjob to the next" @ourgois,

1996:137). With little education and social skills more adept to street culture, the people in

Bourgois' study who pursued any mainsteam jobs in the growing FIRE sector (finance,
insurance, real estate) in the United States were met with hostility by employers and supervisors

who expected middle-class work ethics and skills. The presence of strong unions or fellow
workers that provided a "culturally based sense of class solidarity" had all but disappeared in

^tr

neighbourhoods like East Ha¡lem, leaving the street youth with a choice between "dead end"jobs

in mail or photocopy rooms @ourgois, 1996:142) or more profitable but dangerous street
activities such as drug dealing.
A common theme that runs through the urban ethnographies, particularly from the 1960s
and 1970s, is that of social-support networks. To survive in impoverished conditions means
having to rely on others, be they kinship networks (Stack 1974), sûeet comer relations (Liebow
1967), or the people of a "defended neighborhood" in the slums of Naples (1979:a\. Even at the

level of homeless alcoholics we see social-support networks that are necessary to survive on the
sfreets (lIauch 1984, 1995).

Hauch's(1984, 1995)studyofhomelesssfeetpeopleinWinnipegisagoodexampleof
social support in the form of egalitarian reciprocity am ongst these people. To live on Skid Row
means having to rely on others for help, especially when one is unemployed, desperate for
money, and living in a climate with exceptionally cold winters. A valuable aspect of Hauch's

study was that

it

dispelled certain myths of homelessness and that

"irrational" behaviours of the homeless

as

it explained

apparently

"rational" andnecessaryto survive onthe sfeets. The

behaviours of the homeless on Winnipeg's Skid Row often times mirrored the egalitarian

reciprocity of hunter-gatherer bands. The "nondeferred gratification," money spending practices
(Hauch, 1995:295), and drunken binges (Hauch, 1995:300) of the homeless are adaptations to

living on the sfeets.

In egalitarian societies, goods flow freely with no one person admiuing to keeping

a

precise count of the flow of goods. There is an implicit assumption that when one person gives to
another the giver knows that inevitably the time
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will

come when he or she

will

be in need and

that eventually they can count on someone for help, and not necessarily from the recipient of
today's gift, who may have some extra goods or money.
The money made from casual work (sometimes from exploitative casual labour offices,
see Stym.eist1979) is spent quickly on other street people. Spending on those who do not have

money

his

will eventually be reciprocated when the person who previously

had money is "dowû on

luck." Yet, gifts of goods or money may not necessarily come from

the last person the

receiver gave to. Goods or money come from those who have. There is not necessarily a "you
owe me" situation.

Similar actions were observed by Stack (1974), but in situations where familiarity with
givers and receivers was higher because of ritual kinship relations. As Stack (197 4:34) states:

A gft received is not owned and sometimes can be reclaimed by the initiator ofthe swap. A
person who gives something which the receiver needs or desires, gives under a voluntary
guise. But the offering is essentially obligatory, and in the Flats, the obligation to repay
carries kin and community sanctions.
The obligation to give or "payback" in this situation is much higher because the proximity of a

family relationship is much closer than amongst the homeless. The homeless are a fluid
population. "Over time [the homeless] may exhibit considerable variation in size and density, and
comprise specific individuals for only the shortest periods" (Hauch, 198412). The chances of

running into the same people over time on the streets are much less than in a family situation.
The driving force of [these] arrangement[s] is not pure altruism. Everyone [on the streets and in
Stack's case with families] is expected to both produce and distribute--at least intermittently-to
maintain balance over the long term" (FIauch, 1995:300). To prevent people on the street from
hoarding money or goods over long periods of time social control mechanisms are in place to
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keep the flow of goods dishibuted relatively even. There is direct punishment on misers who

consistently hoard goods such as robbing and/or beating them.

There are also more diffi¡se punishments such as ostracism or gossip directed at a
person's sanity, calling the miser øazy and dangerous. This type of behaviour can only lead to

isolation, and on the streets that means having no one to turn to and further difficulties of
surviving without some type of (state) intervention (tIauch, 1995:299). Similarly, according to
Stack (1974:34), "individuals who

fail to reciprocate in swapping relationships

are judged

harshly."
Although not directly, Hauch's work can be viewed along similar lines to Bourgois'
research. Not because the homeless in Winnipeg are able to make money offof lucrative drug
transactions, but because they are, for the most part, affected by and unable to stay off the streets
due to underemployment or unemployment or welfare aid that is "generally [i'estrictive] on the
basis of mere Skid Row citizenship" ([Iauch, 1984:84). Both Hauch and Bourgois suggest that

the only way off the streets is through steady employm.ent. The desire to work legally by the
people in both studies is evident. Yet, the exploitative nature of the casual labour offices, low
wages, and piece-meal work (Hauch 1984,1995, see also Stymeist 1979), or the

under-educated Puerto Rican drug dealers to adjust
a

difficulty ofthe

to'\ilhite" American middle-classjobs,

create

revolving door effect. Emploprent is tenuous and often the people end up back on the streets,

becausejobs end as quickly as they start, or they give upjobs out offrustration and the inability

to adjust to the work, or because some work does not pay as much as a steet drug dealer would
get.

Ironically, the image of the "rich" street drug dealer is often a façade. They never really
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end up making that much money because "their take-home pay is a function of how much they

sell. When converted into an hourly wage, this is often a relatively paltry sum" (Bourgois,
1996:92). These "dealers" tend to overspend their profits, just

as

many other people in their own

society where the 'tendency to overspend income windfalls conspicuously is universal in an
economy [U.S A] that fetishizes material goods and services" @ourgois, 1996:91). Furthermore,

the money earned is not "legitimate," at least with Revenue authorities (ie. IRS or Revenue
Canada). Any type of banking done over the long term can become suspect to these and other
authorities thus keeping the money and sometimes the people uiho earned it in the'lnderground"

economy. This makes it possibly more difficult to save money and enter the "main-steam"
economy. Employment alone however does not decrease the effects of poverty
remain

low.

if

the wages

Yet, tenuous employment is a major factor in contributing to the (anti-social)

behaviours that are adaptations to living or "dealing" on the süeet and good steady employnent

is something that has to be addressed when attempting to deal with poverty in North America.
Some ethnographies dealing with poverty that confront the problems of hunger are the works

of Glasser (1988),

Scheper-Hughes (1992), and Dethvyler

(1994). Dettwyler and Scheper-

Hughes focussed their research on hunger and malnutrition in Mali and Brazil, respectively.
These works, and others like them (ie. Turnbull 1972) are necessarybecause theyprovide aview

of hunger that is rarely if ever seen in North America. Detfwyler's Dancing Skeletons: Life and

Death

in

ll'est Africa (1994) is a personal account of her fieldwork in

Mali.

Althouglr

Dettwyler's approach to her ethnography is autobiogaphical, she nonetheless provides a great
deal of information on malnutrition in this West African country. Dettwyler's experiences in

Mali

are best summarized in a conversation she had
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with some health care workers in the field.

Regardless

of preventative medical intervention to improve the health of the population,

malnutrition was the ultimate killer. As Dettwyler states:

"OK. Look at it this wãy," I explained. 'T(ids used to die here of neonatal tetanus, right?
When they were only a few weeks old. Some of them survived the neonatal period only to
die of measles or diarrhea when they were one or two years old. Many children died of
diarrhea from drinking contaminated water and because no one knew about oral rehydration
solution. Now the kids don't die of tetanus or measles, because of the immunization
program. They don't die of dianhea because of the wells and the ORS program. lnstead,
they die of lingering malnutrition when they're three or four, or five or six years old. Is this
really an improvement?" (199 4:la5)
Even with the best intentions, program s aimed at aiding the sick are rendered useless because

of

the issue of food security. Hence, the short-term solutions (ie. food banks) only provide "band-

aid" results for problems that have to be addressed from a structuraVsystemic perspective. The
short malnourished children, according to Dettwyler (1994:104), do not survive or grow up to
become tall adults like the adults in the village where Dettwyler did her study, they die. Food is

often reserved for adults and the elderly and the malnourished look of children, "the dancing
skeletons" as Dettwyler referred to them during a village ceremony, is typical and the standard

look of the rural children (Detfwyler, 1994:104).
In Death l4lithout Weeping: The Violence of Everyday

Lfe in Brazil (1992),

Scheper-

Hughes' extensive ethnography of North-Eastern Brazil, one reads about the "hunger of those

who eat every day but of insufFrcient quantity, or of an inferior quality, or an impoverished
vanety,which leaves them dissatisfied and hungry" (1992137). The poor and hungy of NorthEastern Brazil can suffer "delirio defome, the madness of hunger" and deaths from malnutrition-

dehydration (1992:1"29-166). Furthermore, tlere is "nervos"

z "IaÍge and

expansive folk

diagnostic category of distress...that is a common complaint among the poor and marginalized
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people in many parts of the world" (Scheper-Hughes, 1992:172-173). As Scheper-Hughes
(1992.173) explains:
nervos has become the primary idiom through which both hunger and hunger anxiety (as
well as many other ills and afflictions) are expressed. People are more likely today to
describe their misery in terms of nervos than in tenns of hunger. They will say, "I couldn't
sleep all night, and I woke up crying and shaking tvtth nervos" before they will say, "I went
to bed hungry, and woke up shaking, neryous, and angry," although the latter is often
implied in the former.
The works of Dettwyler and Scheper-Hughes are Third World perspectives on hunger.

A

frame of reference is established demonstrating that the causes of poverty and hungermaybe the
same cross-culturally (ie. sûatification and inequality), but that the manifestations are quite

different. The triggers of poverty and hunger in North America may be cut backs to social
programs (ie. welfare, job creation), but there is still the ability of individuals to access soup
kitchens and food banks to secure food that is more nutritious and plentifirl than the average poor
person would receive in Brazil or

Mali. First World hunger

does not usually cause physiological

reactions as drastic as "nervos," but is reflected in the frustations with access to social and
employment resources that are often taken for granted in North America.

More than Bread: Ethnography of a Soup Kitchen, is Glasser's (1988) study of a New
England soup kitchen which provides a look at hunger and food security from a First World

perspective. Her descriptions and analysis of soup kitchens are closer to the situations and
conditions of food banks in North America than the studies of Dettwyler and Scheper-Hughes.
Glasser (1988:2-3) sees the contemporary soup kitchen as:

particular adaptation to contemporary North American life, serving as an ecological niche
for a segment of the poor who are considered "marginal" to the dominant culture. This
marginality takes the forms of little income, long-term unemployment, debilitatingphysical
conditions, serious mental illness, and a separation from family relationships.
a
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Glasser emphasizes the role of the religious organizations that run soup kitchens and their
concept of "ministry" and how the soup kitchen is a focal point for social/support networks.

"The soup kitchen functions as a symbolic living room...þecause] the soup kitchen guests lack
the sources of human contact that most of us take for granted in work, family relationships, and
consumer activifies" (Glasser, 1988:3). The soup kitchen ends up being a "temporary surrogate

family and community for

a segment of the

poor" (Glasser, 1988:ó). While the hunger in North

America is marginalized to Skid Row, and is expanding frirther with the rise in the number of
food banks, the hunger in Brazil or Mali tends to be a an experience shared by an entire village.

This is one of the differences of First World hunger compared to Third World hunger, how
removed it can be from the dominant society.
The studies that have been analyzed up to this poínt have their limitations. One of the
reasons for this is that they relied heavily on participant-observation. This approach normally

conducted over one to several years time:
captures only immediate processes, [and] it tends also to contribute to the reification of the
instant in terms of identities and categories that occupy the space and time of the fieldwork.
Poor people appear poor rather than unemployed or underemployed. Homeless people
appear homeless rather than displaced (Susser, 1996416).
Because the ethnography is a present oriented study, often the processes (ie. political-economic

conditions, gender divisions) that have lead up to what the anthropologist is observing (ie. soup

kitchen clients) can easily be down played or forgotten. Crucial variables are seen

as distant

from

the people being studied and the focus on immediate behaviours can unfortunately'teify''and

possibly stigmatize people's patterns of behaviour. These works can unintentionally lead to
"blaming the victim."
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At times it is diffrcult for the anthropologist to contextualize his or her study in terms of
structural constraints. Even in a study that tried to account for both individual actions and greater
societal forces, Bourgois found it difücult to watch a 'þregnant friend frantically smoking crack"
and at the sarne time "remember the history of her people's colonial oppression and hr¡miliation,

or to contextualize her position in New York's changing economy'' (1996:17). This is not to say
that the ethnography is not a useful source of infonnation. The accumulated knowledge through
ethnographies over time only highlights that poverty has not gone away.

It is necessary to complement the knowledge gained from ethnographies, especially ones
dealing with poverty and hunger, with other works that deal with such topics as welfare policies
and social change (Harris 1981,

Li

1996, Ritzer 1996). Because the literature on food banks is

still in its infancy, most work has been done by people in fields outside anthropolory, qpecifically

in social work (see Riches 1986, T997, Poppendieck 1998, Webber 1992).
This is an ideal time to pursue a study of food banks from an anthropological perqpective,

using the techniques used by anthropologists (see methodology section). At the same time
sources outside of anthropology can be drawn upon to strengthen this study. These sources can
make it more than

a

mere descriptive ethnography. They can contextualize this study in literature

that accounts for the political-economic forces that have given rise to food banks and various

theories

to

explain the social forces that have lead North American Society towards

commodifoing food rather than producing

it for sustenance

(see Bodley 1996, Kneen 1993,

Winson 1993).
The first comprehensive study of food banks in Canada was presented byRiches (1986).

His first book on the topic, Food Banks and the Ilelfare Crisis (1986), defines food banks and
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describes how they came about, how they function, and anaTyzes their contribution

to the

Canadian welfare state. He argues that the need for food banks results primarily from the fiscal

and social policies set by the various levels of government in Canada. As Riches (1986:71)
states:

many provincial govemments looked the other way as social assistance caseloads rose
dramatically between 1981 and 1984-the period which saw the mushrooming of food
banks...that benefits had been inadequate for many years; that cutbacks further reduced
benefits for certain groups of people; that increasingly stringent eligibility criteria further
eroded people's rights to receive adequate benefits; and that attempts atprogressive reforrns
were held back in the seventies and eighties. In fact all levels of govemment have in
different \¡/ays supported the rise of food banks and used them as substitutes for public
welfare.
Underlying Riches' (1986) argument is the debate between the institutional/comprehensive
perspective to social welfa¡e and the residual perspective, with Riches' bias to the former. The

institutional perspective 'Views social welfare as a necessary social institution that essentially
meets the needs of people in industrial societies" (Delaney, 1995:16). The residual perspective

"essentially sees social welfare as a limited and temporary societal response to human problems
that stem from the needs of families or the markeþlace that result when nonnal frurctioning fails"

(Delane¡ 1995:16).
Riches' work is a critique of the ""casualq/ treatment approach" to social welfare"
(1986:7) and of the limit¿tions to the comprehensiveness of the social safety net in Canada. It is

limited to those who in Canadian society are deemed "deserving," or who qualifu for benefîts
such as welfare or emplolment insurance. Those who do not qualify for benefits or are assessed
as deserving

limited funding often find themselves struggling financially.

The topic of food banks then gives rise to an ideological debate of human rights and the

tr-A

right to better or broader encompassing comprehensive social services. The issue of rights,
particularly the right to food, and social welfare is discussed in Riches' later book, First World

Hunger: Food Security and l|/elfare Politics (1997). This collection of essays written byvarious
authors (Craig & Dowler, Poppendieck, Riches, Uttley, and Wilson) tackles the problem of first

world hunger in countries such

as Canada, the

US,\

the UK, AusÍalia, and New Zed,and.

These essays try to explain:

through comparative policy analysis, and the use of national case studies, why hunger,
absolute poverty and food insecurity have again become prevalent in particular flust world
countries with established welfare states and social safety nets (Riche s, 1997a:2).
It is no coincidence that the five countries in Riches' collection of

essays are used ¿ß case studies.

In these advanced industrialized countries hunger has similar causes, manifestations, and is dealt

with in similar ways. These countries share are a "common heritage...democratic taditions,
styles of representative government, systems of law, religious ideas and institutions, capitalist
economies, and systems of social welfare" (Riches, 1997a.6).

It is not however, necessarily the "common heritage" that has lead to the increase of "first

world hunger." What Riches et al. (1997) argue is that first world poverty and hunger,
particularly in these five countries, are due to the:
ideological preferences of the governments in power (of both the Right and the Læft) in each
of these countries from the early I 980s [that] have followed the New Right economic agenda
which champions individual acquisitiveness at the expense of the poor and collective wellbeing (Riches, 1997 a:12).
The United States lead the way in the early 1980s with the rise of "Reaganomics" (or as former
President

of the United States George Bush called it voodoo economics) and the

Reagan

administration cutting back on social spending with policies favouring higher income earners in
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America. This had profound implications in other counbies that followed their lead. As
Poppendieck (1997) argues in her essay, the rise in hunger in America was due to the policies
instigated by the Reagan adminisûation.

Calling for reduced social spending, tax cuts and a reduction of welfa¡e dependency, Reagan
sought and obtained from Congress deep cuts in a whole host of federal social prograrnmes.
The combination of long-tenn changes in the economy, a sharp recession and cutbacks in
federal assistance to poor people led the mayors of several large cities to declare a 'hunger
emergency,' pointing to long lines at soup kitchens and food pantries as evidence
(Poppendiek, 1997 :137).
Simila¡ events were occurring in New Zealand. New Zealand, in the 1970s and early 1980s,
was characterized by governmental policies that "sought to contol prices and wages, to maintain a

closed and highly protected domestic economy and a highly subsidized export sector and who
retained a commitment to

full employment" (Uttley, 1997:85). That all changedwith

the openingup

of the economy by lowered or removed tariffs, import quotas, and subsidies (Uttley, 1997:86).
"Government and govemment activities were scrutinized with a viewto reducingthe size ofthe state
and returning trading activities wherever possible to the private sector" ([Jttley, 1997:86). The
change in fiscal policies in New Zealand,as in the other countries discussed in Riches et al. (1997),

during the 1980s and 1990s, saw a rise in poverty, hunger, and the number of food banks. It can be
argued that there is a causal link between the neoliberal policies of a government and a growth

of

inequality and poverty in these countries.

An example from New Zealand is a st¿tement from the Minister of Social Welfare in 1991
who described the welfare state as being:
an institution which had been a product of affluence and minimal levels of social need and
that it was not sustainable in its present form in the face of economic problems and
increasing levels of social need (Uttley, 1997 :9 4).

Uttley (1997:94-95) argues that the Minister was:
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asserting that the level of social need in the community and the level of government income are
always inversely related, so that a generous public welfare response to social need fashioned in a
time of prosperity cannot be maintained in terms of either coverage or level of provision during
periods of economic adversity. The welfare state accordingly requires reform so that there is a safety
net, but one below that achievable in paid work thereby motivating people to move away from longtenn dependence on the state...A return in other words, to systems more akin to the less eligibility
ethos which applied before the contemporary welfare state came into being.

This comes back to the debate of residual and comprehensive social welfare and the ideologies

that are behind any fiscal and social policies of a government that influence social welfare.
Furthermore, the minister's comments address the iszue of those who are "deserving" and

'hndeserving" and a fear by some that the state

will

support certain citizens who become

"dependent" on state aid rather than being independent and working.
Riches et al. (1997) argue that their respective govemnûents cannot ignore the fact that the

policies and neo-conservative approaches to the economy and social welfare have affected the
poor negatively. One way the poor have been affected is in their diet and the inability to access
dominant food distribution cenúes consistently, thus having to rely on food banks.
Riches (1986) and Riches et al. (1997) provide a "macro" approach to poverty, hunger,
and the problem of food banks. Case studies of food banks are

few. An early work on food

banks by Foley (1992), Beggars Can't Be Choosers: An Ethnography of a Food Bank,takes an
ethnographic approach. Foley's (1992) work was limited to the description of one frontline food

bank and it acted as a:
starting point to address [the] gap in the [food bank] literature by presenting an in-depth
description of a food bank [in Toronto, Canada] and examining how one group ofrecipients,
single mothers experience using it...[frrrthermore] women's perceptions of the quality and
quantity of the food [were] analyzed in order to examine how the food supplied affectfed]
their sense of identity as mothers and cause[d] them to experience a loss of self-worth (from
abstract).
Foley's work is invaluable because it gives a relatively recent description of how one front-line
food bank operates, where the food comes from, whom it goes to, and the women's experiences
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of receiving food from a food ba¡k. From the interviews conducted in Foley's research we come

to an understanding of the difficulties confronted bythe clients in procuring food. We discover
the challenges to women who are "often unable to provide food for their families. This causes

them to feel like failures as mothers, experience a loss of self-respect, and develop a selfdeprecating sense of identity" (Foley, 1992:103). Identity and self-worth a¡e important issues
when dealing with poverty especially at the grassroots, frontJine food bank,level, because the
experience of using a food bank can be difficult, embarrassing, and potentially stigmatizing.

The work of Martens (1994), "Harvest

Ministry":

The Development of an Inner City

Mission Ministry to the Destitute, takes a pro-active approach to the problem of hunger in the

inner-city of Winnipeg, specifically from an evangelical/theological perspective. From this
position, an attempt is made to deal not only with the physical aspects of poverty andhunger, but
the spiritual aspects, which are related to perceptions of identiry and self-worth. Martens, who is

the senior pastor of the Gospel Mennonite Church and "mission minded" members of his
congregation, "developed a ministry to the destitute called the 'Harvest Ministry"'(lVfartens,

1994:2). Martens documents the development of the food bank, but takes also an active role in
with the food bank. This is akin to "action anthropology" whereby anthropologists "attempt both

to understand communities and to influence the rate and direction of

change within these

communities" (van Willigen, 1993 :57).
Martens' work is an account of the development outeach program that "includes meeting
the spiritual, emotional and physical needs of the destitute as they apply to specific situations

within our community" (Martens,1994:2). Martens' (1994:13-1,4) argues that:
the church was basically into "itself," so to speak. Its emphasis on edification had far
outweighed evangelism. In its neglect to reach out evangelistically, the church had in fact
5B

isolated itself from the community. Secondly, a mission and purpose statement would
encourage the church to be "a part of'and not "apa.rt from" the community. This would
mean the church would actively participate in the life of the community and express an
interest in the lives of those living there. It would no longer be seen as an island unto itself.
Thirdly, a mission and purpose statement would help the church redefine its reason for
being.
The people who are ministered to are "the bottom of the ghetto" and there is a'biblical basis and

support" (lvfartens, 1994:22) for this. Thus, the position taken is a theology of the poor Q\rfartens,
1994:27), based on biblical scriptures of the

old

and New Testaments.

Martens' analysis is not purely theological and he takes into account the social-economic
causes

of poverty. However, like in any religious organization the Mennonite Church has

a

"spiritual agenda" which takes the ut¡nost precedence. There are difficulties with the "spiritual
agenda" of church run charities because of the negative connotations that come with the
aggressive proselytizing that is associated with some churches and other religious organizations

(ie."foodforyoursoul"). Thisisanissuetobeaddressedbecauseorganizedreligiondoesplaya
signiñcant role in food banks and soup kitchens. The idea of "food for your soul" puts churches

into difficult positions. The values and beliefs of the churches maynot necessarilyreflect those
of its food bank clients. Churches may be viewed as imposing their own values on food bank
clients and potentially compromising or not taking into account their beliefs and values.

Another study on food banks conducted by Sloan and Stewart (1997), Shelter
Affordability and Housing Needs: A Study of l|/innipeg Food Bank (Jsers,provides

an in-depth

statistical picture of food bank clients. This work, by comparison with Foley or Martens, lacks
theoretical depth and thick ethnographic description. Nonetheless, Sloan and Stewart (1997:viii)
developed a "profile of the t¡,pical food bank user with respect to shelter needs and other
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sociodemographic variables" that is necessary to understand who make up the population of food

bank clients. Sloan's and Stewart's (1997:vi) survey accumulated much data and found that:

over 75 percent of the respondents in [the] study were receiving social assistance. The
majority of the food bank users were young, employable males on welfare living in rented
accommodations that consumed well over 50 percent of their monthly income.
This type of data is valuable because it can give us an idea of what segment of the population is
most likely to have to use food banks. Furthermore, it supports many of the arguments made by
Riches

(

1

986) and Riches et al. (1997) that the welfare system in Canada is inadequate to provide

welfare recipients with enough money to cover their living expenses. Sloan and Stewart
(1997 :w) argue that food bank users are shelter poor and that shelter costs, once "subfiacted from

the food bank user's monthly income...fieft very little] to obtain the basic requirements for
existence."
The work of Sloan and Stewart stesses that food, the most important necessity of life, has

to be done without to meet such other needs as pafng rent. As Uttley (1997:84) states:
food is in some ways seen as a discretionary area of expenditure in the sense that faced with
demands related to housing, health, education, energy costs or meeting debts incured by
borrowing, altering food consumption [and accumulation] is one of the few ways in which
expenditure can be modified to meet an immediate budgetary problem.
Because food bank clients are primarily welfare recipients, their income tends to be fixed and

limited making it difficult for them to acquire food from supermarkets. Thus food banks have
grown over the last twenty years as a stop-gap measure to aid a growing number of people who,

for whatever reason, are unable to supply themselves with their own food.
Finally, the¡e is a wealth of literature that deals with poverty and food banking that falls

into a "grey literature" category. This literature ranges from pamphlets, brochures,
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and

independent studies conducted by various food banks in Canada and the Canadian Association

of

Food Banks, Furthennore there are poverty activist groups and media reports continually
reporting on food banking in Canada. The range of topics dealt with spans from nutrition, to
immigrants using food banks, to worldare, to housing issues, and so on. The issue of food
banking in Canada is so intertwined with so many other factors (ie. housing, employment,
benefits) it is not a topic that can be studied independently without running into other'oissues."
The most recent piece of "grey literature" to deal specifically with food banking that is

relevant to this study is the HungerCount 1999: A Growing Hunger For Change (September

1999). This is a study conducted by the Canadian Association of Food Ba¡ks and is basically a
survey of the nt'mber of food banks in Canada (698, not including frontJine food banks), broken

downbyprovince,theaverageemountofpeopleusingafoodbankpermonth (7g},3ßinMarch

of 1999 compared to 378,000 in March of 1989),

and other basic socio-economic demographic

statistics. It is not necessary for the purposes ofthe literature review to go into every statistic.
But the fact that there are groups that are compiling inforrnation and statistics on issues such as
food banking suggests that this is an issue that is of great importance in Canada. Also this tlpe of

inforrnation is invaluable and will be used in this thesis.

SUMMARY
This review of literature has attempted to show how poverty has been viewed, primarily

from the 1960s to the present. Much analysis, especially the urban ethnographies of the 1960s
and 1970s, has focussed on the behaviours and experiences of the poor. The more contemporary
ethnographies dealt with in this review of literature deal with poverty and hunger from a third-
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world perspective. Literature that is specific to food banks has been written by a handful of
academics, primarily from a social work perspective and from the "grey literature" published by

anti-poverty advocates and by those working in food banks themselves. This study, following the
traditions of the ethnographic method, will attempt to do the same by analyzing the experiences
and behaviour patterns

offood bank clients and how food banks are organized

as adaptations

to

poverty and hunger. However, the ethnographic data þarticipant observation, survey, interviews)

will

be contextualizedin an analysis, in the following chapter, of the inequalities of the political-

economy of Canada and the inherent deficiencies of its for-profit food system (see conclusion) so
as to achiever a better understanding of

how food banks fît in Canadian society and in the lives of

the people who use them.
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CHAPTER

2

I¡IEQUALITY, POVERTY, WELFARE, &
THE RISE OF FOOD BANKS IN CANADA

A

l4rinnipeg Free Press article @ranswell, 1998:417) reported that the UN

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights attacked "Canada's record over the

last five years, saylng the counbiy has not ensured Canadians enjoyed economic and
social rights guaranteed by a

tlN

covenant to which Ûttawa is a signatory." The report

focused on the fact that such a wealthy counfy has "crisis levels of homelessness,
skyrocketing usage of food banks, deep cuts in welfare rates and inadequate funding for
battered women's shelters" (Branswell, 1998:417). Partial evidence of this is a report
prepared by The Canad.ian Association of Food Banks entitled Hungertount 1999: A
Growing Hungerfor Change (September 1999). The report states that there are 698 food

Table 1.
Food banks tn Canada and iggg Hùngeûount Survey

I lod banks 3 ol food Mnks % ol M bankt I ol agoncles
respr,ncilng ol resp,ondlng . .
tlot lnclucilng rcspndlnE
to lggft fæd !€,nks lncludd In
agercles- to 1999 HungerCount Hungetøunt lasuttt
Canada
Britísh Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Q.¡ebec
New Brunswk*
Nova S.cotia
Newfoundland
Prirrce Edward lsland
Yukon
Northwest Territories

Nunawt

698

87
80

459
78
14

19

68

26
221
112
45
42

14{l
26
42

54
4
3
3
2

10

3ô
25
4
3
3
2

65.8

2æ7

89.7
73.7
85.0
38.5

154

67.0
23.2

93.3
85.7
46.3
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Canadian Association of Food Banks (September, 1999:2)
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2

246
230
1

534
050
13

56
5
7
0
0
0

banks in Canada, not including front-line agencieVfood banks (see Table 1)'

In the month of March lggg,790,344 people visited a food bank (see Graph

I & Table

2) with an average of 1 or 2 visits to a food bank per month (see Figure 1).
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This is more than double the amount from March 1989 where there were only 378,000
food bank recipients (see Graph

l).

The inability to consistently access a good quantity and quality of food through
conventional methods of food distribution (ie. supermarkets) is part of the problem of

poverty

in Canada. If in

1999 approximately three-quarters

of a million

people in

Canada were using a food bank at least once a month, double the amount from a decade

ago, then one conclusion that can be drawn is that Canada has a growing problem of

inequality and poverty. Specific factors such as underemployment and unemployment,
shelter costs, high costs of living, and inadequate welfare benefits have contributed to the

increase use and growth

of food banks in Canada.

However,

to

understand the

underlying, or "macro," causes behind the origin and increase in the number and use of

food banks in Canada in the last twenty years,

it is necessary to understand

what

inequality, poverty, and social welfare are in relation to food banks and the contributing
political-economic factors.
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INEQUALITY AND POVERTY
Inequality
There are many explanations for the need to use food banks by each and every

individual food bank client. Explanations range from sudden job loss, mismanagement
of firnds, unforeseen expenses, and so on. These "micro" explanations only deal with the
day-to-day or month-to-month problems that people experience that can contribute to

their need for food banks. To have a better understanding to the causes of the rise in the
number and use of food banks in Canada over the last twenty years, one must focus on

the greater social forces and structures rather than on explanations that "blame the
victim."
Canada is a state society that is based on "classes," or is snatified into different

socio-economic classes. A shatified society, according to Chodkiewicz (1995:260):
classes, which differ from one another in terms of wealth and
control over resources, energy, and other people. Unlike egalitarian societies,
stratified societies do not reward generosity: they grant prestige and power to the
rich, not to those who give their wealth away. The dominant characteristic of a
stratifîed society is that most of its members are poor and work hard, and that
their efforts contribute to maintaining the power and luxury of a small elite.

is divided into

The süatification of classes is based on enüenched and systemic inequalities.

It

is

inequality, especially in terms of the mal-distribution of income people receive from
work or social assistance, that can lead to poverty for those people in the "lower or under
classes."
Canada has a political system of liberal democracy with an economic system

free enterprise capitalism (Allahar

& Cote, 1998:16) with relatively

of

strong government

interventions (ie. Universal Health Care) so as not to have an entirely "free market"
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conÍol every

aspect

of people's lives. Furürerrnore, the capitalist system is "premised

upon the fundamentally unequal ownership of property and the means of production"

which implies basic structured inequalities (Allahar & Cote,1998:13). If the inequalities
become great with larger numbers of people falling into the category of the "lower
classes" because they are receiving less resources or income to purchase resources (ie.

food, clothing, shelter), the lower classes thus have less power (ie. in terms of politicaleconomic control) that can lead to material deprivation (ie' poverty).

The Canadian economic system is structured in such a way that people require
money, for the most part, to purchase the necessities of life (food, clothing, shelter) and
non-essential goods (ie. luxury goods, vacations,
access the dominant points

etc.). Without money people cannot

of food distribution (supermarkets) in Canada. It can be

argued that the food system in Canada is fundamentally flawed because

it is based

on

food-for-profît and not food-for-sustenance. An abundant supply of food and an efficient
method of food distribution exist in Canada. Yet, the "limiting factor" for those who are

'þoor"

and use food banks is that they do not have sufficient funds to consistently take

advantage of the dominant form

of food distribution. As the Executive Director of the

Toronto Daily Bread Food Bank, in an interview with me, claims food banks:

It's
[are] a factor lpartially due to] an income distribution problem in our society.
not a food distribution problem. This is why we don't get into food based kind of
solutions. We would oppose govemment starting to pour money into, actually
even children's brealdast, programs. Because it's just another band-aid solution.
Let's get at the real thing. Let's get at the real problem.
Thus, a short-term solution to decreasing food bank use would be to put more money into

'þeople's poÇkets" rather than radically changing the Canadian food distribution system.
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There is evidence to show that in Canada over the last twenty years there has been

an increasing gap between the rich and poor, where the rich are becoming richer, the

poor poorer, while the middle class shrinks. This supports the claim that Canada is a
stratified society that is becoming increasingly "class" polarized. According to a study
entitled The Growing Gap: A Report on Growing Inequality Between the Rich ønd Poor
in Canada (Yalnizyan, 1998:x):
The Rich Are Richerz In 1973, the richest I0%o of families with children under
18 made 21 times more than the poorest l0% of Canadian families. In 1996, the
richest l0o/o of farnilies made 314 times more than the poorest l0o/o of Canadian
families.

Shrinking Middte Class: In 1973, 60% of families with children under 18
earned between $24,500 and $65,000 (in 1996 dollars). By 1996, that middle
class shrunk: only 44o/o of families with dependent children made between
$24,000 and $65,000.

Most of that change happened in the very middle. Those earning the equivalent
of between $37,000 and $56,000 in 1973 accounted for 40o/o of the population. A
generation later, only 27Yo of the population found themselves in the middle.
Graph 2 neatly illusûates the "shrinking middle class."
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According to Graph 2, it would be safe to assume that the majority of food bank clients
over the last twenty years have come from the categories of families with children under
18 who eam up to $14,000 and between $14,000 and $24,353. These are also the socio-

economic classes that can be referred to as the 'Vorking poor;" those who work, but
whose wages are insufficient to make ends meet, especially on a month-to-month basis.

What used to be the earnings cut-off for the poorest l0% of the population
(families eaming less than $14,000 a year) now accounted for almost lTYo of the
population. Similarly the size of the "elite" (families earning more than $80,500)
grew from 10% of the population to l8%o (Yalnizyan, 1998:49) (see Graph 2).
One of the major contributing factors to the "growing gap" is the "decline in secure,

full-

time well-paid work. The pattern [that] emerged in the recession of the early 1980s and

picked up steam as a result of the recession at the begiming of the 1990s" @ussell,
1999:410).

Lack of work, poor job security, and "good" pay are some of the most important
factors when considering explanations to the "growing gap" and their links to the growth

in the number of food banks and their

increased

use. Since the early

1980s there has

been a trend toward less government regulation in the market place providing for a
"laissez-faire" attitude for businesses.
As Yalniz,y an (1998.29) explains:

It is true that when the economy reaches a certain pace of growth it provides more
opportunities, in the form of more jobs. That threshold of growth has had to get
bigger over time for it to generate new jobs, raising concerns about economic
sustainability. But even when the jobs start rolling in, the sheer growth in
numbers tells us nothing of their hours, their pay, their overall quality. The
unwillingness of employers to hire new employees has created a new way of
responding to surges in demand. Overtime and just-intime labour (contract,
temps, peak-hour part-time) are the new fixes, even when the "surge" goes on for
months. Whereas the strongest area of job creation in the 1980s was part-time
work, the most significant source of new jobs in the 1990s has been the rapid
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gowth of self-employn,ent. This hend has gone hand-in-hand with

the

downsizing of institutions and the outsourcing of work.

Even with the up and down cycles of the Canadian economy (recession in the early
1980s, prosperity in the late 1980s, recession again in the early 1990s, and back to more
prosperous times in the late 1990s) the alarming trend has been a "growing gap" and at

the same time the number of food banks (see Table 3) and the nt'mber of people using
food banks has steadily climbed.

Table 3
ftod Ba¡l¡ in C¿nad¡" l98l-95

Ncn¡foundland
Princc Edward Island
Nor¡a Scotia

Ncw Bru¡swick
Quebec'
Ontario
Maniloba
Saskatchcwan

Alberta
Brítich Coluarbia

NWT
Yukon

CANADA

t9Er l9t4 t988 t99t
It7
23
2E27
22740
25u
4t98E
lt4
5
5
tl
l¡2t640
17 42 5t
t

75

126

292

1994

1995

24
55
t2
40u
88
175
14
19
63
73
22
)1

174

457

456

20

3l

t4
t9
6t
76

'

Food bank¡ in Quebcc arc rcgionally organizcd
.9aørca Richcs (1986); Odcrkirk (t992I CáFB (¡99Ð

Riches (1997b:49)

Furthermore, the gowth in the use of and the gowth in the number of food banks have
not been affected by the up and down cycles of the economy. Tables

I,2,3

and Graph

I

(see above) provide ample evidence of increased food bank growth and use. Hence, The

Globe & Mail 's (Philp, 1998:47) article on food banks is appropriately entitled "FoodBank Users Immune to Economic Good Times."
The ramifications of shrinking middle-income groups are not just the polarization

of the classes between the "haves" and "have-nots." As Yalnizyan (1998:49) argues;
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the more a society is clustered, perhaps at any point along the income spectrum,
the more coÍrmon is their material experience. This is a powerful uniffing force,
providing perhaps the key factor leading to greater social cohesion and mutual
understanding that can lead to the desire to build together. Growth in the 'tails"
of the distribution may lead to exactly the opposite result-lack of common
experience, and emphasis on "going it alone."

The claim that less inequality can lead to "greater social cohesion" is not without its
merits. As Wilkinson (1996:7 5-76) claims:
Countries in which the income differences between rich and poor are larger
(meaning more or deeper relative poverty) tend to have worse health than
countries in which the differences are smaller. It is...the most egalitarian rather
than the richest developed countries which have the best health...[For example]
Life expectancy in countries like Sweden and Norway, where the poorest 70
percent of households received a larger share of income than elsewhere, is higher
than it is in countries like the former West Germany and the United States which
were less egalitarian.

An argument can thus be made about growing inequality and the increase use of food
banks. Greater inequality can lead to greater poverty. This can lead to less access to the
dominant method of food distribution (zupermarkets).

If

good health and longer life

expectancy are partially due to factors such as diet and the consistent accessibility to food
then

it is fair to conclude that growing inequality in income in

Canada does play a major

role as to how people access food (for many poor it means using food banks) which in

turn can have long term affects on the health and material wealth of many Canadian
citizens.

Poverly
Greater inequality means greater poverly for those on the lower end of the socio-

economic continuum. Poverty is difücult to defÏne because one person's poverty may be
a¡rother's

luxury. Attempts to determine what is necessary for basic human survival can
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range from the austere (ie. basic necessities to survive: food, clothing, shelter) to the
absurdly luxurious (ie. filet mignon for protein). Thus, all definitions of poverty and its
measurements (setting poverty lines) are arbinary, whether they are absolute (market
basket) or relative. Poverty, as defined in the infroduction, is "material deprivation or a

lack of access to material resources" (Goode, 1980 Í19721:376), or as Ch¡ístopher Sarlo
(1996:33) claims, "someone is

in a state of poverty if he lacks any item required to

maintain long term physical well being." These are absolute definitions of poverty and
assume that there is a certain

"cut-off'point for being poor

and not poor.

Christopher Sarlo (1996:33), of the 'lght-wing" Fraser Institute, further asserts:
The notion that poverty is properly deflrned as the lack of all basic necessities has
to comment it. It does correspond more closely to the taditional
understanding of the terrr. It does lend itself to a constant standard by which
progress can be measured. It permits us to determine an interesting and important
demographic fact quite independently of the issue of what we will do about it.

much

A definition of poverty

as the

"lack of all basic physical necessities" and using that as a

"constant standard by which progress can be measured"
becomes an either/or situation.

If

is

simplistic and poverty

taken literally, the absolute approach can have

dangerous ramifications for those who are defined as absolutely poor and to society as a

whole. An absolute definition of poverty, especially when set at minimum subsistence
levels, is meager in terms of human survival and assumes that anything above absolute
poverty is acceptable.

ln the absolute

case the individual who

is poor can suffer physically and

psychologically. Furthermore, there are the social and cultural effects of poverty, not
only to the poor (ie. ostracism, prejudices, limited opportunities), but also to society as a

whole (ie. social unrest, riots, epidemics). The ability (or inability) to access only the
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bare necessities of life (food, clothing, shelter) may provide a standard of living that is

humanly tolerable. Yet, the quality of life may be such that socially and culturally the
poor are still considered poor and deprived by their own and ottrer's standards.

On the other hand, an absolute/ma¡ket basket approach, when the basket is
continuously replenished without duress

or difficulty with the

necessities deemed

appropriate in a given society, has its merits. The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg

and Winnipeg Harvest conducted a study called the Acceptable Living Level (1997).
This report takes "an "absolute" approach to poverty based upon a reasonable but not

extavagant expectation

of living costs" (1997:iii). The report

concludes that a

hypothetical family of a single mother with trvo children (female under 6 and male of
15), living in a city the size of Winnipeg would require a yearly income of $26,945.60.

This is $1,169.40 below the Low Income Cut OffLine (-.I.C.O.) established by Statistics
Canada,based on 1995 figures.

The Acceptable Living Level is beneficial as a liberal method

of

measuring

poverty because it highlights the necessary ¿rmount of money needed to live comfortably

in a city such as Winnipeg. However, the absolute approach only addresses poverty from

a dualistic perspective, poor and not poor, and that, standard of living and people's
perceptions of a "good quality of life," often change over time. Establishing a "constant
standard" of poverty does not factor in the realities of living in Canada with a fluctuating
economy and the higher "quality of life" that is expected in such an affluent country.

A

better understanding of poverty is through a relative approach which goes beyond basic
necessities and can illuminate the inequalities of a society. The economist John Kenneth

Galbraith ( I 984 [ i 9 5 8]:233)

el

oquently states :
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if adequate for survival, falls
radically behind that of the community. Then they cannot have what the larger
community regards as the minimum necessary for decency: and they cannot
wholly escape, therefore, the judgment of the larger community that they are
indecent. They are degraded for, in the literal sense, they live outside the grades
or categories which the community regards as acceptable.
People are poverty-stricken when their income, even

BV highlighting the inequalities one can begin to get a better perspective not only on who

is poor or rich, but the degtees of poverly and wealth along the

socio-economic

continuum. The relative approach is a useful way of seeing the distribution and maldistribution of resources

in any given society

and can expose the inequalities

of

a

stratified society. In relation to food banks, the Galbraith definition of poverty exposes
the indecency of using food banks because they are not the common or the appropriate
method of acquiring food in Canada.

By analyzing the poverty rates in Canada over the last fifteen to twenty years we
can have a sense of how many people are poor; which in

hrn gives a good indication of

who is most at risk of having to use a food bank. In Canada, for the most part, the I,ow
Income Cut-Off Line established by Statistics Canada is used as a basis to measure
poverty. Poverty in Canada is also measured by a nrrmber of groups (see Graph 3).
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Graph 3

for a Family of Four
Living in a Large City, 1996
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Graph 3 indicates a range of poverty lines (for a family of four in a large city, 500,000

plus) established by various organizations throughout Canada. The most liberal poverty

lines, set by the Toronto Social Planning Council, are to the

left.

The most austere

poverty lines fall to the right, with the strictest set by Christopher Sarlo Q.lational Council

of Welfare, 1998.7). The Low lncome Cut-Off Une is used as the st¿ndard for poverty
lines in Canada. Yet, Statistics Canada who set the L.LC.O. "takes pains to avoid
references to poverty.

It

says the cut-offs have no

official status, and

their use as poverty lines" Qtlational Council of Welfare, 1998:6).
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does not promote

Table 4, according to the National Council of Welfare, indicates that the number

of persons living in poverty in 1980

was

just over 3.6 million, with a poverfy rate of

ts.3%.
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Both the number of poor people and the poverty rate rose following the recession
of 1981-1982, declined slowly through 1989, and rose again with the recession of
1990-i991. lnstead of improving after the recession ended, however, poverty
rates continued their upward trend. By 1996, the number of poor people was
nearly 5.2 million and the poverty rate was 17.6 percent. Both those figures were
well above the figures for the years just prior to the last recession. The modest
economic gowth of the last several years has simply not filtered down to the
ranks of the poor (National Council of Welfare, 1998:10).
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A corollary to poverty rates is depth of poverly. Being a few dollars below

the

Low Income Cut-Off Line is not a hardship. As the Acceptable Living Level (1997)
shows people can

Line.

live 'leasonably'' if their income is close to the Low Income Cut-Off

When people start falling well below that line we have to begin measuring the

severity of poverly by analyzing the depth of poverty. Graph 4 shows the Depth of

Graph 4
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Poverty By Family Type, tn 1996.

As Graph 4 indicates those who are "most poor" in Canada tend to be unattached men
under 65, then unattached \¡/omen under 65, then single parent mothers under 65. These
three groups happen to be the most likely to use a food bank (see Philp, 2000:45, Sloan

& Stewart 1997 , HungerCount 1999). Thus, the "depth of poverty statistics...allow
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us to

calculate the poverty gap to show how much additional income would be need to bring

all Canadians out of poverty" (National Council of Welfare, 1998:52).
Even though poverty rates fluctuated (according to Table 4 from 1980 to 1996)
and the economy went th¡ough its usual boom and bust, the number of food banks went

up (see Tables

I & 3). The fluctuating

rates of poverty and the increasing numbers of

food banks reflect how Canada deals with its poor and hungry.

There are, however, many factors other than inequality that contribute to the
causes

ofpoverty and hunger. Riches (1997c:168) states that poverty and "hunger [are]

an outcome of prolonged high rates of unemployment and underemployment, [along

with] gowing inequality in terms of wealth distribution and the declining value of real
wages and welfare benefits or purchasing power of households." According to Riches
(1997c:168):
massive unemployment since the beginning of the 1980s has placed tremendous
pressures on unemployment insurance and public assistance programmes which,
it must be recognized were only designed as short-tenn stopgaps.

Graph 5 indicates the fluctuation of the high rates of both poverty and unemployment
rates among working-age people (18-65 years).
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Graph 5

Unemployment and Poverty
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The highest rates of unemployment and poverty were during the early 1980s and 1990s,
both recessi onary times.

The figures for the rise

in the number of food

banks, the fluctuation of

unemployment rates, and the growing gap suggest that there is a growing süatification
and inequality in Canada. Canada is a country that is relatively wealthy, has an abundant

supply of food and resources, and has 'þublicly financed safety nets established to
guarantee income entitlements and ensure that basic needs, including that of hunger are

met" @iches, 1997c:168). Yet, even with the "safety nets" in place one can argue that
the social welfare system is failing its recipients and is contributing to the increase in
food banks and their increased usage.
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THE PUBLIC SAFETY NET: WELFARE & FOOD BANKS
One of the biggest complaints of food bank clients is that their welfare benefits
are not enough to cover their expenses.

If the benefits were sufficient then they would

not have to use the food ba¡k. Food bank workers claim that there is a decrease in the
number of food bank clients when the welfare cheques come

out.

One can conclude

from this that when people have money, they do not need and probably do not want to
use a food bank. However, the welfare cheques are never enough for many food bank
clients to cover all monthly expenses. That is why the food banks are still open, because

of the inadequacies of the public safety net (ie. social security, welfare).
In the past (and even today) there was an emphasis in social security (ie. welfare)
based minimum or residual social security provided by the state or the individual relying

on hard work or their family for support in times of need. Prior to the advent of social
security in the 1920s the "Protestant V/ork Ethic" was the dominant ideology in Canada.
Guest (1985:2-3) ¿ugues that

in the past (and even in the present) the private market

"operates with a rough kind ofjustice by rewarcling work, foresight, and thrift...If people
are improvident, and foolish, they are punished by their inability to obtain the goods and
services they

need." The residual role of social security and the individual "Protestant

Work Ethic" were consistent with the laissez-faire attitude of the govemment of the time
and with the view that all would benefit from less government intervention (Guest,
1985:2).

The private market and the family ceased to be considered as the only forms of

social security. The residual form of social security gave way "to the view that social
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security organizations must be designed as a first line

of defence" (Guest, 1985:2).

According to Guest (1985:2):
this approach, referred to as the institutional concept of welfare, has resulted from
the growing recognition that because of the nature of social organization in an
urban-industrial society, the risks to an individual's social security are part of the
social costs of operating a society which has provided higher standards of living
for more people than ever before in our history. This being the case, it is argued
that society should not allow the costs of it progress to fall upon individuals and
families, but should protect and compensate people who experience more than
their fair share of the costs.
Although the shift from a residual to an institutional role of social security did not

really begin to occur until the end of World War

tr

(Guest, 1985:3),

it was the

"depression of the 1930s [that] was a significant force for change in the development of
social security prograrnmes in Canada" (Guest, 1985:93).
Guest (1985:93) claims the effect of the depression of the 1930s "brought home

to the average Canadian the interdependence of citizens in an industrial society." He
further states that:
Unemployment was seen less as a result of personal inadequacy and more as a
common and insurable threat to the livelihood of the average citizen...[T]he
concept of local responsibility for the relief of the unemployed was replaced fîrst
by the assumption of provincial and then federal responsibility. From this point
on, unemployment was seen as a national problem rather than a purely local or
regional one (Guest, 1985:93).

However, the rise

of

social security

in Canada can be attributed

humanitarianism, social justice, and the responsibility
Harris

( 1 98

not just to

of govemment. According

to

I '.62), "fear that a replay [of the Depression] would lead either to communism

or fascism [and] forced the federal government to assume responsibility for regulating the
business cycle."

B1

Following the theories of Keynesian economics, downturns in business cycles
were to be "conúolled by increasing the level of govenrment expenditures, in various
combinations as needed" (FIarris, 1981:62). What was supposed to happen was that once
business picked up, government intervention would then be reversed. However, it
became politically

difficult to remove any t)?e of government funding, at least to levels

prior to the depression (Hanis,1,98l:62). Furthermore, Harris (1981:62) argues that:
the government's own role as direct or indirect provider ofjobs, grants, pensions,
and welfare could not be cut. As a result, each of the five or six recessions that
occurred after 1945 left a Iegacy which made the task of combating inflation
progressively more difficult from a political and ht'manitarian view point.
Social security can be seen not just as a htunanitarian gesture and a human right. It is a
precautionary measure on the part of government, a form of appeasement for the majority

of the population to prevent revolts against the existing government and
Social security, especially welfare, can be seen

¿ìs

a type

bureaucracy.

of "thought conüol" (see Harris,

1988:384-388) and food banks having become an extension of welfare only perpetuate

this "thought control." If the majority of the Canadian population is lead to believe that
welfare and food banks are doing a good job or that only the "deserving poor" should
really be on welfare, then there is no real need to change the formal welfa¡e system along

wth its informal support system (ie. food

banks) for the benefit of the poor.

Regardless of why social security was established
argued that there are major flaws

in the first place, it can be

in its design. According to Riches (1986:86), in

Canada the public safety net has not necessarily broken down, but

it was "never stitched

together properly in the first place. An adequate social minimum safeguarded by full
employment and economic growth never got off the ground." Given the fact that "the
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safety net has never guaranteed an adequate social assistance minimum" the "net" seems

to have become an entanglement for people rather than a form of support (Riches,
1986:99).

Whether or not the public safety net had been properly assembled, "it is clear that

the breakdown of the public safety net is correlated with the rise of neo-conservative
policies" (Riches, 1986:101). Social and economic policies reflect values and ideologies

of the dominant political and economic system of any society.
govemment revenues are spent

will reflect the goals,

Therefore, where

values, and political/economic

priorities of the political parfy in power (Riches, 1986:102), even

if those goals and

priorities do not necessarily reflect the values and needs of certain segments of the
population.
There has been a definite shift in govemment ideology over the last twenty years,

leaning towards a "neo-liberal" (ie. neo-conservative) philosophy. In the 1980s, inflation

was the main issue and unemployment was allowed to

grow. When the Mulroney

govemment came to power its prime objective was "the limitation and ultimate reversal

of the growth in the public debt" (Riches, 1986:107).
Deficits were seen as the chief obstacles to private sector gtowth, and invesûnent
by the private sector was seen as the key to restoring the economic and social
health of Canada. The race to create balanced budgets was on, and privatization,
which had been increasingly espoused by provincial governments since the late
seventies became the new watchword (Riches, 1986:107).
Furthermore, cutbacks and limits to social spending were and are continually being
introduced (R.iches, 1985:107) These cutbacks and limitations may be conducive to
corporate capitalist growth, but they put severe constraints on anyone who is in a position
to require social services.
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At the time of the opening of the first food bank in

Canada

in 1981

(see Table 3)

the number of persons living in poverly in Canada and the poverty rate both increased
(see Table

4). It

can be argued that during this period there is a co-occutrence of rising

rates of poverty and diminishing benefits and eligibility for social progrâms. As Riches
(1986:88) states:

Social spending has been restained in all provinces since at least the midseventies. And income security progranmes have not escaped the axe. Evidence
from a number of provinces shows that benefits have been cut and eligibility
criteria tightened. The emphasis is being placed on "screening out" rather than
"screening in." Such policies have affected unemployment insurance claimants
as well as social assistance applicants.
The effects of cutbacks on social spending can only limit the number of people who
qualify for social assistance; only those deemed most in need or the "deserving" poor can

qualiff for benefits, while the rest are left to fend for themselves.

In recent tímes, even the Liberal govemment that is traditionally cented in the
middle of the political spectrum has'þursued even more diligently the New Right agenda

of its

predecessor" (Riches, 1997b:66). The continued cut backs have lead

dissolution

of the Canadian

to

the

Assistance Plan (CAP), offloading more federal

responsibilities to provincial governments (ie. less big govenlment intervention). As
Riches (19 97b :67 ) explains:

CAP is being replaced by a new frrnding mechanism called the Canada Health
and Social Transfer (CHST) which is based on a block funding and not
conditional cost-shared formula. The effect of this is that the federal government
will no longer have to match provincial welfare spending on a shared-cost basis
and the provinces will no longer have to meet national standards as a condition
for the receipt of the federal transfer payments...The federal government is
offloading its spending responsibilities to the provinces and municipalities and...is
reversing 'the uploading process resulting from the 1930s' when municipal and
provincial govemments found themselves fiscally unable to shoulder the costs of
welfare relief.
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What this new policy has effectively done is "[gutted] guaranteed levels of frrnding for
medicare, education, welfare and social services
exchange for their blessings, the provinces got

in order to eliminate the deficit. In

'flexibility' in program delivery, while

the

feds, no longer hamstrung by their social obligations, cut ffansfer pal.rnents by 15 per
cent in just three years" (Mitchell, 1998:412).

ln other words the provincial governments can do as they

see

fit with the ffansfer

payments rather than having to come up with a dollar-for-dollar budget for funding under

the old plan. This of course can have ramifications for those on welfare, depending on

what type

of

government

is in

power provincially. The more conservative the

govemment the tougher the welfare system becomes. A good example of this is in the

province of Onta¡io. "More than 200,000 people left welfare across Ontario between
June 1995 and [November 1996]. The government says it is certain that cutting welfare

rates was the right thing to do, that

it

prodded chronic claimants into finding jobs"

Gakey, 1996:El). That is a large number of people to be suddenly taken off of welfare.

It begs the question, where did they all go? and did they all flrnd work that necessarily
provided wages equal or better than their social assistance?
These economic policies resulted in increasing poverty, especially for the poorest

of the poor, thus creating conditions favourable for the gowth of food banks.

Those

people living on welfare (or who may have been forced off it) are now living closer and
closer to a type of existence that does not allow them to be able to cope with emergencies

and may have diffrculty feeding themselves with the little money they receive each
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month. (Figure 2 shows that the majority of food bank clients receive their funding from
social assistance.)

Figure 2
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Because most expenses (such as rent,

utility bills, etc.) are fixed and not elastic

(ie. one cannot continually pay half one's rent) food becomes one of the few expenses
that can be shetched

out. The food bank's role has definitely

developed as a stop-gap

measure for those who are having difficulty making ends meet (even
above the Low Income Cut-Off

Line). Food banks

if

they happen to be

became an extension of government

as an unofficial social service, particularly for welfare recipients. With growing
inequality and poverty and continual cutbacks on welfare there has been a growth in the
"charity business," specifically with such problems as hunger being addressed by "bandaid" charitable organizations such as food banks.
As Riches (1997c:170) claims.

It has been a story of offloading welfare responsibilities from national and federal
governments to lower levels of government, of developing par[rerships with
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churches and voluntary sector and insisting that individual and families which,
course, means womeq once again, should pick up the burden.

of

SUMMARY
This chapter has looked at the issues of inequality, poverty, ffid welfa¡e in
Canada and how they have played major roles

in the development of food banks in

Canada. Specifically, it has been the rise in poverty over the last twenty years, increased
inequality between the rich and poor, and a stained welfare system that have lead to the
rise in the number of food banks in Canada. The next chapter will look at the mainline

food bank in Winnipeg, Winnipeg Harvest, and how this organization nms as a food
distribution outlet and how it functions as a type of "egalitarian red.istributor."
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CHAPTER

3

MAIN LINE FOOD BANKS:
THE EGALITARIAN REDISTRIBUTORS
HARVEST,
WINNIPEG
Winnipeg Harvest is a food bank.

It is a non-profit

organization committed to

distributing surplus and donated food in Winnipeg, Canada, and ttre surrounding areas to
those people who are struggling to feed themselves and their families ftVinnipeg Hawest,

1996). As the Co-ordinator of Winnipeg Harvest asserts, their purpose is to "feed hungry

people" (all quotes from the Co-ordinator

of Winnipeg Harvest and the Executive

Director of the Toronto Daily Bread Food Bank are from interviews with me). This basic
purpose is at the core

this belief that

of all food banks and is central to their philosophy. So sfong is

it is written in Winnipeg

Harvest's Mssion Statement, which reads

as

follows:
[Winnipeg Harvest is] a non-profît community based organization committed to
providing food to people who struggle to feed themselves and their families and
to maximize public awareness of hunger (Winnipeg Harvest, 1996).

The problem of feeding people is not only a Winnipeg problem, but also

a

national one. The Executive Director of the Daily Bread Food Bank in Toronto expresses

views similar to those of the people at Winnipeg Harvest, but goes into further detail (a
view most likely shared by those working in food bank organizations) by stating:
[Our purpose] also includes understanding better why people need food banks and
working towards changing those conditions...So we regard our mandate as
essentially a dual mandate; a mandate of doing whatever we can to alleviate
hunger, at the same time as we work towards eventually eradicating it.

This dual mandate is reflected by the Winnipeg Harvest's Co-ordinator's
comments that their short-term goal is

"to make sure people eat th¡ee meals a day"
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and

their long tenn goal "is to close." Are they accomplishing their goals? "Short term, yes"
says Winnipeg Harvest's Co-ordinator, "long tenn,

no. We're not able to close yet."

The Toronto Executive Director firther claims that food banks are needed:
Because government policy has failed to ensure the health and safety of all
people. Food banks are just a measure of the inadequacy of government policy.
And the rise in food banks is a measure of the degree to which govemment, at all
levels, have withdrawn from that kind of support.

fill

These organizations have taken it upon themselves to

the gaps of failed government

policies for those people who have'Tallen through the cracks;" "cracks," especially, in a

failing welfare system that has continued to deteriorate over the last twenty years. In
attempting to protect people from the effects of the "inadequacy of government policy,"

as the Toronto Executive Director claims, food banks, especially Winnipeg Harvest,
address the issue

of poverly from the ideological

stance

of an "absolute" or "market

basket" approach. The "absolute" approach is not one of poor and not poor, but is
"based upon a reasonable but not extavagant expectation of living costs [in the city of

Winnipegl" (Social Planning Council

of

Winnipeg

& Winnipeg Harvest, 1997:iii).

Although a relative approach to poverty can be useful, especially when looking at
inequality in any society, the "market basket" approach is useful when dealing with the
day to day realities of how much money a person needs to survive (the issue of poverty in

Canada and Winnipeg is discussed in more depth in Chapter

ideological stance food banks take on povefty, be
nonetheless become adaptations to poverty

it

2).

Regardless

of what

absolute or relative, they have

in Canada for the purpose of feeding hungry

poor people. Food banks have adapted to the poverty in Canada for the purpose of
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feeding hungy poor people. The food bank clients themselves are the ones who use
them as one adaptation or survival method in their daily struggles while living in poverty.

FOOD BANKS: THE EGALITARIAN REDISTRIBUTORS

All societies develop

methods

of food distribution. kr North

America the

dominant method is through profit orient food outlets such as superrrarkets. Not all
people in Canada are able to consistently buy their groceries from these supermarkets or
prepared meals from restaurants. Some people

supplementing

will then turn to food banks for help in

their diets with the unprepared food goods provided by

these

organizations.

This system of charitable food distribution is similar to egalitarian redistribution
systems found

in some other societies studied by anthropologists. A good example of

this is the redistributive competitive feasting in Melanesia and New Guinea (ie. the
Kaoka-speaking people of the Solomon Islands) (Harris, 1974:116).

The way in which egalitarian redistribution functions, according to Marvin Harris
(1988:289) is that:

system of exchange, redistribution is ca¡ried out by a
redistributor who has worked harder than anyone else producing the items to be
given away, who takes the smallest portion or none at all, and who, after it is all
over possesses no greater material wealth than anyone else. In its egalitarian
form, therefore, redistribution appears to be merely an extreme example of
reciprocity; the generous provider gives everything away and for the moment gets
nothing in return, except the admiration of those who benefit from the
tansaction.

As an egalitarian

The characteristics in this definition

of

egalitarian redistribution parallel those

characteristics found in food banks in Winnipeg and in other food banks in Canada. The
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food banks in Winnipeg, especially Winnipeg Harvest the main-line food bank, gather

as

much food and money as possible through charitable donations from individuals and
businesses. Depending on how much food is available at Winnipeg llarvest at any given

time, the food will be divided up and distributed as fairly as possible to its various
member agencies/front-line food banks, soup kitchens, and other meal programs. The
food is further divided up as fairly as possible for the food bank clients (according to the
number of people receiving food per household) and given away for free.

This method of food distribution is completely contradictory and incongruent
with the dominant profit oriented method of food distribution in Canada that sells food-

for-profit. The food banks

are organizations providing food-for-sustenance. In the end

the food banks are left with the task of having to replenish their own food supply so as to

provide more "supplementary" food to their clients, from whom they ask for nothing in

refurn. Furthermore, the prestige or admiration that came with distributing food at
competitive feasting is limited and sometimes absent at food banks. This is not to say

that food banks clients are not grateful for the food they receive. But the praise is
limited, often through the media, directly or indirectly, honouring the efforts made by
Winnipeg Harvest and their volunteers. The other groups who end up with praise are the
"good corporate citizens" such as Safeway or Peak of the Market who donate food and

money. It is odd how

businesses

like these are gving away food that is

unwanted,

damaged, or donated (in other words surplus food), because at the same time they are a

part of the overall problem of food distribution in Canada; they sell food and some
people are not able to buy it.
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Thus Winnipeg Harvest is functioning as an adaptation to hunger and poverty.

They are attempting to "do as well as possible under the circumstances" (Sahlins,
1964:137)

to get food to hungy people. Winnipeg Harvest (and other like-minded

organizations)

will continue to offer its

services to the needy until they are no longer

needed.

WINNIPEG HARVEST
Established in 1984 by Lee Newton, Winnipeg Harvest opened with the hope that

it would close down within

a few years

with the return of improved economic conditions.

Iæe Newton, who perceived two realities within the community she lived in
founded Winnipeg Harvest. She saw that about 20 percent of the good food we
have was wasted, while there were hungy people in Winnipeg. She brought
those two realities together and formed Winnipeg Harvest (Winnipeg Harvest,
1ee6).

Unfortunately, Winnipeg Harvest has grown and

it

is increasingly needed (Winnipeg

Harvest, 1996).

According to Riches (1986:30) Winnipeg Harvest falls into the "cenüalized
wa¡ehouse approach" to food banks. As cennalized warehouses, food banks such as

Winnipeg Harvest are:

a non-profit orgauzation for the purpose of collecting, sorting and distributing
surplus food (donated/shared), free of charge, to front line agencies [ie. local
community or church run food banks] which provide supplementary food and
meals to the hungry (Riches, 1986:16).

Furthermore, as Riches (1986:30) goes on to state:
The food banks thereby provide a coordinating function for frontline agencies and
are only indirectly involved in giving food. Individuals do not themselves apply
to the food bank but have refenals made on their behalf by the agencies. Such
food banks would regard themselves as the true example of a food bank.
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IilINNIPEG HARVEST: A Brief Overview
Winnipeg Harvest is located in the central-western part sf \Ifinnipeg in a light
industrial area. The building the organization is housed in is a warehouse that looks like
many of the other warehouses in the area. Down the road from Winnipeg Harvest are
some of the largest, most profitable fast-food rest¿urants in the

world.

The juxtaposition

of these two very different food distribution systems is quite ironic. In fact, if it wasn't

for the sign outside Winnipeg Harvest, no one driving through the drive-thrus or eating
their burgers and fries in the sterile utilitarian-type restaurants would even know that
Winnipeg's largest food bank is a stone's throw away.
Upon entering Winnipeg Hawest, a sterile envi¡onment is the last thing to come

to one's mind. Along the walls of the enûance hallway are framed Polaroid photos of
"Volunteers of the Month" with anecdotal write-ups of the people. As one ventures

firther in, there is the reception area and offices. People ale constantly moving

about,

going from one area to the next. The aünosphere is infonnal. To the outside observer,
the place may look nur down, even

dirty. However, this is not a place for slick looks and

corporate aesthetics, but for pride and

dipity.

Past the offices are the kitchen and the in-house food

bank. Volunteers can be

seen sitting about eating, drinking coffee, chatting, or waiting for their tum to claim the

food they've earned for volunteering a certain number of hours at Winnipeg Harvest.
Past one set of doors from the kitchen is the bread room where older women can be seen

in their hairnets sorting through the various breads that have been given to Winnipeg
Harvest. Through the other set of doors is the warehouse itself.
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Like many warehouses, this one has a basic layout. There are two loading bays
where food comes in, or is sent out, and is hauled off the Winnipeg Harvest trucks or

other donors' vehicles. The food is immediately piled onto pallets, weighed, and

recorded. From there the food is sorted. Perishable goods (ie. certain fruits

and

vegetables, meats, milk, etc.) are sorted and put into the walk-in coolers and freezers;
canned goods (ie. soups, tunas, etc.) and dry goods (pastas, rice, beans, etc.) are sorted by

type and placed on shelving in another area of the warehouse.

The difference between this warehouse and those that are part of profit oriented
businesses

is that the limited funds Winnipeg Harvest has, means that much of

the

equipment (ie. weighing scales, trucks, forklifts, computers, etc.) are donated or second

hand. Thus the efficiency of the

warehouse can potentially be compromised by their

limited budget. Compared to large supermarkets such as Supervalue or Costco the
Winnipeg Harvest warehouse falls far behind in terms of space, equipment, and other
resources.

A food bank moves food to people on a limited

budget, for free, by whatever

means possible and available. Supermarkets, on the other hand, can afford the luxury

of

purchasing top quality equipment and hire the necessary staffin their purpose to "sell" as
much food to their customers.

Working in the warehouse was like working in any other type of warehouse.
However there are some differences. The social atmosphere was easy going, as was the

attitude of the people working there. For the most part, the people who worked the
warehouse were volunteers and many of them were as
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well clients of the in-house food

bank at Winnipeg Harvest (according to the Co-ordinator 80-85% of the Winnipeg
Harvest team uses the food bank).

The young woman who was the warehouse manager at the time

of

my

volunteering was a bundle of energy with a pleasant attitude and a brilliant smile. She
was

in a position of authority that is normally reserved for males in this type of work

environment. But because of the different philosophy at Winnipeg Harvest, one that tries
to be fair, inclusive, supportive, and active in social justice issues, work meant being able

to do different things in a non-competitive environment. Some people were able to do
work that they would sometimes nonnally never be able to have a chance to do in the
profit sector (ie. sit on committees, drive a truck, operate a fork

lift). All

one had to do

was show initiative and ask to try different things. Basically Winnipeg Harvest is run on
the enthusiasm and the strength of their volunteers.

The warehouse manager was doing a year of voluntary service as part of

a

"religious obligation." As a matter of fact, some of the young men and women who
volunteered full time at Winnipeg Harvest, some whom I got to know on a personal level,

were volunteering via a prograrn administered by their church. Many of these young
adults were from different parts of Canada, others from Europe. Other volunteers were

local high school students who needed volunteer experience as a requirement for their
high school diplomas, while some volunteers were putting in their 'time"

as

part of their

fine-option program. And unfortunately most of them (85%) were basically working foi

food.

These people

in some way reminded me of the images one sees, especially in

North America cities, where a person on the steet will hold up a sign that reads, "will
work for food."
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When

it

came time to work all one had to do was

something needed to be done, you were asked

if you could

ask: "What can I do?" If

do the task. No one was ever

forced to do anything. Work was accomplished with mutually respectful attitudes
between those who ran the warehouse and those who worked there.

If I wasn't pushing

a

broom or loading or unloading a truck, I was drivin g avan to pick up or drop off food.

At times school children could be seen coming through Winnipeg Harvest on a
tour and getting a chance to pitch in and help in the afternoon by boxing or sorting food.

The odd time tours would be given by the Co-ordinator to visiting dignitaries or
reporters.

Sometimes the most powerfi.rl sensation one felt when entering the warehouse
was the smell. Food does go bad and this is a reality when dealing with surplus and

"older" food. And the smell of rotting potatoes or moldy bread was very powerful.
Arowrd harvest time, donations of surplus potatoes, bins of them, would come in from
farmers. It was the job of the volunteers to sort through them and clean them out. If pig
farmers did not come in to claim the rotting potatoes or bad bread for their livestock,
was then all tossed

it

out. Volunteering can be dirty work sometimes.

Spending time volunteering at Winnipeg Harvest

I got to know some people. I

tended to associate with the younger volunteers (ie. students). But

I never

passed up a

chance to talk to some of the older volunteers. Especially when riding in the bigger
trucks driven by the older men. I heard some of their stories, where they were from and

how they ended up at Winnipeg Harvest. Everyone had a different story. But often the
people, especially the older volunteers, were there wanting to do something good and
constructive with their time.
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Sometimes

I

would hear the odd person complain about one person or another

taking food from Winnipeg Harvest without asking. But for the most part I found most
turned a blind eye to

it.

Theft of food was not a problem that

I

or anyone else really

encountered. The punishment for stealing food was being asked to leave. I guess if you
had to steal food from a food bank, then, the only question that came to my mind was

"How desperate was that person to take food from a food bank?"
This deñnitely was not a work environment I had ever experienced before, mainly
due to the fact that the purpose of the organization was to feed people who were hungry.

Having spent enough time there and given the oppornrnity to tavel to various frontline
food banks and soup kitchens, I saw where the food came from, where it got sorted, and
where

it went. And my first experience

going to the frontJine food banks or soup

kitchen (and Winnipeg Harvest itself) was exhausting and depressing. However, this was

not always the case and over time

I came to a better understanding of the food bank

problem. I realized that all these people were just trying to get by and that it was not all
about gloom and doom. There were good days and bad days, and that is what life is
about.

\ryINNIPEG }IARVEST: THE ORGANIZATION
Winnipeg Harvest, and food banking in Canada in general, have created their own
bureaucracy to manage the food they distribute and the people they serve. According to
the Executive Director in Toronto:

[We have] created our own little bureaucracy and increasingly managed the
neighbourhood food bank agencies, not physically, but we manage how many
people come [and] go to certain food banks. We look at neighbourhoods and the
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adequacy of service in certain neighbourhoods. We don't open new agencies in
neighbourhoods that are already served...lately we've been even actively involved
in creating agencies in ill served neighbourhoods. So, we've ended up basically
managing the system to maximize the ability of people to get emergency food
relief in any given neighbourhood.

Although the Executive Director quoted above discussed food banking in Toronto, the
sarne system can apply in Winnipeg as a way to keep the food banks up and running and

supplied with food.

This is not to say that the bureaucracy of the food bank is simila¡ to the
"Kafkaesque" labyrinths one encounters when dealing

with a large government

bureaucracy. But to try and maintain all the food, people, supplies, funding, and so on,
food banking has had to become organízed. And organization often means bureaucracy.

This leads one to question how established charitable welfare is becoming in Canada.
Established to the point where, as the Executive Director in Toronto states:

Food banks are becoming more and more enüenched and institutionalization is
taking place and if you look now at food banks across the country you'll see that
increasingfiy], for instance, they own their own buildings. I think it's terribly
symbolic. The big food banks are owning their own properly because they
reached a point that they can no longer just function on a wing and a prayer. The
uncertainty of not knowing if you're going to have a roof over your head next
week...so they've had to come to the point, that you know if they're going to
operate more and more efficiently, then things like the kind of wa¡ehouse and
effrcient warehouse space. . . is an issue.

This happens to be the case with Winnipeg Harvest. The Kinsmen Club of
Winnipeg purchased the warehouse and offices where Winnipeg Harvest is housed.
Recently Winnipeg Harvest expanded its facilities by opening
warehouse next

to its existing site with a

a

16,000 square-foot

$125,000 capital grant provided by the

Winnipeg Foundation, a non-profit organization that funds charitable organizations

9B

(Sanders,2001:45). Winnipeg Harvest pays all the other costs, for example monthly
bills, salaries, taxes, etc., from the funds they raise.
As funding goes, the Co-ordinator at Winnipeg Harvest states:

We don't get it from government, we don't get it from the United Way, we don't
get it from lotteries. Not that they're bad people. We just feel we want to stay as
entrepreneurial as possible. We want to be able to speak publicly with the issues
that we see honestly. Not to run on any political issues, but to just have the
freedom to be able to speak publicly. So we get really big support from unions,
from business people, from big communities, and from individuals.
Winnipeg Harvest is thus in a position to allocate the resources they receive (ie. the
funding and food) in areas they see necessary. Big corporations give money and food;

this makes them good "corporate citizens" and it is reinforced by a financial incentive
because Winnipeg Harvest

is a regístered charity. This

me¿ìns

tax write-offs for their

donations; this includes food that they can no longer sell, although still safe and healthy

to consume.
The refusal of government funding can be seen as a form of protest by Winnipeg

Harvest and other food banks. As the Executive Director
government's going to do something about hunger

it

in

Toronto states, "if

shouldn't be through food banks.

That's the bottom line reason." Winnipeg Harvest sees govemment as reneging on its
responsibilities to its citizens, in terms of proper social services (ie. welfare), higher
wages,

etc. They do not want to become a de facto agency of the government. They do

not believe in supplying food in the manner that food ba¡rks are cunently distributing it,
however the need is so great that they feel they have to continue on their present course.
Furthermore,

if

an organization such as Winnipeg Harvest were to receive government

funding, that would mean having to deal with government budgets, which are volatile at
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best. And depending on what political parfy is in power at the time, the possibility for
less funding rather than more is a

reality. If budget cuts can happen to the welfare

system, as has happened in the last few years

in

Canada,

it could happen to food banks.

Hence, receiving funding from everyone but government does make Winnipeg

Harvest "entrepreneurial" which gives them the distinct advantage

of

staylng

independent. Winnipeg Harvest cær thus deal with businesses, communities, groups, and
individuals like any other business without having to be held accountable by government
pressures or regulations (except for health and safety standards, labour laws,

fi¡rthennore, no business would necessarily want

to tar its image by

etc.). And

pressuring a

charitable organization such as a food bank by telling them how to handle their affairs,
what political+conomic ideologies to favour, or how to distribute their resources.
Winnipeg Flarvest is divided into eleven divisions. They are: Agency Relations,

Communications, Corporate ç6e¡dination, Operations, Referrals, Research, Special

Events, Administrative Support, Human Resources, Public Education, and the
Warehouse. The fimctions of these divisions are described in a Winnipeg Harvest (1999)
pamphlet:

Agency Relations: The agency relation portfolio liaisons with front line food bank
agencies throughout Manitoba to insure that communication between the agencies and
Winnipeg Harvest is open and that food, information and zupport are shared. The agency
relations area also liaisons with community organizations with whom Winnipeg Harvest
can contact to assist recipients and team members in crisis if necessary. This liaison
provides a resource partnership that en¡iches Winnipeg Harvest.

Communications: The communications portfolio is responsible for the gathering of
info¡nation pertaining to the issues of hunger, poverty, unemployment and welfare. The
information collected reflects our principles of diguty, compassion and sensitivity.
Communications are carried out with the media, govemment, other agencies, food banks
and the community through service clubs, schools, churches and other community
groups.
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Corporate Coordination: The corporate coordination area is responsible for the
development and implementation of a long term plan to increase the quantity and quality
of corporate donated food products. This teem is responsible for seeking funds and inkind donations from corporations, the farming coûrmunity and individuals to help service
Winnipeg Harvest.

Operations: The operations portfolio is responsible for the overall coordination of
activity at Harvest. This area ensures that people and equipment are appropriately
utilized to prepare and deliver food orders in a safe and timely manner. Operations also
ensures that food handling techniques maintain the safety of food products.

Referrals: The referral deparnnent receives phone calls from individuals requiring
zupplementary food assistance. Recipients are registered at one of the various food

city. Clients who arrive at Winnipeg Harvest are interviewed,
with an emergency food kit, placed at a food bank and if necessary provided with

banks throughout the
served

infonnation about communlt,¡ resources to better assist them.

Research: Many requests are received by Flarvest for Infonnation. The research area
responds not only to these requests but also participates in research in areas of social
justice, poverty and hunger.
Special Events: The Special Events area organized 175 special events last year (1998)
in the community where donations for the food bank were collected. These events
included food drives, benefit concerts, golf tournaments, sfreet fairs, theater nights,
conferences and commercial open houses to name only a few. Food is tle main objective
for every svsnf Vy'innipeg Harvest puts its name to.

Administrative Support: Answers phones in referrals. Helps coordinate the need of the
warehouse and transportation fleet. Provides clerical support in reception area.
Human Resources: Helps maintain volunteer files and records. Supervises groups of
volunteers working at Winnipeg Harvest. Provides literacy/nutritional/job search taining
to volunteers at Harvest.

Public Education: Assists in collecting research materials. Helps maintain the library
system. Gathers statistical material from sources within the community. Assists with the
writing of briefs and research papers. Assists low income individuals with the issues and
concerns that affect their lives.

'lVarehouse: Where food is
delivered to and is sorted and packaged. Food orders are
completed there. Food is then shipped out from the warehouse.
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From this breakdown

of

Winnipeg Harvest itself, one can see how complex this

organization is.
The type of agencies where food goes to and is picked up by is given in detail in

Table5.

Table 5

Winnipeg Horvest Agency
Breokdown

Cornmunfty Run Food Eonk¡
Church Run Food Bonks

tT%

Rurol Food Progrqms

r3%

Adult ùop ln hogroms
Youlh Drop ln Progroms

l{'6

School Pro€ronE
Dcy Core Prognoms

r0%

lfro

l0t6

8ñ

Çroup Homes

57o

Soup Kilchens(hot meolsl
Cornmun¡ty Kilchens
Emergenoy Progroms
lnfonl Progroms

3%

Tolol

t00%

Acl¡ve Agencles for þpt.98

*

3ro

E

Winnipeg Harvest (Janua4y
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l8

1999)

The total number of food agencies served is228 (see Table 6).

Tsble 6

Wlnnlnee Harvæt Fact Sheet
FÍIJlvfBEROF
Hou¡cholds
Food

Agæics

t999

tgv¿

15,800

7,500

¡,8t2

228

t70

100

r98?

Tæ¡n Hor¡¡¡

l,+4.000

34,465

ó,509

Pou¡ds of food

J,900,000

2,¡50,059

835,45 r

Spæial Evcnta

243

70

5

Winnipeg

Hwcst (July

1999)

The figures in Table 5 give a percentage breakdown and the types of organizations that
are supplied by Winnipeg Harvest. Commurity and Church run food ba¡ks top the list in

terms

of the number of emergency food

prograrns supported by Winnipeg Harvest

(Witmipeg Harvest, 1999). This is not to say that the other food programs are not
essential, but

it is obvious from the numbers in Table

5 that food banks are probably the

first line of defence and the number one food program for most people who need

an

emergency supply of food, in Winnipeg, as supplied by Winnipeg Harvest.

It was not possible for me to be involved in every aspect of Winnipeg Harvest.
The extent of my involvement was limited to the Warehouse and the Public Education

divisions. It was through my involvement in these two

areas that

I

gained the greatest

appreciation for the actual functioning of a food bank. As a member of the Public
Education division

I sat in on meetings that discussed various poverty and food bank
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issues and

I became involved with the implementation of the Winnipeg

llarvest food

bank survey conducted at the various front-line food banks throughout Winnipeg.
Working in the warehouse I had to physically work with the food that was brought in,
sorted out, and redistributed. This experience gave me a "hands-on" sense of what
Winnipeg Harvest was about, getting food to people.

FLOW OF PEOPLE, FLO\ry OF FOOD
Winnipeg Harvest

is an organization to deal with people who need food.

Therefore, there is a flow of food and a flow of people in and out of Winnipeg Harvest.
Unfortunately there tends to be more people in need of food than there is food available.

THE PEOPLE
When a person is in need of food from a food bank in Winnipeg, he or she will
eventually end up at Winnipeg Harvest. They

will either

end up on their front door step

or talk to someone over the phone in their refenals department. Other than the food or
emergency supplies given out for a first time food bank client who shows up at Winnipeg

Harvest, the referrals departrnent is probably the most important aspect of Winnipeg
Harvest for a food bank client. This is the client's point of actual communication with
the food bank where the client phones and talks to a Winnipeg Harvest volunteer. This is

the client's food

line. The volunteer

takes down the client's necessary information (ie.

health card number, number of people in the household requiring food) and advises the
client when and where to pick up their food.
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In order to obtain a food basket, a person is required to telephone the Winnipeg
Harvest food bank referral line. Because the amount of food a food bank receives
is a firnction of the number of referrals, the Winnipeg Harvest food bank system
encourages registation and therefore constrains the number of walk-in recipients.
After providing infonnation related to the number of people in the household,
add¡ess, and Manitoba Health registration number [as a way of keeping track of
people], the caller is referred to a food bank nearest to his/her residence. The
client is told the time and day that the food bank runs...Winnipeg Harvest records
the caller's request on the appropriate food bank 'roster' so that the quantity of
food sent matches the number of clíents referred (Sloan and Stewart ,1997:18).
The client is usually limited to two maybe three visits a month to a food bank, with the
average supply of food lasting only

24

days, depending on the type of food given out and

the budgeting skills of the individual(s).

According

to a Winnipeg Harvest Fact Sheet (see Table 6) the number of

households served

in

1999 was 15,800 with an average household size

of

2.3-2.8

members. These figures are substantially higher than those for previous years of 1992
and 1987 (see Table 6) (WinnipegHarvest, 1999).

The Winnipeg Harvest survey of food bank clients, Hunger Barometer (Spring,
1998), offers startling statistics. Approximately 35,000 people receive food from

Wimipeg Harvest each month. 54.5% are female and45.5%o are male. Two out of five
of the people are children (41%), which means, "considering the Manitoba population
a whole, Winnipeg Harvest serves a disproportionate number of

children Children and

youth make up 26% of Winnipeg's population" (Hunger Barometer, Spring 1998.2).
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as

Volunteers primarily staff Winnipeg Harvest with

a small nrtmber of

paid

employees. Graph 6 shows the number of volunteer hours dedicated to Winnipeg
Harvest over the years, increasing every year with 144,000 team hours in 1999 (see Table
6).

Graph 6
(WinnipegHawest 1999)
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The number of households served over the years has increased substantially also
Graph 7),reaching 15,800 in i999 (see Table 5).
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(see

Graph 7
(Wurnipeg Harvest I 999)
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What these tends show is that there is definitely a growing need for Winnipeg Harvest
especially in the number of people involved, in terms of volunteers and clients.

THE FOOD

"We'll distribute any kind of foods we can get," states the Co-ordinator of
Winnipeg Harvest. As the saying goes "beggars can't be choosers" so the food bmk,like

its clients, will take quantity and any good quality of food it can get and from as many
sources as possible (ie, individuals, food drives, corporate donors,

etc.). The bulk of the

food is provided by the food industry. As the Co-ordinator of Winnipeg Harvest states:

In the three food categories we'll primarily distribute breads and cereals and
secondarily vegetables and some fruits and alternatives and very little meat
products because we just can't get that product.
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There are

of

course the canned goods (ie. tuna" soups, etc.) that are donated and

distributed.
The Winnipeg Harvest "Ten Most Wanted List" of foods desired are:

l)

canned

meat and fish, 2) cereal, 3) macaroni and cheese, 4) dry pastq 5) canned vegetables, 6)
canned soup, 7) canned

ft¡it, 8) canned

stews, 9) peanut butter, and 10) spaghetti sauce.

Although the ideal would be to get people fresh food, such as fruits and vegetables along

with choice meats and milk products, foodstuffs such as these are not in abundance at
Winnipeg lIarvest. The "top ten list" of foods are the type of products that are nutritious
and at the same time a¡e the types of products that can be easily donated by individuals.

ps¡ s¡ample, the can of tomato soup one may have sitting around in the cupboard for

a

few months. Food can be donated at food drives or at a local supermarket that will have
a Winnipeg llarvest bin set up so customers can drop

off food that they may already have

purchased. Safeway has gone as far as providing pre-set packages of food that customers
can purchase a¡rd that are then dropped

off in the Winnipeg Harvest box at the store.

The Co-ordinator explains that food from Winnipeg Hawest is distributed to
people in two ways:
One, we do it right througlr our front door. We have a food bank in the food bank
that distibutes food. That is for team people and people who live within walking
distance of Winnipeg Harvest. People that come in the front door [ie. first time
walk-ins], we're not going to turn them away. And the second thing we do is we
move food offto agencies in Winnipeg...In Winnipeg there's about 240 or so
food programs that are run that we share food with.
The food is trucked in, sorted, and shipped out, or even picked up by the agency itself.

Eventually the flow of people and the flow of food meet at one of the various
food agencies. This concenhated effort, of volunteers and staff at Winnipeg Harvest and
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the member agencies and the clients themselves who have to get to the actual point of

distribution, results hopefully in, the individual picking up their supply of food.
According to Hunget{ount 1999, the national survey on food banks (September
1999), the actual amount of food received by clients

will last less than five days (see

Figue 3).

Figure 3
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Canadian Association of Food Banks (September,l999:7)

This is the average, although some food banks, depending on how much food is
available, will be able to provide more food that can last more days. The frequency of
use of a food bank is, on average, about once a month (see Figure l--same figwe as in
Chapter 2).
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"Most [food banks] try to provide people with food once each month, baning
emergencies... Where food banks provide larger supplies of food, generally recipients get

more food but far less often" (HungerCount 1999, September 1999:7).

In 1999 Winnipeg Harvest received 5.9 million pounds of food (see Table
Graph

I

6).

shows that the amount of food Winnipeg Harvest has received over the years

grew almost exponentially.
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Graph

I

(Winnipeg Harvest I 999)
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Close to six million pounds of food was donated

food. This

surplus

in

1999 and people are

still lining up for

offood also raises the question ofthe "over production offood" and

its unnecessary disposal (ie. produce going bad, dented cans, etc). Although the food the
clients receive from Winnipeg Harvest is on a whole good, it is still unwanted or surplus
food.

FEAST & FAMINE: DAYS OF PLENTY & DAYS OF NEED
Like its clients Winnipeg Harvest has its times of plenty and its times of need.

For the client, the times of need tend to be in emergency situations (ie. unforeseen
expenses, loss of money, etc.) or when the welfa¡e cheque dwindles down to

I was told by one food

nothing. As

bank volunteer, "when the welfare cheques have run out the food
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banks start to filI up." Winnipeg Harvest also has times when they run short of food, and
they can only give out what they receive.
For Winnipeg Harvest,

it is a constant struggle to keep their own

shelves stocked

and a struggle to get enough food to people. Food banks have to spread out the food they

have to as many people as possible. Food banks do the same thing that their clients do;

make do with what they have, which sometimes means not having enough food.
Furthennore, there is never a surplus of food. As the Co-ordinator claims:

The only surplus of food that we get that is surplus, is food that can't be
consumed by humans. That stuff we move off to pig farmers. It's a seasonal
thing. It depends on the quality of the product that comes in to us. In one of the
distribution channels, if there's a wholesaler that has a semi-load or something
coming in and it is frozen on the outside edges, we may lose half the product.
Other times we may lose only 5 or 6 percent.

If the food is bad it

gets tossed

out. And for the most part the food is good. "[It]

meets

and exceeds health standards. It's marketable food," states the Co-ordinator. The food is

also much better than

in previous years. "[The food] was terrible in the beginning

stages" as the Co-ordinator goes on to say.

The fact that the quality of food has improved on a whole can be atbibuted

to:

1)

the efforts of Winnipeg Harvest, and 2) food banks having become more established and

that means gleater expectations on the part of food banks to provide even better food.
This is not to say that food banks in the past wanted to give out bad food, but since food
banks have taken on greater responsibilities their own expectations have risen to provide

the best possible food.

The high and low points of food donation to food banks are often seasonal and
partly determined by food banks' exposure in the media. The Co-ordinator states:
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Product coming in from the public is when we are mentioned in the media.
People remember that it's þunger] an issue and then the donation follows for
many days and a couple of weeks afterwards. So Chrisfmas is high. January and
February are low [usually due to people paylng down Cb¡isnnas bills]. March and
April go high again because we're public, and we've got a food campaign then.
When there is a shortage of food Winnipeg Harvest has th¡ee main methods of
procuring food. As the Co-ordinator asserts:

we'll go back to the distribution channels, the surplus distribution channels
and visit them aggressively. The wholesalers, the retailers, the food

One,

manufacturers. Those distribution channels. The second distribution channel we
go back to is our public domain, asking them for further donations. The third
thing we'll do, depending on what kind of support we can get, from some
companies, we'll go buy groceries. V/e buy very little.
When Winnipeg Harvest does run low on food or wants to address certain issues
concerning poverly and hunger, it turns to the media.

CALLING FOR HELP: THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA
"You've got to be on top of your media for starters," says the Executive Director
of the Toronto Daily Food Bank. The media is a powerful tool for food banks. It is the
primary way for food banks to get their message out that they,

l)

need food and 2) that

there is a problem of poverty and hunger in Winnipeg and Canada. As the Executive
Di¡ector asserts:
The good food banks are good at media and good at using it. We don't have
public relations firms. Our one thing is how we can be nosey and stay in the
media and to talk about the issues. I think it's exactly what food banks have to
do. Be there with the information. I think information is real power...It's always
the public that you need to go after.

And it is the public who reads the newspapers, watches the television new broadcasts,
and listens to the radio announcements. This is how food banks, especially the larger
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ones who have a large volunteer base and many

full time workers, get their

message to

the public, businesses, and government.

The media, because of its proliferation
newspapers, and internet), is an ideal forum

in

Canadian society (ie. TV, radio,

to discuss the issues of food banking and

poverty and to increase their exposure to the general public. At least once a month there
is an article on food banks or articles that relate to food banks (ie. poverty, budget cuts to

welfare, wage rates) in the three major newspapers in Winnipeg. It is an issue that is
rigorously pursued in the media by the people at Winnipeg Harvest and it is important
enough that the newspapers and other forms of media cannot ignore

it.

This is not just a

matter of "the squeaky wheel gets the attention" by bothersome poverty advocates. It is
rather a major issue that must be addressed, because the numbers of food bank customers
have swelled over the last twenty years.

If

Winnipeg Harvest is not in the news promoting a food drive at Christnas or

Thanksgiving they can be found at other events,

for example, at a Winnipeg Blue

Bomber's football game. They make themselves known to the public. At one game, as
reported in the t4/innipeg Sun, in 1999 the fans donate d 26,980 pounds of food that was

matched by Peak

of the Market (Lunney, 1999:2). This is a perfect

example of

combining a large sporting event with many people, the media, and big business. This is

how Winnipeg Harvest keeps itself stocked with food while getting their message of
hunger and poverty to the public via a public event combined with the media.

Often, the person who is most quoted in the newspapers or is on television or
radio in Winnipeg is the Co-ordinator. It takes a charismatic personality (somewhat akin

to a Melanesian "Big Man") to keep this issue alive in the media. However, rather than
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boasting about how much the food banks have, they end up "begging" for more, and
saying how little there is at times on their storage shelves. The Co-ordinator at Winnipeg

Harvest is the person who is most recognized when the word food bank comes up and is

often on one radio or television progrâm or another, attracting attention to the needs of
Winnipeg Harvest and to the general problems of pover{y.

THE TWO SOLITUDES: FEEDING WINNIPEG, THE CITY OF POVERTY
Food banking in general and Winnipeg Harvest specifically, provide food both
urban to and rural areas. Table 1 shows that Winnipeg Harvest provides food principally

to urban food banks and other types of food programs (ie. soup kitchens), but also
contributes to rural food banks. AWinnipeg Free Press article reports that the number of

rural food banks that Winnipeg Harvest is in contact with has increased over the years,
from 20 in 1995 to 34 in 2000 (MacKenzie, 2000:411). This is indicative of the fact that
the lack of food security is not just an urban problem but a rural one as well. This is
shocking especially because the economy of the province of Manitoba is based primarily
on agriculture.
However, food banking is still predominantly an urban phenomenon that can be
related to urban

povefi.

According to the Globe and Mail, 'the number of poor people

living in Canada's big cities soared by almost 34 percent between 1990 and 7995"
(Picard, 2000:45). The study this article was based on was conducted during:
an economic downturn, and

it

appears the poor, particularly those in urban areas,

were the worst hit...fB]ecause the report is based on 1995 numbers, it does not
reflect the boom in the economy in the past fïve years. But the evidence suggests
that poor goups have benef,rted the least from these improvements. While the
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labour market has improved, many income-security programs have been slashed
@icard, 2000:45).

The poor, especially food ba¡k users, have been immune to the economic good times.
Another Globe and Mail arficle, using figures from the Canadian Association of Food
banks survey HungerCount 1998, supports this by stating that:

As the economic good times rolled across Canada last year, the number of
Canadians shuffling into hamper rooms for emergency rations by March had
of ayear. In all, 716,496 people used one of the
country's 2,141 food banks during the month-about 2.4 percent of the country's
entire population. Of those, a startling 41.5 percent were children, although
children represent just 25 percent of the Canadian population as a whole (Philp,

increased 5.4 percent in the span

1998:47).
The poor have not been able to reap the benefits of the upswing in the national economy.
Since Canada is primarily an urbanized society this leads to urban poverlry. This is one
explanation of why the majority of food bank clients are urban dwellers. "The poor are
becoming far more concentrated not only in urban areas, but in the core of big

cities-

much as they are in the United States" @icard, 2000:45). The city of Winnipeg is a

prime example of this problem with concentations of poverty in the central or "core
area" of Winnipeg or

its'North End"

along Main Street.

Winnipeg can be seen as a city of two solitudes: The "core area," known for its

high poverty rates and urban decay, and the sprawling suburbs with their middle and
upper-middle class neighbourhoods. Hence, a "donut" or "ring" city has developed over

time with less affluent people concenfrated in the centre of Winnipeg and the level of
poverly decreasing towards the outer regions, which is fypical of many post World War
Two North American cities.
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Unfortunately, Winnipeg has developed a reputation as being a'þoor"

city. In

1998, Winnipeg had two of the poorest neighbourhoods (using postal codes to determine
the region) in Canada, with an individual amual median income of $l 1,000 for area R3A
and $11,100 for area R3B (McArthur, 1998:43). Both neighbourhoods happen to be in

tle "core

a¡ea" of Winnipeg (see

MAP

t

Mapl).

W|NNIPEG FSA LOCATION

Sloan & Stewart (1997:Appendix F, Map 1)
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According to the figures and maps of Sloan and Stewart (1997), there is a strong

correlation between Winnipeg's urban core poverty and food bank use. Sloan and
Stewart (1997:22) used the Forward Sortation Areas (FSA's, first three digits of the
postal codes according to the same process used by the post office) as a way to "construct
a referral map showing the geographic distribution of food bank users

in the city."

(see

Ivfap 1)

Map 2 "depicts the relative intensity of activity across Winnipeg by way of

a

surface map. The larger spikes, representing greater numbers of food bank users in those
areas, are clearly concentrated in the city centre" (Sloan

& Stewart, 1997:23).

MAP 2: W|NNIPEG IIARI/EAT HISTORICAL OATAAASE
Ê8TI CUE¡.¡T REFERRALIg f8€T JUNE 19f'3

-

LOCANOil OF

ilffitqEMHsdtruffisa

Sloan

& Stewart (1997:Appendix F, Map 2)
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Map 3 shows the "geographical location of food bank users by FSA on a choropleth map

where hatching represents the relative intensity

of activity in

each FSA" (Sloan &

Stewart, 1997:23).

Iì¡IAP 3: W|NNIPEG HAR\TEST HISTORIOAL DATABASE
LOCATION OF 16,684 CLIENT REFERRALS 19S8
- JUNE É93

Sloan & Stewart (1997:Appendix F, Map 3)
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In other words, a quick glance at Maps 2 &.3 indicate heavier food bank use in the "core
area" of the city and a diminishing usage or no use at all in the outer parts of the city.

As Sloan and Stewart (1997:x) state:

Stong evidence appeared linking the socioeconomic status of a neighborhood
with the degree of food bank activity...This disputes the contention that food
banks appear in well-to-do neighborhoods and will generate activity by their mere
existence.

Thus, the "build

it

and they

will come" motto does not fit.

there is a need for them and the need happens to be in

Food banks exist because

tle

poorer "core area" of

Winnipeg.
There are various explanations for the downfall of the "core area." They are not
necessarily directly related to food banking, but do contribute to the overall problem of
urban poverty in Winnipeg, and poverty is directly related to food banking. There is the

'lrban myth that downtown is hell and the suburbs

are heaven [which] is contributing to

the u¡ban sprawl problem" (Connor, 2000:11). However, beyond people's attitudes about

living in the "core area" there are various socio-economic explanations contributing to
the poverty in this area. As Scarth (1999:A1l) claims:

During the 1970's, the city went on a capital spending spree, building a series of
new and expanded roads and bridges, the bulk of which lead out of the
downtown. These expenditures made it easier to live outside the inner city and
fueled suburban expansion.
Furthermore, the province of Manitoba has used "grants.

..

to pay for infrastructure in ring

communities, which have helped keep their tares low" (Redekop, 1999:A6). Thus, the
exodus out of the city has seen the inner city lose more than 13,000 people in twenty
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years. Furthermore, the value of the homes in the area has depreciated from an average
of $40,000 ro $20,000 Mtchell, 1999:Bl).
This has had an impact in the area. The out-migration from the "core area" has
"depleted the city's tax base [and] reduced demand for city homes and held down their

prices. That, too, cuts into the city's property taxes. When home prices rise, the city
receives more tax revenues without having to raise taxes" @edekop, 1999:46). But the

reality is that if reassessment of the area were to occur to reflect the true market value,
the "city would lose millions in properly taxes" (Mitchell, 1999:81). Hence, the city has

to

bry

not only to raise the value of the homes in the inner city to keep precious tax

revenues, but also to make sure they are not depreciated in value.

Another factor to take into account is the lack of "more independent political
authority and more sources of revenue

if

[Canadian cities] are to avoid the downward

spiral that engulfed American metopolises 30 years ago" (O'Brien, 2001:Al). The
argument is made that cities "can't continue to fund public fansit, roads, sewer and
water, social and health services-many of which were downloaded from other levels of

government-on the backs of property owners" (O'Brien, 2001:42). Since Canada is
primarily an urban society the cities are providing the majority of funds for federal and
provincial govemments through GST, PST, income tax, business tax, and so on. Yet, the
cities do not see this revenue and rely primarily on land taxes for their revenues putting
them in financial strains and debt (O'Brien, 2001.A2).
These explanations

of the problems of the "core area" of Winnipeg may not

necessarily be directly related to the rise in the number of food banks in Winnipeg and
increased food ba¡k use over the last few years. But the problems of urban-core poverly
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are significant factors that must be addressed. In the case of Winnipeg

it

happens to be

in the downtown "core area." While urban poverty may be an issue that is related to food
banking it does not have to limit the way Winnipeg Harvest functions or how food bank
clients live in their city. Winnipeg Harvest, in a sense, has taken steps to promote a t),pe

of growth in their city, not necessarily economic, but social by trying to be one
organization that is part of the city that believes in a tlpe of "community spirit."

THE COMMUNITY MODEL OF FOOD BANKING

The way

in

which Winnipeg Harvest organizes itself with its member

agencies/front line food banks is through a community/neighbourhood model. As the Co-

ordinator of Winnipeg Harvest claims, it would be:
Easier to have everybody come to one cenfial site. Operationally it would be
easier if everybody came here to pick up their pre-set þamper and go home.
Philosophically, it's easier to work with the model we've gol which means
[working] with groups and neighbourhoods.

It

one sense, having one main food bank is beneficial for co-ordinating all the various

meal programs within the city of Winnipeg. Rather than each food program having to
fend for itself in terms of funding and obtaining food, Winnipeg Harvest can take on that

role. Big

business (ie. Safeway) would prefer one agency (ie. Winnipeg Harvest) to do

the entire running around rather than having hundreds of different meal programs
approaching them at different

times. Winnipeg Harvest takes the role of

between the big businesses and the

frontline

mediator

agencies.

However, the purpose of Winnipeg Harvest goes beyond donating food. The Co-

ordinator's views on the community model
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of food banking try to

encompass an

empowerment strategy for the groups and individuals who are using food banks. As he
states:

There are two issues in community development. One of them is the sense of
community, which is feeling good together. And then the mutual dependency
issues which we endorse and support. We've developed a team at Winnipeg
Harvest that follows the sense of [a] community model. And sense of community
means bringing the right chemistry together and a nurturing environment. [The]
majority of our team, 80-85 percent of our team are people who use the food
bank, so that sense of community is very important. The second piece is
community confol. Having the community self determining, being able to
participate in its own decision-making. Take ownership and contol of its
environment. It's easier to do it on a neighbourhood level than on a broad
provincial level. We don't have the strength to do it provincially. So that's why
we picked this model. We're concerned about sense of community and we're
concerned about community conüol.
To understand the community approach to food banking we must first understand
what community means. One way of defining the term community, according to Douglas
(1986:26), is that:

the community is by deflrnition small, face-to-face, in its interactions, and manysided in its relationships. Second, participation in its decision-making processes
is widespread. Third, the members of a community hold beliefs and values in
common; its most perfect example would be fully consensual. Fourth, it holds
together by virtue of a network of reciprocal exchanges.

A

current example in Canadian society that comes closest to the community model

described above would be a Hutterite colony. However, in u¡ban Canada, "communities"
are at best, neighbourhoods; areas that have loose-knit geo-political boundaries, a human

geographic history, similar architecture

(ie. planned neighbourhoods), with

some

residents tending to be within similar socio-economic classes (ie. Tuxedo) or ethnic
milieus (ie. Little ltaly). Yet, most people do not necessarily know their neighbours, and

the "potential for cohesion is often not realized because communities are
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not

homogeneous but rather consist

of social groups and classes whose interests may not

coincide" (Loxley, I 986 :6).

This has not necessarily prevented an organization such as Winnipeg Harvest

from attempting to meet the needs of the people who need help in the

various

neighbourhoods of Winnipeg. As Hedican (1995:48) states:
The fact that divergent interest groups exist in society means that researchers [and
activist organizations and organizations such as Winnipeg Harvest] must at times
serve in intermediary positions, or as bridges of understanding to permit
otherwise antagonistic groups to work with one another.

If

success is to occur

for any type of project at the "community" or neighbourhood level,

be it running a food bank or working towards closing them, then one must understand of

the structures such as social differentiation and heterogeneity (Loxley, 1986:6) within
neighbourhoodVcommunities and Canadian society. Furthermore, the broader societal
structures and institutions in which communities and neighbourhoods are encapsulated
must also be analyzed to see where power relations exist that influence the organization
and functioning of these communities and neighbourhoods.

The challenge for "community or neighbourhood development," according to the
Co-ordinator, is to strive

for:

1) meeting basic human needs, 2) self-help for individuals

and various groups in the community, 3) working for change, and 4) having some sort

of

spiritual essence (whatever \¡/ay one may define that). How organizations like Winnipeg
Harvest and other ones like it go about creating "community development," is diffrcult to

assess. The challenge that the Co-ordinator and Winnipeg Harvest have set out for
themselves goes beyond donating food and falls into the realm
changes

of social justice

and

in societal values. Thus the "community development" model that Winnipeg
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Harvest has adopted can be viewed as a"movement rather than a strict economic model"

(Blakely, T994:43). This can be a movement toward empowering groups and individuals,

notjust economically, but socially and politically.
It is the Co-ordinator's belief that:
neighbours, the neighbourhood, that can be stong enough to share food with each

other, then the next step is significantly easier. Political action, mutual support,
and mutual dependencies and all the good things that happen in community. It is
easier to do it there [at the neighbourhood level] than it is in a large scale.

It is easier in a sense that this model of food distribution fulfills

the function of

distributing food at local area frontline food banks so that people who need food from
food banks can access the food bank in tleir own neighbourhood, or at least as close to
their home as possible. This prevents people from having to úavel great distances just to

pick up a small supply of food. But the community model also addresses certain
problems in Canadian society:

it is focusing on the needs of the poor

rather just doling

out food and ignoring the issues ofpoverty and hunger (and their underlying causes) and

it promotes a pro-active grass-roots bottom up approach. Because the alternative way,

a

top-down tickle-down approach only leaves people with "trickle." And the dominant
economic model of "trickle-down economics," vrrith its harshness on many of Canada's
social programs (ie. welfare), has repeatedly shown in the past that all that is left for the
poor are crumbs.

SUMMARY
This chapter has dealt with the role of Winnipeg Harvest, the mainJine food
bank in Winnipeg. This organization functions as the main warehouse that collects,
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stores, and redisfibutes food to its member agencies. Furthermore, the main-line food

bank plays a co-ordinating role, keeping track of all the meal progrâms, soup kitchens,
and front-line food banks and the people that frequent these organizations. Since there
are many smaller front-line food banks and meal programs, Winnipeg Harvest has also

taken on a "liaison" role between themselves (and on behalf of many of their member
agencies) and large businesses. They are also 'þublic spokespeople" in the media by
keeping the general public aware about the issues of poverty and hunger in the city of

Winnipeg. The next chapter will deal with how front-line food banks, specifically
religiously run food banks, play

a

role in the distribution of food.
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CHAPTER

4

FRONT LINE FOOD BAI\IKS:
FOOD FOR THE BODY, FOOD FOR THE SOUL
Man shall not live on bread alone, but on every word that proceeds out of the mouth of
God. Matthew 4:4

The front-line food bank, be

it

church

or community run, is the point of
it. ft is the last stage of a relatively

disnibution of free food to people who have asked for

lengthy process of getting food from the donors to the recipients.

All the efforts of the

people and organizations involved (volunteers, workers, organizers, businesses, and
IVinnipeg Harvest) culminate at this final

point.

The flow of donated food finally

reaches the tables e¡ þampers set up at the front- line food banks while the flow of people

end up at the front-line food banks to pick up their

food. A food bank client's only

necessary requirement for the food is to have their name on the list of the food bank they

will be visiting.
asked to wait

Even the occasional unregistered "walk-in" is not tumed away, but

until all the registered clients have been served and any leftover or extra

food is assembled into an emergency hamper for the recipient. There is no exchange of
monies or goods. The food from the food bank has thus become one of the purest forms

of "the gift" in Canadian society where there is no obligation to reciprocate any form of
compensation to the donors.

The front-line food banks are run by various organizations. Some are run by
religious organizations. The fwo Christian Church run food banks that

I

spent time at,

one Mennonite the other Baptist, attempted to respond to the "secular" problems of
poverly and hunger from a "spiritual" Christian perspective. Church run food banks do
more than just give out food; from their standpoint, they offer food not only for the body,
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but food for the soul. They attempt to meet the physical needs of their food bank clients
by providing them with food and at the same time they offer their clients spiritual support

through the word of God and Jesus as it is written in the Christian Bible.
The running of a church run food bank is based on the concept of Mnistry that
goes beyond welfare and

charity. Church run food banks have become an extension of

welfare and "welfa¡e is clearly a major element in helping relationships in our nation," as
Rendle Q98a:a6$ states. But welfare is nonetheless an:

institutionalized stance that many community agencies and helping groups take
toward poor people in our society. It is backed by local, state and federal
financial support and a bureaucratic organization (Rendle, 1984:363).
Welfare is characterizedby the question of eligibility, in other words, "who deserves to
be helped?" (Rendle, 1984:464). Sometimes people are not eligible for welfare and help

often times has to come from of charity. Yet, the aid provided by the church run food
bank is a much deeper commifrnent than "charity" because, as Rendle (1954:466) claims,

charity's "sole foundation seems to be the personal (not institutional or national)
assumption,

'I am so much better than you, I will help you, even though you don't

it."'

Charity can be seen at times as an event or gesture that may have a personal

deserve

meaning to the individual or group performing the act of charity. However, to the church
run food bank charity without the "Grace of God" to provide a religious or faith meaning

to the actions of charity lacks spiritual depth. Thus the philosophical basis of a church

run food bank is through Ministry, which is the servicing of a person's spirituality
through a Ch¡istian god and through actions that have the intention

to

enhance the

spirituality of others (Engle, 1998) along with enhancing their physical, psychological,
and emotional necessities. Hence, "Minist4/ is the effort to grow past, to evolve beyond,
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the limitations of welfare and the indifference of charity...[and to] discover that in
seeking to help others who become our guests, we paradoxically experience God's grace

in our own lives" (Rendle, 1984:467).
The Ministry of a church run front line food bank is thus broken down into a
dichotomy of "faith" and 'þorks" that are not mutually exclusive from one another, but

interfwined. The church members mnning food banks see them as one way of "helping
the poor" and as their Christian

duty. The motivation to help the poor that many of these

people have is well supported in the Christian Bible. The "faith" the church volunteers

have in their religion and their God is their motivation to perform their "works" of

charity. The often quoted verse of Matthew 4'A,"Man shall not live on bread alone, but

on every word thqt proceeds out of the mouth of God," is used in many Christian
churches

to

emphasize that the acceptance and belief

in

God and Jesus are more

important than the possession of goods. However, the Bible also emphasizes the
demonstations of one's faith in good deeds since, as it is said in James 2:T4-l7, "What
use is it, my brethren, if a man says he has faith, but he has no works? ....Even

it has no workÅ, is dead, being by itself." My own

so

faith,

if

observations and discussions with

people affiliated with the churches (ie. pastors, church elders), suggest that these two

biblical verses can be

seen as setting the

spiritual and practical reasons why churches run

front line food banks.
However, the volunteers, organizers, pastors, and church lay people are not blind

to the socio-economic problems that have lead to the need for food banks. These people
who provided help thought that "charity" was more than just a 'hand-out" and that there
was more meaning to their work than just setting up an altemative food supplement
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distribution point. The Mennonite Outreach Pastor of one of the front line food banks,
whose work as co-ordinator of the food bank (along with his other many duties), claimed

that the church run food bank was more than a secular charity, by stating in an interview

with me (all quotes from the Mennonite and Baptist Pastors, Winnipeg Harvest Coordinator, and Executive Director from Toronto are from interviews conducted with me)
that the purpose

ofhis church and food bank are:

As a church, our mission and vision statement is equipping God's people and
extending God's kingdom. ln regards to [the food bank] our desire is to extend
help [ie. food] and healing [support] in the name of Jesus Christ to [this
neigbbourhoodl area of Winnipeg.

The front-line food bank
poverly and hunger but

is a place that

deals with the day-today realities of

it is nonetheless a reaction to the greater social, political,

and

economic problems that have lead to the rise in the number of and usage of food banks.

As Martens (1994:22) states in his work about the food bank he helped establish, "the
goals and objectives of Harvest Ministry do not address "the top of the bank," but they do

minister to 'the bottom of the gh"ftg."' A front-line food bank functions as a method to
alleviate the immediate and short-tenn shortages due to poverty. At the same time the

front line food bank has become a place where the spiritual beliefs of those who mn them
and volunteer

in them of are put into practice. The food bank clients who frequent the

front line food banks have the oppo.nioity not only to pick up food but also to develop
new social/support networks, have a safe place to sit and chat with others over coffee,
and seek out the spiritual, social, and emotional support that can be offered by these
organizations.
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THE FRONT LINE FOOD BANK

My fieldwork at the front line food bank was probably my most rewarding
experience. This is not to say my time spent at Winnipeg Harvest was not enjoyable.
Because

my first exposure to food banks was at Winnipeg Harvest, I was completely

unaware

of what to expect and at the same time

somewhat overwhelmed by the

experience of.working in an environment that dealt specifically with poverty and hunger.

Most of my time at Winnipeg llarvest

\ryas a

time of absorbing as much infonnation

possible, volunteering my time by helping out, and leaming about food banks.

I

as

made

some valuable contacts and some good acquaintance-friendships at Winnipeg Harvest.
However,

it was at the smaller more intimate front line food banks, the Mennonite run

food bank and to a lesser extent the Baptist run food bank, that

I formed very strong

friendships. These friendships enabled me to gain the trust of many of the volunteers and
food bank clients. This allowed me to delve deeper ínto the lives of these people and
gain abetter understanding of these people and their need to frequent a food bank.

It was at the Mennonite run food bank that I felt most comfortable and was able
to freely associate with the food bank clients and volunteers. Unlike the Baptist run food
bank, which was run primarily by retired congregation members (they were not food
bank clients at the time of my fieldwork), the Mennonite food bank was composed of a

mix of volunteers lpanning different ages and various social, economic; and ethnic
backgrounds. The volunteers at the Mennonite food bank were not only retired, semiretired, and employed congegation members or members of othêr Mennonite churches,
but also food bank clients not of the Mennonite faith. Alttrough both food banks were

very friendly and open to all persons, there seemed to be a d.istancing between the
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volunteers and the clients at the Baptist food bank that I did not observe at the Mennonite

food bank. The fact that some of the volunteers at the Mennonite food bank were
themselves clients helped bridge the gap between the non-client volunteers and the food

bank clients.

.

Martens (1994:14-16) addresses the issue of the distancing effect between his

Mennonite Church congregation and the food bank clients while developing the Harvest

Ministry food bank. He found that there were four barriers to change in redeflrning the
mission of the church, which extends to the ministry of the food bank:

l)

Sub-Cultural

Identification; 2) Practice of Separation; 3) Work Ethic; and 4) Prejudice.

sub-cultural entity [that] a large number of Mennonites identifu themselves not
only by faith, but ethnically as well...Unforlunately, a sub-cultural identity will
often impede any outeach ministry because many are afraid to extend themselves
beyond the expression of their goup" Qvlartens, 1994:14).

The Practice

of

Separation, Martens (1994:15) claims,

Anabaptist tradition...[and that the]. "separation" mind-set makes

within our church to minister effectively within

is "rooted in

the

it difficult for some

a culture that they perceive to be a carrier

of sin."
The Work Ethic barrier deals with the:

.
.

element of pride attributed to a'strong vibrant work ethic, ie.: "If you don't work
you don't eat," "You get what you deserve." It is therefore not difficult to see
why this perspective on life would make it diffrcult for many in the church to
minister to the destitute, especially those on social assistance who have little or
no desire [or opportunity] to work QVfartens, 1994:14-15).

Finally there was the Prejudice barrier. Because Martens' church food bank deals

with culturally and ethnically diverse people, they had to "aclnowledge and break the
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existing personal prejudices...and
(Martens, 1994

to realize [that] before God all are created equal"

16). At an organizational level,

Martens and his congregation were

willing to acknowledge their limitations and work towards breaking down the barriers
between "the Church" and "the People." This was quite evident at the Mennonite
Church food bank I spent time at. Granted there were differences between the food bank

clients, the volunteer food bank clients, and the non-food bank client volunteers, but a
regular day at the food bank was not about

'ts"

and'them," but about working together

and being together. Interactions at the Mennonite food bank were quite free and open

without any rigid demarcations between the clients and volunteers.

Considering

my age and where I was personally coming from

(student,

underemployed, trying to make ends meet), from my own observations the relatively

'lounger" clientVvolunteers of the Mennonite food bank had more in common with

me

than the older volunteers and food bank clients of the Baptist food bank. Furthermore,
the Mennonite food bank is located in Osborne Village, a part of Winnipeg where there
tends to be a mix of ages and socio-economic goups (I also.lived in the area and had a
shared sense of place with some of these people).

Both the Mennonite and Baptist food banks serve clients primarily in their
immediate geographic locations. Accoräing

to the Baptist Senior Pastor and the

Mennonite Outreach Pastor the community approach to food banking is preferred. As the
Baptist Pastor states:

I think from the perspective that it [community based food banking] allows us to,
especially the way we mn our food bank with the coffee and goodies and
fellowship time beforehand, it allows for some relationship buildiúg, which is
important because we're wanting to be mgre than just a food distribution place.
We want to try to meet other needs; emotional, spiritual needs and you can't do
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that if all you're doing is kind of warehousing people, you know like this is the
place, come get your food and be gone. And I think it also gives some ownership
for us as a church. It gives some ownership; you know these are people in our
neighbourhood and \rye're part of the neighbourhood. And I think that's really
what we're stiving as a church to portray, is that we ate here to be a part of the
community.
Not only do the food bank clients benefit by having a food bank reasonably close,
but the churches that run them benefit as well. The food bank at the Mennonite Church,
according to the Mennonite Outreach Pastor:
has opened up many doors for us to be involved in our community...it has allowed

us to become involved in our community. To impact people's lives around here,
to be able to help them out. We've had opportunities to move people, to get
frrnifure for people, all because we enter their lives and know who they are and
how we can meet their needs. And I think along with that is having our.church
realizing that they're around us and having people begin to be involved in the
community around us and see that they have a role to play in impacting people's
lives around us.

In one sense, the ba¡riers that Martens discusses are ultimately

eroded not just by a

change of values and attitudes, but also by actually becoming involved in the lives of the

people rnside and out of the church.
Furthermore, the food bank'can be seen as a safe place as the Baptist Pastor
claims; there they "have a safe place...Even if it is only for that brief time when the food

bank is open." The front line food banks, even though those

I visited were church

basements converted into makeshift distribûtion outlets, were places people were able to

;'

sit äown, have a cuþ of coffee, a small snack, and maybe a cigarette outside and chat

with friends, acquaintances, or strangers. I met some very nice people who made the
trek, sometimes weekly even though they may not have been receiving food that week.
Sometimes the weather was bad, but they still made

it for their appointed time, or stood

outside waiting in line in the cold Winnipeg weathår to get their allotted amount of food.
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Living in poverty is hard. Whoever said the poor are lazy, never had to run the
obstacle course they have

to. Not only do some food bank clients have to deal with a

punitive social welfare system which has failed them, hence the need for food banks;
they have to be registered with the food bank, get there on time, get in line, be given food

that they have no real choice over

('!ou

get what you gef'as one food bank client told

me), and then.go on with their day. Having to be at a food bank means time taken awa¡

and my interpretation would be that possibly a half day is wasted getting to the food
bank, waiting for their food, and getting back home. And who knows at what cost, not

just in time, but also flrnancially (ie. bus fare, missed employnent opportunities, etc.).
Although food banks are a necessity and have contributed greatly to the "spirit of
community and giving" they are nonetheless organizations that should not need to exist
in the relatively rich Canadian society.

A DAY AT THE FOOD BANK
The Mennonite Church run fóod bank begins every Thursday morning (except the

last Thursday of the month) at around 9:30 a.m., when some of the volunteers and the
Outeach Pastor arrive. Tables and chairs are already set up in one part of the basement
that will eventuâlly be converted into the
food bank. Coffee and cookies are available,
j
peoþle mingle and gieet each other and settle down to the tables.
Once everyone has settled the Outreach Pastor begins the day with the devotional

(a time devoted to thinking, talking, prayrnq, and discussing mafters of faith) starting

with a prayer and 'a sennon. Sometimes a guest (a visiting pastor) or one of
volutteers was invited to begin the morning

r.moï.
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the

The sermons varied, but often dealt

with secular everyday problems and how they could be related to the 1s¿çhings of Ch¡ist
as they are written

in the Gospels and possibly solved through them. There was also

singing, a praise for a volunteer of the month, or wishing someone a happy birthday.
The end of this devotional time was a quiet prayer time that lasted a few minutes,

where everyone bowed his or her heads in .silent prayer and listened to anyone who
decided

to pray out loud. Often this silent prayer time began with

someone who

volunteered to begin by praying out loud. Then there would be silence and someone else

would pray out loud. It was almost like a forrr of open confession where people had a
chance to express what they were feeling and sometimes asking others to pray for them

in their time of need or for a sick relative, etc. The Outreach Pastor seemed to moderate

this time and was the one who judged when the time was right to end the devotional,
making sure everyone had their chance to speak up

if they so chose. The Pastor ended

this time with a short prayer by summing up the concems that were brought forth during

the devotional and the silent prayer time and asking Jesus and God for sbength and
guidance for all.

10:00 a.m. through

to 1l:00 a.m. was time to set up the basement into a food

bank. Tables were set up, more coffee was made, the lunch was prepared,

in-house

supplies of food were set up on the table3, some people drank coffee, talked, smoked
cigarettes outside, aird waited for the truck from Winnipeg Harvest to arrive. Around

11:00 a.m. the Harvest truck arrived at the backdoor

of the church leading to

the

basement. It was a beehive of activity getting the food from the truck, into the basement,
and sorted into the different categories of food onto the tables. From what
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I could tell,

the food looked good.

A lot of

dry/canned goods, fresh milk, vegetables (when in

season), cereals, and bread that was close to or just past the expiry dates.

Once the food was sorted out onto the tables it was close to lunchtime. By now

more volunteers had filtered in and were lending a hand where needed or asked for.
Before the noontime meal was served to the yolunteers and food bank client volunteers
there was another devotional (ie. prayer meeting). After grace was said the people lined
up for their serving of soup or sandwiches, and coffee and sweet treats. The people sat at
the tables, ate, talked, and had conversations spanning topics from religion to the hockey
scores.

After lunch was down time for most peopl.. Wt

il. some volunteers helped clear

the tables and clean the dishes, the food bank clients who were also volunteers took this

time to pick up their own gtoceries. Although they were not given any special treatrnent
such as getting more food than they were allowed, they had the opportunity to get

"first

pick" of some of the more choice items; for example getting a can of beef stew rather
than tomato soup. This may not seem like a lot to those who have the income to buy
whatever they please, but to those who rely on the food banks sometimes, this ability to
choose one relatively better item over another is a relished luxury.

At

1:00 pm there was another religious service held in one of the seminar rooms

or the chapel itself for those who felt inclined to attend. At no time was anyone ever
forced to attend any prayer groups or even sit in during the devotional in the morning.
Because of the system the Mennonite Church had set up for designating specific times for

people to show up for their pick up of food there was no prayer before the food was given

out. Thus it

was possible for any food bank clieni to avoid any or all religious activities
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at the Mennonite food bank. Although there was always some fonn of exposure to the
belíefs of the people who were running the food bank, such as free literahre of small
mass produced prayer books, children's' Sunday School paintings on the wall, or flyers

inviting anyone to one church ñrnction or another.

.

At the Baptist Church the Senior Pastor gave a small prayer, usually, before

food was distributed. My interpretation of events at the church run food

the

banks,

confirmed by statements from the church pastor during interviews, is that no one was
ever obligated. No one was ever obliged to sit through it, though most did, because they

wanted to, or out of respect to the people prafng, or not wanting to make an effort to
leave the room. The only place I knew of that required people to sit through a sermon
before they received any food was at a soup kitchen on "skid

row."

Because this was a

private organization they could set up any rules that they wanted (within reason of
course). This is not to say this group is

ill

spirited, but they work within their own belief

system.and stand by their convictions. ln one sense this organization is first and foremost
a place

of worship and not a secular restaurant. Though this soup kitchen is serving

a

fi.rnction of providing hot meals to the homeless, it also could be seen as taking advantage

of a trapped population who have no other choice but to sit through a setmon

before

receiving their food.

'

The 1:00 p.rir. religious service at the Mennonite church was a much more in-

depth and intimate service especially when

it was held in the Chapel or in the seminar

room. It was a time to go and discuss practically anything that was on one's mind. And
support was not limited to just prayer groups and meetings.

At any time a pêrson can go

and talk one on one to any available Pastor or church "elder" for guidance or advice.
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One seminar room devotional stands out in my mind and is one that I

young single father who I befriended had asked the group to pray for

will not forget. A

him.

One of the

older volunteers suggested a "laying ofhands" prayer. About three people stood around

him, placed their hands on his shoulders, with their heads bowed down, and began to
pray for

him. It

was a simple prayer asking to give him strength to overcome his

hardships. This young man never struck me as an overly religious person, but he did
volunteer regularly, sat in during the morning devotional, and did make use of the social

support offered not only by the food bank, but the Mennonite Church
experienced, as

in

itself.

He

I did, a sense of belonging to this organization and the people around him

a place that was more than

just a food bank, even if it operated only for one day each

week. The fact that these "elderly''volunteers took the time and effort to stand around

him and pray for him must have, at least according to my interpretation, induced
powerful feeling

of

support, especially when

I

a

.knew that he had his own family

difficulties to deal with.
For some people the food bank was their "sunday at Church," although it was on
a Thursday. As the Outreach Pastor told me, the essence of what was going on at the
food bank was more than just gving out food, but that:

.

we all need community and we're áll made to be involved in relationships. God
created us that way. I believe ä Uig part of them [the food bank clients] if they
come to knofu Jesus, then it seems to make sense to become a part of the church
because to worship in a group, to worship in community, and to be able to
establish those relationships...For some of them that happens on Thursday and
they're as much a part of our church in the sense that they're here on Thursday. If
they're not here on Sunday, they're receiving the same stuff on Thursday.

As the Outreach Pastor explained the food bank is but one aspect of his faith and his
church's belief system and that the church activitils and beliefs do not begin and end on
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Surday, but occur constantly and are never ending. And

if

the only chance that some

people have to be closer to God and Jesus and other people happens to occur on a
Thursday in a food bank in a church basement, then so be

it.

Hence, the important aspect

of the food bank from this church's point of view, other than giving out food, is to build
relationships with stangers and füends through Jesus and God.

At

1:30 p.m. the food distribution begins. Clients who a¡e regulars at the

Mennonite food bank call the day before to the church and have their narnes added to the
food bank client

list.

Once all the calls are taken, one of the food bank volunteers phones

Winnipeg Flarvest and tells them how many people they will be expecting on Thursday
and the number of people that person

will

be picking food up

for. Most

other food banks

have the clients phone Winnipeg Harvest directly and Winnipeg Harvest takes care of the

logistics of assembling client lists for the food bank.

The Men:ronite food bank has taken

it

upon themselves

to deal with

the

registering of their own clients. This to them is more efficient and allows a personal

contâct with the clients who phoné the church. Although thç Mennonite food bank
designates set times when its clients

will

attend the food bank,

it is a fîrst phone in frst

come basis. The later you phone, the later the client's time slot

is.

Calling earlier can

mean choosing a time more convenient fcir the food bank client or getting to the food

bank earlier for a s'upposedly better pick of

food. A later time slot usually

leads to

slimmer pickings on the better quality or prefened foods, although picking food is very

limited and there is very little choice of foods compared to supermarket shopping. The
time slot system alsó prevents people from lining up and waiting. The Baptist food bank
nms a system of first in first up. People who line up early are given a lower number as
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they enter the building when the doors open and wait at the coffee tables set up for their
range of numbers to be called. As people approach the regisüation table in either food
bank, all they are asked for is their name and possibly their health card for identification.
Then the client moves down the various tables and is allotted his or her quantity

of food depending on how many people are intheir family/household unit. Single people
get less food.. People with children tend to get more food, especially some of the fresh

items like

milk. At the Mennonite

food bank people enter the building from the front

down to the basement, past the food, and right to the coffee tables that are set up. Some
people sit, talk, have a snack, or just leave through the exit in the back. And this process
continues for about two hours. People coming and going, some hanging around for the
duration ofthe food bank hours.

Eventually, around 3:30 p.m., the last of the food bank clients is served and any

'þalk-ins"

are taken care

of.

Clean up of the basement occurs and slowly people filter

out andgo on with thetr day.,ready to do it all over again the next time around.

CONFLICTING VIE\ryS ON THE ROLE OF RELIGIOUS RUN
FRONT LINE FOOD BANKS
The religious community and other community and advocate groups in Canada
have taken

it

upon

-themselves

to compensate for government policies and a welfare

system that has failed many people.

ln the case of food banks, food is often provided to

those on social assistance and even to those people who could be considered the

'Vorking poor." As.Frances Russell of the

l4rinnipeg

Free

Press

(1996:414) states:

The transfer of social functions from govçrnment to private cha¡ities, no matter
how well-meaning, means a shift from rights of citizenship to privileges of
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mendicants, a state of affairs social reforrrers have been hnng to eliminate for
nearly 150 years. fRussell goes on to quote Dr. Susan Phillips who states] "the
voluntary sector in Canada simply does not have the requisite infrastructure to
operate everywhere that the state has vacated. It is also a myth to assume that
corporate or private donations can readily substitute for government funding."

A business/corporation by definition is out to make a profit. If it is not profitable (ie.
financially or image wise) to donate food or frrnds to charities such as food banks then a
simple cost/benefit analysis could slow down or cut off any more resources to these
organizations. Businesses do not have the same type of accountability as democratically
elected governments

over the
.last

do. Nonetheless, the shift to voluntary organizations

has occurred

twenty years, as shown of the increasing number of food banks and of

people using them. "Community spirit" and people getting together at their local food
bank aside, food banks are a symbol of major political, social, and economic problems in
Canada.

The role of religious organizations in food banking is complex. The Winnipeg
Harvest Co-Ordinator and the Executive Director of the Toronto Daily Bread Food Bank
see this issue

from opposite perspectives, The Co-Ordinator.in Winnipeg states that the

faith community is:

.

Critical, absolutely critical. ln Freire's book Pedagogt of the Oppressed,he talks
about the six power points. And only one of the power points is financial. The
other major one that he talks aboút again and again and ag?ln, is the spiritual
power. That's one that's not articulated well...it's one that, when used
appropriately back in the 30's and 40's and 50's; our parents and grandparents
and even great grandparents, who came from the faith communities, came the
Canada Assistance Plan that Canada has been praised for around the world. And
we've now lost that. That came from people of faith. They said they want a
society that's better for all of us, pensions and all that kind of stuff. So, it's time
for the faith communities to learn how to get back into the dialogue and into the
fight. If we wait to have justice legislated, then it trickles down. So'all they see
is a nickle. We can't wait for that. We ¡eed the faith community that has an
ethical statement that says all citizens should be "love one another, all citizens
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should be treated equitably, or have the option or access to equitable treaûnent,
stuff. So the faith communities are critical.

and that kind of

Though no one can really dispute the positive "feel good" attitude the Co-ordinator has
about the role of sfrong faith values, one may nonetheless question the Co-ordinator's
assumption that people's attitudes and faith in religion alone are necessarily going to
change political-economic patterns. Unfortunately,

in Canada" the election of political

parfies with obvious neo-liberal philosophies over the last twenty years has lead to
fiscally conservative budgets focused on cutbacks rather than supporting social programs.
However, one must also consider that Winnipeg Harvest is located in a city where
grass-roots community activism is very high, and

with a shong history of socially left

leaning attitudes. Events such as the Winnipeg General Strike in the early part of the
.twentieth century and early prairie social activists such as "Tommy" Douglas are a part
of the social and historical consciousness of Winnipeg and helped lay the foundation for

left

leaning philosophies

for many groups in

Manitoba and Canada. Current

organizations such Choices and the Mennonite Central Committee are both based in

Winnipeg and are heavily involved in social justice issues. Thus, the views of the Coordinator of Winnipeg Harvest reflect a local political reality.

On the contrary, the Executive Drector

in

Toronto seems

to take a

less

enthusiastic approach .to the role of ieligious organizations involved in food banking.
The Executive Director claims:

I think one of the really frustating things is that churches are so involved in food
banking across the country, but have failed on the social justice front, and failed
to speak up loud enough, and failed tò witness to what's happening in their own
organizations. I think it's too bad and I think it grows out of their, somehow, fear
that some of the parishioners are going to get pissed off because they don't agree
with them politically.
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Whether

it is for political or "comfort" reasons not all churches necessarily

believe in food for the body and the following case completely supports the Executive
Director's feelings. Though it may have been an isolated case, Gillespie of the l4tinnipeg

Free Press (2000: A1) reported that a Winnipeg church run food bank closed down
because, as its Unity Truth Centre

street people that made

it

Mnister claims in the article, "It's atfiacting

a

lot of

uncomfortable for people...[and] Most clients of food banks

have not yet come to a sense of personal responsibility in

life.

They are in denial, blame

or seeing the world as owing them." These claims are defeatist, paüonizing, and blarne
the victirn. However, they cannot be ignored because there are many who agree with the

Minister's statements. My view is that, although individual responsibility is important

for all

people, limited choices

in

terms

of

employment, underemployrnent,

unemployment, physical and mental problems, living on fixed incomes, and so on should
be factored in before such sweeping generalizations can be made about food bank clients.

The critique by the Toronto Executive Director seems to be justified by the
closing down of a church run food bank in Winnipeg

'tncomfortable."

b..uur. it made some people

She was also wary of how some of the front line food bunkq dishibute

food, using the term "Rice Christians."
Yhen

I

asked what that meant, she replied,

"You've never heard that term? That''s because you're too young. Well it was the idea
of missionaries going to third world countries coning people in with rice." Furthermore
the Executive Director felt that

if

the rururing of a food bank was an extension of a

church's religious practice then "[they] ought to be working for a more just society. And

if they don't

see that connection they should go bagk and read their
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bibles!"

It is necessary to understand the motivations behind church run food banks and
their philosophies on why and how they dishibute food because their actions affect each
and every food bank client in one form or another. Yet, the major concern is still the fact

that many non-profit organizations, such as churches, have beóome stop-gap measures
and have taken on greater social responsibilities that were once the responsibilities of the

state. Thus, a shift has occurred from collective rights to individual responsibilities at

a

time when it is harder for individuals to deal with major socio-economic problems on
their own. Inflation means lower real wages, and it is not longer possible, as it was thirty
or forty years ago for one full-time employed person to provide for an entire family.

It is difücult to speculate on how effective church voices are in solving social
justice issues: For such immediate problems as providing food at their food banks, the
two food banks in this study are prime examples of churches plalng a competent if not
excellent

role. Actually doing something

beyond gving out food, such as becoming

politically motivated in the role of 'þoverty advocate" is not perceived as part of their
primary mandate. Thus, the front line food banks will continue to be just that, places that

provide supplemental food from their "faith" based position and poverty advocacy will

be pursued at higher political levels by organizations such as Winnipeg Harvest or
Choices concerned with social justice issueô.

SUMMARY
This chapter has dealt specifically with the role of religioirsly run front-line food
banks and how they'function on a day to day basis. The philosophical foundation of the

church run front-line food bank is not just
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froL charity

and welfare, but from the

perspective of ministry: the servicing of a person's spirituality through a Christian god
and througb actions that have the intention to enhance the spirituality of others (Engle,

1998). Althouglr the frontline food bank does play avital role in distributing food in the
neighbourhoods they are set in, there still are conflicting views on the motivation behind
some church run food banks and the whole concept of "food for the body, food

for the

soul." The next chapter is the results of the survey conducted for this study. A

basic

profile of food bank clients that attended the two frontline food banks where this study
was conducted have been compiled from the data of the survey.
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CHAPTER 5

THE SI]RVEY:
A PROFILE OF FOOD BANK CLIENTS
Two questions often asked about food banks are: 1) Who are the people who use
them? and 2) Why? Often each individual food bank client

will

have her or his own

explanation or reason as to why they need to use a food bank. AlthougÞ individual

"stories" of food bank clients are important when elucidating the problem of food bank
usage,

it is equally important to determine if

there are any general trends (ie.

demographics, income levels, etc.) amongst food bank
statistics

in the study of food banks

clients. The collection of

and their clients is necessary

to draw

some

conclusions as to what factors may lead people to use these organizations. Thus the

accumulation of data by a survey method is a way to develop a profile of food bank

clients. Furthermore, the use of other studies, such as the Canadian Association of Food

Banks' annual survey of food bank usage across Canada, HungerCount 1999: A
Growing Hungerfor Change (September 1999), Winnipeg Harvest's Hunger Barometer
(Spring 1998), and Sloan and Stewart's study Shelter Affordability and Housing Needs:

A

Study

of

l4/innipeg Food Bank (Jsers @ecember 1997), are valuable sources of

information that can be used for comparative purposes. These studies come to similar
conclusions about food bank usage in Canada and will be used throughout this chapter to
evaluate

if

the data collected for the survey in this study are consistent with their results.
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General Statís"tics of Food Bank Clienß

HungerCount 1999 (September 1999) is a nation wide survey that looks at the
general usage of food banks across Canada. The data presented deals with the number

of

food banks in Canada, 698 (does not include frontline agencies); sources of income of

the clients (68.1% are on social assistance); the total number of people who use food
banks in a year in Canada (790 344 people in the month of March, this is 2.60/o of the
Canadian population); and food bank usage by province in absolute numbers and as a
percentage of the population. Ontario and Quebec had the highest absolute number of

food bank clients, 290j39 and 244,043 people respectively during March 1999,
primarily because these are the largest provinces, while Newfoundland had the highest
rate of use at 6.6%ó due its long history of a depressed economy. Manitoba assisted
34,193 people in the month of lvfarch 1999 and had a rate of use of approximately

3o/o

of

the population.

The survey conducted for the present study was an attempt to gain as much
information as possible about food bank clients. Specific questions on the survey ranged

from basic demographics (sex, age, marital status, dependent children), education and
housing, sources of income, and food bank usage.

Generøl Demographícs: Sex, Age, Mørital Status, & Dependents

Of the 52 food bank clients surveyed 36 were male (69.23%)
(30.77%) (Table 7).
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nd 16 were female

Table 7. Gender.

Gender

N

%

Male

36

69.23

Female

16

30.TI

I'otal:

52

Iru.UO

The age of the food bank clients were highly concentrated in the middle years of 31 to 50

for botl

sexes (63.45%o

of the total surveyed, see Table 8) with 66.66 % of the male

population in this age r¿Lnge and56.ZilYoof the female population in this age range.
Table 8. Age of clÍents by gender.

Age

Total

Female

Male

N

%

N

%

N

%

2

5.5ó

0.00

2
2

0
0

2
2

5.56

8

7) ))

50+

8
8
6

Senior Citizens

0

0.00

15üoæ
2I to25

26to30
31 to 35
36 to 4O
41 to 50

Total:

)

12.fi

4

3.85
3.85
7.69

18.75

11

2T.T5

22.22
22.22

3
3
3

18.75

11

t8.75

11

2r.t5
2L.ß

1.6.67

3

18.75

9

T7.37

5.X

)

0.00

12.fr

)

36 100,00 16 100.00 52

3.85
100.00

This demographic distribution is consistent with Sloan and Stewart's (1997:46) findings
that "over 50 percent of respondents were in the 25 to 44 age group." Furthermore,
according to Sloan and Stewart (1997:46):

When comparing the age dishibution of the food bank users with the age
distribution for the city of Winnipeg, it becomes apparent that food bank users are
over represented in the middle age goups and under represented in the young and
old age groups.
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Almost half of the total food bank clients surveyed were single, 25 out of 52
(48.08%, see Table

8). This result is slightly

higher than Winnipeg Harvest's (Spring

1998:2) snrvey and Sloan and Stewart's (1997:47) survey, where both studies found only
40Yo

of their respondents were single. In this study the majority of those surveyed were

single males (18 of 36 males), then males in a commonlaw relationship (8 of 36), then
single females (7 of 16 females) (see Table 9).
Table 9. Marital Status of clients by gender.
Male
Marital Status

N

Total

Female
%

N

%

N

Vo

8.33

4

25.æ

7

0.00

I

13.Æ

0

43.75

25

I

1.92

3

5.77

Manied

3

Common-L¿w
Single
In a relationship

8
18
1

50.00
2.78

7
0

Separated

2

5.%

I

0.00
6.25

Divorced
Widowed

4

11.11

4

25.æ

8

r5.38

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

Iotal:

36 100.00 16 100.00 52

))

,r)

15.38

48.08

100 00

Table 10 shows that the majority of males (28 of 36) had no dependent children,

while almost half the women (7 of 16) had children. Of the men 5 of them each had

1

dependent child and only 3 of them had2 dependent children each. Of the women, 5 out

of

16 had 2 dependent children each. An interesting note is that

of all the women who

had children, 7 out of 9 were single, separated, or divorced, and all had more than 2

children. Only 3 out of the 8 men with children were single or separated. Although this
is a very small sample, size the larger number of single women with children who

use

food banks is consistent with the claims made that single women with children are more

likely to use food banks (Philp, 2000:45).
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Table 10. Number of Dependent Children per Clientby Gender and
Marital Status.

Gender and Marital Statur

Number oI Depenclent Cbllclren uncler
4
2
3
0
I

lð
5

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0

0

36

I

0
0
0
0

4

Male:

Married
Common-Law
Single
In a relationship

0
7

1

)

0
0

I
I

0

16

0

1

0
0
0
0

I

Separated

I

1

Divorced

4

0

0
0
0

Subtotal:

28

5

3

0

2

0
0

0

8
18
1

2

4

Female:

Married
Common-Law
Single
In a relationship
Separated

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Divorced

3

0

Subtotal:

7

0

fotal:

0
2

of

I

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

5

2

I

4
0
0

1

0

7
0

1

1

0

4

1

16

355821152

Furthermore, the figures in Table

under the age

1

l0

show us that there are a total

of 36 children

18 who a¡e most likely dependent on food banks via their caregivers

(this figure is derived by multipllng the subtotal of each individual column
multiplying it by the number of children in each respective column). When

and

a person goes

to a food bank the food may not necessarily be just for themselves but also for their
dependents, depending on how many people they claim are in their household at the time

of registration when calling Winnipeg Harvest's referral system. Food at food banks is
rationed according to the number of people in a household, so a single person receives
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less food than a person claiming to have 2 or 3 dependent children (or children in their

household. On top of the 52 people who were surveyed there are another 36 people
under the age of 18 who are most likely receiving food from the food bank (equal to the

total of males surveyed), although they themselves may not be lining up at the food bank.
These child¡en are probably the most vulnerable people in Canadian society, not only
because they do not have income security as many adults do (due

to age, lack of

education or still in school, work inexperience, limited job opportunities, etc.) but also
because they require an appropriate amount of nutritious food on a consistent basis that is

essential to the development of children.

As Hungertount 1999 (September 1999.5) claims, "children are consistently
over-represented in food bank lines...40.8% of food bank recipients were under the age

of

18. In comparison children make up just over one-quarter of the population [of
Canada]." In this study, if the children are factored into the actual number of people who
were suryeyed, propping up the total to 88 people making use of a food bank (either by
attending them or receiving food by proxy via their caregivers), the children end up
representin g 40

90% of those surveyed. This is almost equal to the national results of the

HungerCount I 999 figures,

EducøtÍon & Housing

"One of the most common barriers to finding work

is lack of

education"

(Winnipeg Harvest, Spring 1998:4). Table 11 shows us that half of the entire sample size

did not finish high school, while only l1 of the respondents finished high school, while
only 5 received their GED (high school equivalency).
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Teble 11. Level of Education by Gender.

Lævel

of Education

Up to Grade 8
Some High School
Graduated High School
Some College
Graduaæd College

Total

Female

MaIe

N

%

N

Vo

N

%

)

5.56

I

12.fi

4

7.69

41.67

7

42.31

3

43.75
18.75

22

22.22
0.00
2:18
8.33
5.56
I 1.11
2.78

11

2t.r5

0

0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00

3

3

18.75

)

1

6.25
0.00

5

0.00
L.v2
5.77
9.62
9.62

1

L.y¿

15

I

0
1

0

1

Some University
Graduated University

3

GED
Other

4

I'otal:

36 100.00 16 t00.uJ 52

2

I

0

tu).00

That means only 80.77% of the food bank clients had no more than a high school
education that can translate into limited opportunities in the work force. Winnipeg
Harvest's (Spring 1998:4) results show that

65%o

of their respondents had not finished

high school and that 27Yo of them felt 'their poor education is one of the main reasons
tlrey are unable to secure employment." Sloan and Stewart (1997:a7) claim, "over 60
percent did not have a high school education."

"A university or college degree is no guarantee one will never depend on a food
bank for help" (Winnipeg Harvest, Spring 1998:4). There were those who attended food
banks who had some form of post-secondary education, with 5 of the 52 respondents

having completed university (ie. BA) and 4 others with some form of post-secondary
education attendance (see Table 11). This means that

17

.3I% of the sample had higher

education than high school. Winnipeg Harvest's (Spring 1998:4) results are similar with
T9o/o

of their respondents having attended university or college and 8% having a college
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or university degree, while in Sloan and Stewart (1997:47) "15 percent had completed or
had some post-secondary education".

Table 12 indicates where the food bank clients live in the city of Winnipeg and
the type of housing they reside in.
Table 12 Food Bank Cllent Houslng by City Dbtrict
west

f.ort
Rouge

St. James

West End

North Wes,

Kildonan

Downlown

Total

Own house/condo

0

I

0

I

2

4

0

t9

0

9

I

I

J

4

0

30
7

Sha¡e house with roommate
Shâre apartmcnt with roommate

0
I

0
0

0
0
0

o
0

.,

Rent â hous€
Rent an apartment
Rent a room in a house

0
I

0

I

o

0

4

0

0

Housing

lotal:

0
0
0

7

t
5

2231

25

Since the surveys were conducted at two separate

frontline food bæks, one in the Fort

Rouge area the other in the West End are4 the majority of the respondents tended to
reside

in those areas. This is due to the community/neighbourhood model of

food

banking so that people can access a food bank close to where they live rather than having

to Favel, possibly geat distances and at great inconveniences, to one central location.
Explanations vary as to why those who lived in other areas of the city attended a food

bank outside their district. Because Winnipeg Harvest often determines where a food
bank client goes to receive food, according to the client's geographic locations, situations
a¡ise where the referral system has to send a client to another food bank. For example, a

local food bank has reached its capacity to handle clients, a client may have missed the
scheduled food bank hours in their area and was given the option to travel to another

food bank, the client does not want to attend a local food bank, or the client was in need
of emergency supplies and was sent to another food bank that was open.
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Table 12 also shows that 50 out of the 52 respondents lived in some sort of rental

accommodation. A prevalent theme amongst food bank clients is the issue of housing

affordability. According to Sloan and Stewart (1997:92-93):

it was not a lack of affordable housing in the quantitative sense that was the
problem but a lack of adequate family income that made housing affordable using
conventional standards. A large majority of food bank users in our study (86%)
had a yearly income of under $12,000. Buflhermore] it is not incomes alone, but
housing costs together with incomes, that determine the overall standard of living
of most of us.
Hence, the "relationship between the level of income and shelter affordability was a
determining factor as to whether or not an individual was forced to seek assistance from
the food bank system" (Sloan

&

Stewart, 1997:26). Because housing (ie. rent) tends to

be a f,rxed expenditure, "once a household occupies a particular dwelling

it is hard

to

alter the amount and type of housing services consumed. The cost of housing is thus the

biggest item in most families' budgets and the hardest to adjust" (Sloan

&

Stewart,

1997:93).

When the question '?ay the rent or feed the kids?" comes up,

it

has much

meaning.

Recognition of the interaction among incomes, shelter costs, and the cost of nonshelter necessities leads logically to an affordability standard that is a sliding
scale, rather than a fixed percentage of income. A household payrng more than it
can afford on this standard is "shelter-poor," the squeeze between the income and
housing cost leaving it with insufficient resources to meet its non-shelter needs a
minimum level of adequacy (Sloan & Stewart, 1997:93).

A

person cannot pay half the rent and at best can be late with the rent on the odd

occasion (with "penalty" from the landlord). Thus the one expenditure that can be
"stretched out" is the food

bill.

This can be done by a variety of ways depending on

one's budget. For example, purchasing an abundance of cheaper more filling starchy
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foods that

"fill

the belly," but without proper foods (ie. foods that contain a good balance

of proteins, fibre, vitamins, minerals, etc. found in other food sources), may be deficient
in providing a balanced diet if this practice is used on a consistent basis.

Sources of Income

If the "relationship

between the level of income and shelter affordability [is] a

detennining factor as to whether or not an individual was forced to seek assistance from
the food bank system" (Sloan

&

Stewart, 1997:26) then the fact that of the 52 food bank

clients that diwlged information on where they received their income, 46 were on some
type ofsocial assistance (see Table 13).
Table 13. Sourc€s of Income for Food Bank Cllents.
AYg. Aaslstatrcl

Source of SæiaI Assisla¡rce

res

No

!1.62

9797.65

4

14

36.54

ß42.79

%

Provi¡rcial Welfaret

l8

City Welfare

t9

Pension

6

I

Employment Insurânce
Workerk Compensation
Social Assistance - Indian Affairr

I
I

r.92

$69s,so
$1200.00

1.92

$ó60.00

I

r.g2

No response

6

$1,06r.00
nla

Iotal:

ls Assistålce ercugh to live on

(per month)*

N

I

l.t{

t.3f

52

)
I

Itrcone suDplem€ntrns Assi.ga¡rc¡
No. ot People
AVg. rYaEermo
5
.,

ßn.64

t7
5

I

$350.00
$100.00

0

I

0

I
0
ola

0

I

o
0

n/a

3

nla
nla
n/a
$482.Gr

8389

100.00
assilanc€ per monlb
responde[t cbose not to drvulge average dollar assilarre
some figures may be lorver t}Ian actuâl amou¡t due to unavailable rent assistance information (renl forwarded directly to lândlorQ.

That is 88.46% of the sample size. Provincial and City welfare were the predominant

forms of income for food bank clients with the average hovincial recipient obtaining
5797.65 while the City recipient averaging only $342.79. Furthermore, some people
supplemented their welfare income with outside sources
loans, informal economy jobs: "work under the table," etc.).
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of income (ie. jobs, family

There is a difference between Provincial and City welfare other than the obvious

fact that Provincial recipients receive more money than City recipients (At the time of
this study Provincial and City Welfa¡e \¡/ere separate agencies, however plans were in
effect to amalgamate both programs). Provincial is welfare for those people

who:

1)

have a mental or physical illness or disability likely to last more than 90 days and keeps

them from eam.ing enough money; 2) single parents raising children; 3) people in areas

with no municipal government; 4) people staying in women's crisis shelters; 5) people 65
years of age or older; 6) dependent children whose parents a¡e dead or unable to help
meet their needs (lr4anitciba Family Services, 1997:l). City welfare are for those people

who do not fall into the categories of Provincial welfare and are seen as people who are
"employable," or who do not face the same barriers as those who qualiff for Provincial

welfare. However, in both systems the recipients are "encouraged" to "get off'welfare
and this

is clearly stated in their literature. For example, the Provincial

pamphlet

it states: "The program is aimed, wherever

job or get back to work [their italics];

Welfare

possible, at helping people find a

and to do everything you can to find a job and

become independent" (I\4anitoba Fami ly Services,

19 97

:

l -2).

To qualifu for welfare a recipient basically has to have expended most resources
and monies before applyrng. When the people finally begin receiving welfare many find

it difficult,

even punishing, to survive on

it.

Any earned income has to be reported and

money gains over a certain point, determined by the govemment, a dollar earned is a
dollar taken off their welfare cheque. This does not leave much room for people to save
some money while on welfare to create a cushion so that they can get off welfare. Nor is

there much of an incentive to work or at least claim working at "over-the-table" jobs.
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This can lead to casual "under-the-table" work with no stability and no benefits. When
asked the question on the survey (Table 13) 'Ts your social assistance enough to live?" 38

out of the 52 people (73.07%) said no.

Food Bank Usage
The food bank clients who made use of the services of food banks tended to use
them twice a month and had been using them for over one year. Specifically, 31 out

of

the 52 people survey (59.6I%) used a food bank at least once or twice a month and had
been using a food bank for over one year (see Table 14).
Table 14. Duration and Frequency of Food Ban[ Usage by Clients
uurauon of
Food Bank Lse

I month
3 months
6 months
l2

hÍequency of-Food Bank Use (times per month)
3
2
4
Rarelyx
3

2

1

0

0

I

I
4

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

I'otal
N

%

6
2

11.5

4

I

1

1

0

over I year

7

24

0

I

)

34

No response

nla

nla

nla

nla

nla

J

12

32

2

r.

months

otår:

3

3.8
7.7
5.8
65.4
5.8

HungerCount 1999 (September 1999:7) results show that 55.9% of food bank clients
surveyed

in Canada use a food bank at least once a month. The supply of food received

from the food bank lasted anywhere, on average I to 7 days, with 37 (7I.15%) of the
respondents claiming the food they received lasting

4 to 7

days (see Table 15).

HungerCount 1999 (September 1999:7) shows us that nationally the food received by
food bank clients lasts for 3 to 4 days for 48.8% of their sample size.
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Table 15. Food Use a¡d Food Shortages.

Duration of Food Bank Suppty (in days)

Iime of Food Sho¡taee

I to3

4to't

0

)

.f

10

5
0
0

l6

NÌever

.,

')
a

No Response

0

I

Beginning ol the montl
Vfiddle of the month
End of the month
AII month long
Variable

I

10

Total

37

y or clrenB useo souP

Eto

14

15 to

use ouer
Food

Total

2l

N

Programs*

1

0

3

5.Tl

0
J
0

0
0
0
0

t3

25.00

24

46.t5

4

0
0
0

1

5

7.69
3.85
9.62

0

1

t.c2

4

I

¿sa

)

52

100.00

16

Program.

Almost half the respondents found they were short of food near the end of the
month (24 of 52,46.15o/o), with 25.00% finding they were short of food in the middle of
the month (see Table 15). Because welfare cheques tend to come either all at once at the
end of the month or are split bi-monthly, funds often run short for people near the end or

middle of the month. Hence, the increase of food bank usage at the time before welfare
cheques are issued.

Some people used other fonns of food supplementary programs such ¿rs soup

kitchens. Half of Sloan and Stewart's (1997:61) sample made use of a soup kitchen,
while 16 out of 52 (30.76%) people in this study claimed to have used a soup kitchen in
the past (Table 15). When posed the question "How much do you need the food bank?"

23 people said they needed

it "very much,"

and 20 others said "much" (see Graph 9).

The general consensus found the quality of food to be "good" and "okay" (see Graph 10).
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Graph

9.

NecessiÇ of Food Bank Use
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10. Client Estimation of Food Quality at rhe Food Bank
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The quality of food has increased over the years, much of

it

due to the efforts of

Winnipeg Harvest to collect good quality food and discard bad or rotten food. Much of
the food tends to be dry or canned goods that have long shelf lives and are not prone to

spoilage. AIso, because of the large media campaigns through the efforts of Winnipeg
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Harvest, organizations such as Peak of the Market have become involved in donating
good fresh vegetables that are "store quality."

SUMMARY
This chapter has attempted to provide a basic profile of a food bank client that.
The data for the survey was collected at the two frontJine food banks where I conducted

this study. In my survey of 52 food bank clients 36 were male and 16 were female. The
ages of the clients surveyed were highly concentrated in the middle years of 31 to 50

for

both sexes and almost half the people surveyed were single. The majority of males (28
OUT of 36) had no dependent children, while almost half the women (7 OUT OF of 16)
had children. arnong the people surveyed only 11 had finished high school, while only 5
had received their high school equivalency. Fifty out of the 52 people surveyed lived in
some sort of rental accommodation. Forty six of them were on some soft of government
assistance. Although the sample size of the survey was quite small, many of the results

of

this survey tended to parallel the results of larger surveys and studies. These statistics,
however, may be seen by many as sterile and never really tell the full story behind the

numbers. All the numbers in this survey represent people and the next chapter attempts
to put a human face on these numbers.
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CHAPTER

6

THE PEOPLE:
FOOD BA}{K CLIENTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
"One village con speak
from Michael Ondaad

for

e' s An

many villages. One victim can speak

il's

for many victims."

Gho s t (2000 :27 5).

Beyond all the media representations of food banks and the sterile statistics that

tell us why food banks exist and why people use them, we are still dealing with people.

Like any organization, be it a school, church, or business, a food bank is about people;
people who need, emoûg other things, food. These are individuals who have families and

friends, struggles and hardships, and joys and delights. Each and every person who has
come across a food bank, either as a client, volunteer, or employee has his or her own

story to

tell.

Throughout the research for this sfudy, spending time at the food banks,

getting to know people and talking and interviewing them, I was privileged to listen to
many people's stories. From their stories I tried to understand what was going on in their

lives while they used the food banks and what factors contributed to their needing to use
these organizations.

My time spent at the front-line food banks, especially the Mennonite food bank,
was where I met the majority of pastors, volunteers, and food bank clients. It was these

people with whom

I

became involved that

I interviewed. The interviews I

conducted

near the end of my fieldwork were in-depth with open-ended questions and dealt with
very personal issues.
Because the nature

of this study

deals with people's private lives, gaining their

trust and letting them know me was crucial, not only in terms of being able to delve
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deeper into their lives for information, but in terms of respect for them as people. Thus,

throughout the fieldwork

know

me. It

I

opened up and talked about myself allowing these people to

was only fair that

if

these people were to

tell me something about

themselves then they should at least be able to know a few things about

people intimate questions, during conversations and interviews, as

myself. To ask

if I were a reporter

looking for a "story of the week," would not have produced the type of responses I
received had I not developed the rapport I had with the people at the food banks.

It

was impossible

to interview and quote every person I came across in my

fieldwork. However, sometimes all

it takes is a few key informants

and quotes to

illuminate the issues being dealt with. Often times a few people's stories can speak for
many people and the role this ethnography can play in the study of food banks, especially

this chapter, is that it can provide a forum for people to speak up about their experiences
using food banks and related issues.

The details and experiences may be different from person to person, but the end
result is the same for most people, using a food bank was but one means in aiding them
through difficult times (be

it financial and/or personal),

become a part of their lives,
conducted

and for many the food bank had

if for only one day a week. The number of interviews

was: four food bank clienlvolunteers (three men and one woman), two

pastors (both male), seven volunteers (four males and tb¡ee females), and two head
directors of food banks (one male and one female). There are no interviews of food bank

clients who had no role with a food bank other than being a client. Unfortunately, this

was due to time constraints and not having any informants that had the level of
confidence and trust in me as the other informants (ie. volunteer food bank clients) had in
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me. All

quotes are from interviews that

I

conducted unless otherwise indicated (see

Appendix A for interview questions). Since the views and opinions of the employees (ie.
Co-ordinator) and pastors have already been expressed in earlier chapters, this chapter

will focus primarily on the views and opinions of the food bank clients/volunteers

and to

a lesser extent the volunteers.

THE PEOPLE

I

came across a wide array of people while conducting the research for this study

and identified four main groups of people who make up a food

bank: l) the Employees,

such as the Co-ordinators and Executive Directors (some were fonner

business

executives and professionals who dedicated their time as employees to the running of

food banks) and Ministers and Pastors (their role in running a frontline food bank is only
part of their full-time job or "calling" as "men of god;" they have other duties, such as
conducting services, counseling, etc.);2) Volunteers, such as lay people of the churches

that helped run the frontJine food ba¡rks who felt

it

was, among their other Christian

duties, to aid the poor; 3) Food Bank Clients/Volunteers who not only received food from

the food banks, but gave of their own time to the running of the food bank, and; 4) Food
Bank Clients whose main goal was to come for food and leave.

Food Bank Client Volunteers

During my weekly Thursday

tek to the Mennonite food bank I

experienced the

same problems as many of the other food bank clients of having to get to the food bank

on time and in any type of weather (Winnipeg winters can be quite brutal.). For me and
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many other food bank clients this usually entailed walking to the food bank or getting
there by bus. Over time I began running into the sarne people and seeing familiar faces.

Depending on what time a person arrived, the day began with either a cup of
coffee, a cigarette, and small talk, or walking quietly into the church basement and

joining the morningprayer, or making it on time for lunch. My closest confidant during
my fieldwork was a young man by the name of Robert. He is a young single father with
th¡ee children, having a nearly completed high school education (but with one year of
University), and living on Provincial Welfare. It had been about five years since he had
steady employment and had only worked on a casual basis at the Post Office during the

Christmas season. The three other interviewees, Joseph, Daniel, and Kim were all in the
same position as Robert (except that they did not have children):

all were under-

employed or unemployed, living on welfare, volunteering almost every Thursday, and
making use of the food bank.

My interaction with these and other people during my

research

only occurred

during the food banking hours. Like many of the other people I met during my research,

I spent only a few hours a week (one day a week) at the Mennonite and Baptist food
banks. The rest of the days of the week I was not involved in these people's lives and nor
where they in mine. Such is the nature of a large urban setting where social networks
cross at different places and at different times, sometimes briefly at a food bank. Thus, a

food bank is one small but important part of
is

a

person's life and having to use a food bank

just one of the many problems that many of these people face.
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Under & Unemployment & Baruiers to Employment

For Robert, Joseph, Daniel, and Kim their employment status and work
opportunities could be described as tenuous at best. Work for them was off and on,
consisting of odd jobs with the majority of their income coming from welfare. Their

barriers

to employment could be broken down to "formal ba¡riers" and "personal

barriers." Formal barriers can be defined as a lack of or not enough education and
fraining whereas personal barriers can range a whole spectrum from disability, personal
problems, and family matters. Not all of these people were willing to open up about why
they could not work, but they provided me with enough information so that I could get a
glimpse as to what prevented them from earning a reasonable living so that they did not
have to use a food bank.

The "formal barrier" for these people's inability to get work had to do with their
level of education. As Allahar and Cote (1998:133) state:
those without a post-secondary degree are less employable in most sectors of the
economy. Moreover, a university education is a good investnent in salary level
and future earning power. According to Statistics Canada, nearly two-thirds of

new jobs between 1991 and 2000 are going to require at least 13 years of
education or üaining, and 45o/o of them will require more than 16 years.
Of the four people interviewed Robert had the highest level of education with one year of
university (he never did tell me if he finished a full course load or not or how successful
he was at school), although he never did complete high school. Robert probably entered

university as a mature student and was completing his GED (high school equivalency) at
the time of our interview. Daniel received his GED but only completed up to grade 11,
Joseph had a gade 11 education, and Kim only had a grade 8 education but was tested at
an

Adult Education Cenüe at about a grade 9 level.
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However, after hearing these people's stories I began to reaTize that their level of
education was the least of their worries. These people confided in me some of their most
personal problems and had 'þersonal barriers" that made it very difficult to secure work
that was well paying and sustainable over long periods of time.

Of these four people Robert seemed physically the most able-bodied person who
could work. Yet, Robert was in the same predicament as many single mothers who have

difficulty holding down a good job while raising their child¡en. With three children,

ages

15, 9, and 8 Robert's last full time job was a contract position with the Board of
Education. As he told me:

I had a contract there and then it got too hectic with the kids, because they were
young. It's been about 5 years since I had a full-time steady job. I've been on a
casual basis, I guess, a year, not even.

Casual meaning whatever odd jobs he can

find. Robert's

main source of income is

Provincial Social Assistance, which amounts to about $1100.00 a month. He qualified

for this type of assistance because he was considered unemployable because, as Robert
states:

My children, both of them were under the age of 5 when I started and they kept
me on provincial because one of them...he's ADD [attention deficit disorder] and
they consider that a special need, but they do want me to get back to work.
The $1100.00 a month only adds up to $13,200.00 a year and is well below the
Acceptable Living Level (1997) figures

of

$26,945.60

for a single mother with two

children to live comfortably in a city the size of Winnipeg. I cannot even imagine what

would happen if they did not consider his child a "special needs" child. Most likely his
funding would have been reduced.
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For Robert, getting back to work is difficult because he has to take care of three
growing children.

If

Robert did not have any dependants to worry about he would be

able to work whatever hours were necessary to support himself. But because child¡en

require a lot of time and money to be cared for, Robert has to schedule his time around

his children. This means not being able to take a job where overtime is involved,
evening or night shifts, shiftwork, and so on.

Robert was not the only one who worked odd jobs to make some exÍa money.
Joseph, Daniel, and Kim were all unemployed and made extra money by doing light
labour jobs such as yard work or house sleaning.

It

seems the only

work these people

were qualified for was one form of menial labour or another.
Joseph lilas a young single man with no dependants

in his late twenties to early

thirties who on my first encounter with him seemed healthy and quite willing to work.
Unfortunately with a grade eleven education and a muscle disability called fibromialgia
he was quite limited in what he could

[I] had

do. Prior to his disability

good jobs before, pretty decent

Joseph said:

jobs. I was making over $100.00

a day at a

lot of places where I worked and it was great for me."
He went on Workers Compensation when he first developed his problem, then he shifted

to City Welfa¡e and has been on assistance for about nine years. His disability,

as Joseph

says, is a:

nerye muscle problem, my muscles lock up, so unfortunately I'm in the situation
[I'm in], but I do what I can...My life has totally changed.

It is a muscle disorder that locks up his muscles and can strike him anytime

"it

and,

could be anywhere on my body, my neck, my shoulders, my back," as Joseph said.

This makes him unreliable on the job a¡rd as Joseph told me, "you can't hold down
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a

job,

because you got to be reliable to have

a

job. You've got to be there."

The most he can

do is some yard work that is within his physical limitations. The last time I spoke f6 him,

he told me that he was going to a research firrn that tested products such as soaps,
creaÍts, and so on. He said they were going to infect him with a cold virus then test some
sort of anti-bacterial soap. They were basically paying him about $200.00 to get sick.

Kim, the only woman to be interviewed, was in her late thirties to early fourties.
She had

a

grade eight education and had been

living on welfare for about 10 years

þrovincial at the time of the interview), walked with

a

bit of a limp, which indicated to

me she had some type of physical disability and this could explain her being on
provincial welfare (this of course is my own speculation). She did house cleaning at least

once a week, and was planning to leave a relationship with her abusive alcoholic
husband. On first meeting this kind gentle woman one could get a sense that she was
"getting by." I had no idea that the life she leads now, at least according to her, is a lot
better than the one she had before.
As Kim told me:

I'm an alcoholic, but I'm, througlr the grace of God and A.A. (alcoholics
anonymous), I haven't had to take a drink for over eleven years [and that] ten
years ago I was living to drink and drinking to live and getting stoned, if it was
available, and that way of life was just existing.

Kim went on to tell me about her partner who:
drinks and what not. I was having a hard time and I realized, I finally got it
througb my head, I can't control him. I can't do anything for him unless he wants
help himself. But I can do something about myself and I've made arrangements
to live my own life and let him live his and as of the first of the month that's what
I'm going to do.
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The complexities of abusive relationships and addictions a¡e beyond the scope of

this thesis. It is not hard to comprehend the difficulties a person has trying to live with
their addictions and in Kim's case having struggled with her own for a good decade. To
have to deal also with a partner's addictions can be overwhelming.

If using a food bank

is "getting-by'' for some people, then considering what Kim has gone through (and is
going through), using a food bank and being a part of it by volunteering there is obviously
a

positive contribution to her own self-esteem and identity. To be honest, I do not know

what happened to Kim after the interview, but months after I stopped going to the food
bank myself, I noticed her, without calling attention to myself, in an alley rummaging and

looking through some garbage dumpsters.

I

am not sure whether this was a one time

occurrence or a nonnal activity of hers, but her actions and the story she told me were a

reminder that what may seem like survival to many may achrally be a life much better
than the one Kim, and others, previously lived.

Living on I4/elfare & Costs of Living
The money the food bank clients received from welfare was not enough to live

on.

The overwhelming consensus arnong the four interviewees and through

conversations with other people \¡/as that

it was

a hard struggle

casual

living on welfare. Along

with the food bank and help from family, friends, and so on these people were "getting

by,"

Without the support of the food bank times would be much tougher for these

people. Kim told me, "without the food bank I wouldn't survive and I would go back to

living on cigarettes and coffee," or as Daniel said, "if I didn't have that support [family
and the food bank],

I'd

be one skinny person." Furthermore,
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living on welfare means less

or no luxuries, like no cable for television, and having to do without a phone. Both
Joseph and Robert had cancelled their phone to save money.

Robert had to stretch his monthly $1100 welfare cheque out because the cost of
raising children. As Robert puts it, "well, in a sense yah buy, buy, buy, like school costs.
The kids, they need new shoes, new socks, new underwear, because they're growing."
Growing children means having to replace clothes that do not fit and'hand-me-downs"
can only be handed down so much. For reasons of health and hygiene, certain clothing,
such as underwear or shoes, has to be purchased new, not second-hand. Unfortunately
because

of the "culture of consumption" @odley, 1996:65) that pervades our society

Robert, along with many other people, falls into the trap of purchasing more and more
goods. Often times these goods that seem as necessities, upon closer inspection, are just
wants (ie. new fancy running shoes that are part of a fashion tend) trumped up by
advertisers to appear as nonJuxurious goods that many of us cannot do without. The
purchase of non-essential goods has become so pervasive in our society that often what is
necessary (ie. daycare) is over-looked or downplayed, by individuals and various levels

of government.
Essential services (ie. daycare) are necessary, As Robert said to me:

Money won't solve anything...If we had more services for single parents, like for
me, I'm a single father. They have [programs for] single parent mothers, but I
can't get into that program, or there's a child [program] for single parent mothers,
but not for fathers.
I¡r this case there is a reverse discrimination, as Robert says, "they say there's a lot of
discrimination for women, but there's also for men." Even within the food banks there is

a "necessary discrimination." For example, choice foods like milk go to people with
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children whereas individuals with no young dependants, usually single men and women,

do not necessarily receive these tlpes of food products

if

the food banks have a low

supply of them.
Robert also has the two younger children in an ABC program (After and Before
Class) that cares for children before school starts, 7:30 a.m.
after school fi¡ishes, 3:30 p.m.

till

5:30

till

the start of school and

p.m. Welfare would not pay for this program and

any time he used the program the cost came out of his own pocket. This program
amounts to $8.00 a day per child ($4.00 for the morning slot and $4.00 for the afternoon

slot, plus $24.00 for a whole day if the children have a day off from school) and does not
seem to cater to people who work odd

hours. This prograrn amounts to $16.00 a day (2

children at $8.00 for a morning and afternoon slot) and

if Robert

used the program for a

whole month the total would come to $320.00 which is quite a lot of money to pay from
his $1100.00 welfare cheque.
Joseph illuminated the problem

of living on welfare, especially for those like

himself who were on City Welfare. Joseph received $160.00 a month spending money

from city welfare. The city paid $249.00 towards his rent and he had to make up the
other $17.00 himself leaving him with a grand total of $143.00 a month for food and any
other wants or needs. Joseph said:

there's never anything left over, never. The honest truth is, I get my cheque and
it's gone in a day. Because, if I know I don't go out and get groceries right away,
I might accidentally spend it here and there and then be short on groceries.
For Joseph, living on City Welfare is much harder than if he were on Provincial Welfare.
Joseph explained the relationship between food bank use and the type of welfare a person
was on by stating:
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people that are single and picking up for themselves, a lot of them are probably
only on city assistance and there's quite a difference between city and provincial
in moneys that are allowed to each...I'd say the people on city definitely need it
[the food bank]. People on provincial, I think, if they spent their money wisely,
it's probably not necessary for them.

Kim, like Robert, is on Provincial Assistence and receives $459.00 a month, plus
$235.00 that goes towards her rent. Her rent is $412.00 and she has to make up the rest

of her rent out of her monthly cheque which leaves her with $332.00 to cover expenses
such as hydro, phone, food, other necessities, and non-essentials such as cable. As Kim
conflrded in me she was living with her alcoholic husband.

If for any

reason he was not

working or on any kind of assistance the money Kim received could also possibly go to

him. Kim told me,living on welfare is.

support

very hard, because I always have to figure out, in my mind, I'm thinking about
how much money has to go for this [or that], and that only leaves me a little for
the phone and whatnot. And I've got nothing left for myself to do the things I'd
like to do. My hydro bill is 3 months behind...and is over $80.00.

Although welfare is a crucial issue when discussing food banks
necessarily a topic of daily conversation at the food banks.

it

was not

It was only when I raised the

issue dwing conversations or interviews that the topic came up. However, the food bank

clients did not have to worry about what other people at the food bank had to say in terms

of their use of the food bank or being on welfare

because the majority

of people at the

food bank were there for the same reason, to get food because they did not have enough
money and that their welfare cheques were quite meager.
The need to be cautious about openly complaining about food bank use or welfare

rates was not an issue at the food banks. This is contrary to Cato Wadel's (1973)

findings

in his

study

of ch¡onic unemployment in an ouþort fishing communify in
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Newfoundland where openly complaining about receiving welfare or the difficulty of
finding work was a contentious issue. Life in a small village where most people tend to
know one another makes it difficult to complain about one's'îghts" to welfare and "talk
about welfare payments between recipients and non-recipients is thus a delicate subject,

but one which is hard to avoid" (Wadel, 1973:38) (It should be noted that this study was
conducted some time ago so the attitudes that Wadel observed may have possibly have
changed over

time.). Using

a

food bank in a large urban cente is a relatively anonym,ous

underøking so 'ocommunity sanctions" are not as great. Hence, if food bank clients
wanted to, they could talk about issues surrounding welfare and food bank use without
any real repercussions.

kr the end, welfare and poor emplolanent opportunities have only aided in
keeping many of these people in the lower end of the economic spectrum. "While some
argue welfare creates the very problems

it tries to alleviate by setting up a system of

perverse incentives that reward dependency rather than work, [Edin] argue[s] that the

welfare system actually prohibits dependency by pay,ng too little to make this possible"
(Edin, l99l:472). As Edin (1991:472) states, from an American perspective:
The obvious solution to the problem of inadequate benefits or low earnings is to
increase one or the other. The expansion of AFDC [aid to families with
dependent childrenl is politically unlikely. [So] rather than focus on expanding
benefits, I suggest we insure that those who work full-time can earn a living.
However, some people cannot work, or they can only work limited hours or certain types

of work. Not only does the labour wage have to reflect the realities of the high cost of

living in many North American cities, but benefits such as affordable child-care, child
support payments, increased health coverage, and so on, have to be improved.
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Food Bønk Use & Experiences at the Food Bank

The people

I interviewed had been using a food bank for a number of years.

Robert had only been using the food bank for two years while Kim, Joseph, and Daniel
had each used the food banks for up to five or six years.

All four people were

steady

users of the food bank receiving food on average twice a month, to obtain food lasting

only two to four days. Not one person wanted to use the food bank and if they did not
have to, they would not take advantage of the free food. As Mark told me, "Well,

don't have to use it I won't. Because I know somebody else will need it," or

'T'll just collect when I really

need

as

if I

Kim said,

it."

Using a food bank is not always a planned event but food bank use tends to occur
when resources, for example food and money, dwindle. In the case of Robert, he was

very conscious of having to balance his welfare cheque with his bills, the food at home,
and caring for his children and when

it would be best to use the food bank. Like

Joseph,

who tended to receive food in-between his bi-weekly (every two weeks) welfare cheque,
Robert would use the food bank when he most needed it and thus planned for the week
when he knew he would be low on funds.

Using a food bank for the first time is for most people a difficult

and

embarrassing experience. The experience can make one feel "intimidated and [feel]

small," as was Robert's experience. Kim went into great detail explaining her first
experience and how the food bank ran when she fîrst started using
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it.

As she states:

I used to have to line up out in the back and it'd be lined up for about half a block
back. I felt so humiliated and embarrassed to line up in an alley. When the time
came they would open the door and they'd have all the bags made up already and
they'd just hand you a bag. I felt so dehumanized.

Over time the experience of using a food bank becomes easier, not just by getting
used to

it by going often, but because ofthe

change ofprocedures

offood distribution at

some food banks. Organizers of food banks are well aware that they are dealing with
people and often try to make their experience as easy as possible. As Kim went on to tell

me, "they changed their procedures. After that they started opening the front door and
people would go sit in the chapel for half an hour or an hour." The procedure now at the

Mennonite food bank is set up so that a person only has to phone the food bank (in this
case the Mennonite food bank who then calls Winnipeg Harvest

with their order, while

others not attending this food bank would call Winnipeg Harvest directly) and show up at

their designated time eliminating any unnecessary waiting.
What started out as a necessity for the four people I interviewed became a weekly

habit of visiting the food bank to volunteer, even if they were not picking up food. Their
reasons varied as to why they started and why they continue to volunteer. Daniel's
reason for volunteering was quite simple as he said,

thought to myself

I

seen other people pick up and

I

should volunteer." Kim felt that volunteering "made me feel better,

like I'm not just taking. I didn't feel like such
here to take food

"I've

out." Joseph

a

wonn. I'm

not

just taking [and] coming

was a bit more "practical" about his reasons for

volunteering but still had some altruistic beliefs about volunteering. He told me,

volunteer, you pick your groceries

fîrst. You get a better selection and if
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"if

you

you help

somebody else, great!

It works both ways. It helps me and I'm sure they [the food bank

and its clientsl need the help

[too]."

Volunteering at the food bank was a positive experience for the people I

interviewed. Also, because the food bank was affiliated with a church, these people
made use of the religious services offered. The Thursday food bank was for some people

their "sunday at church." There were at least three services conducted at the food bank
throughout the day so there was always an opportunity to attend a service. And
someone wanted was

if

talk about a "spiritual or religious" issue, a volunteer, pastor, or

church member was always willing to talk to him or

her. Some food bank clients had

already been active church members before they used the food bank while others began

to "discover" religion while attending the food bank.

For Kim her spiritual beliefs probably began with her battle with alcohol long
before she started using a food bank. Kim said:

my spiritual beliefs [are important, and] without it I'd be out there with a needle
shoved up my arm or something. I feel God, as I understand Him, has given me
my life back.
Robert on the other hand had some ideas about religion before using the food bank, but

only began becoming active, with regular church attendance on Thursdays

and

sometimes on Sundays, with his frequent use of the food bank. As Robert said:

the more and more I come for food, [the] more I talk to the pastor here or the
members here..,I started to see things. It grew [seeking religion, by] coming more
to the food bank.
Volunteering seems to be a positive experience for most people, but
stressing especially when having to work

it can be

in a food bank. For Robert the difficulty

his knowledge that the food bank clients "want more [food] and you can't give
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was

it to them.

That's the hard part. That's the worst part." Whereas Daniel's attitude to the problem of
people wanting more food was that:

people have the wrong attitude. They think it's like at a supermarket...'oh, I want
this one [type of food product], oh no give me that one,' no, you get what you get.

This is not to say that Daniel was a person without feelings, but that there is a reality that
there is a limited âmount of food.

Kim made an interesting observation about the difficulty volunteering at the food
bank that had to do with the other non-food bank client volunteers and not on the other

clients. Kim felt that it was:

difficult to get some of the other volunteers [retired financially stable volunteers]
to understand the people [the food bank clients]. They're better off. They might
have been through a little bit rough times in their life, but they have no idea what
some of these people are going through. They walk through the food line, and it's
not just poverty, they have no idea. I see them making comments about other
people that walk through the food line and that upsets me. Because that's not
right. [They make comments like] put downs about a person. A true Christian
wouldn't feel the need to do something like that. I get the impression, that they
think that if you, you're with god, that you'lI do exactly what they, what their
religion tells you to do.
Although I never personally heard anyone put down another food bank client, a
conversation

I had with one of the retired volunteers made me realize that there are

differing opinions as to how the problems of poverty are viewed at the food bank and
how they should be dealt with. The views of this elderly gentleman, if Kim heard them,
could be construed as a bit naive and possibly condescending. He told me that:

We can help these people, that there is a better lifestyle for them, if they will ask
for it. They will be taught about it, you know, and they have to find out about it
for themselves, and what we believe [is that] a lot of these people didn't get a
very good chance, because maybe their parents were in that same circle that
they're in and their grandparents, and sort ofkeeps on, and ifthey can get out of
that cycle, we feel that maybe that there's something better waiting for
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them...what happens is that some people didn't learn anything at home, so they
are like that, so it's sort of handed down.

It is possible

that certain family habits can be passed on from generation to

generation, but often times failure to succeed financially from one generation to the next
may have less to do with leaming from the parents, and more with experiencing the same

social constraints that the parents went through (see Liebow, 1967:223). All people who

work and volunteer at food banks do not necessarily take this gentleman's view. His
views would be laughed at by those who are in the food bank line up, who would also be
quite critical of his n¿urow view points and especially of his upbringing (educated, well

off and retired, from an ethnic background that has done quite well in terms of financial
gains) that could be considered privileged in comparison to those who are using a food
baltk.

This was not an easy conversation I had with the man and he had great difficulty
at times tryrng to come to terms explaining some of his viewpoints. When

I

asked him at

a later time to clarify how people could better themselves he was quite clear that
"bettering themselves" (the food bank clients) was not necessarily in terms of material
gains, but througlr the Lord Jesus Christ. He never had any

ill will

towards anyone and

had only the best intentions in his opinions and as a volunteer, but
accorurt that he was educated, religious, relatively

if

one takes into

well off, with a hard work ethic (but

not necessarily realizing that being poor is hard work), it is possible to see how his views
may have developed.
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Senice Providers: The Volunteers
There is a "loose" hierarchy in a food bank of those who "have," the employees
and volunteers versus the 'have-nots," the food bank clients. Yet, the nature of these
"grass-roots" not-for-profit organizations is to try and leave such inequalities behind.

This is conducive to food bank clients becoming involved in the running of food banks.
This involvement may consist of r¡nloading trucks fulI of food, to handing out food, or

aiding

in the running of a food bank (ie. sitting on

co-ordinating committees,

administrative work).

The organizational aims of food banks

in Winnipeg are to try

and provide an

efficient flow of food to people. At the same time they are not meant to be, oo. u.. they
really, cold and impersonal. Food banks are not corporate-iike in structure, such as in the
business world where the idea is to "move-up" to a higher position with more

pay. These

"gfass-roots" organizations may be sfuctured in a.bureaucratic way for eff,rciency, but
they function in a different fashion so that there is a leveling effect, and that no one is
necessarily more important than ariy other person. The egalitarian and

within the food bank system made it very easy to talk and associate with

a

fair attitude

wide variety of

people. Unlike the presidents and CEOs of major corporations who are sometimes never
seen

or spoken to by their

employees,"

in â food bank, be it front-line or main-line, all

peróons regardless of their position are almost always available, either to talk or help.

Volunteers run food banks and they could not exist without their help.

conducted

by

A

study

Statistics Canada entitled Çaring Canadians', Involved Canadians

(1998:27), showed that "approximately 7.5 million Canadians volunteered their time and

skills to groups and organizations across tte county between November
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l,

1996 and

October 3T,1997...Volunteers contributed a total of just over 1.1 billion hours of their
time during the 12 month period." This unpaid work exceeds $16 billion dollars @icard,
1998:D2). Furthermore, the study claims 'that people with shong religious ties volunteer

at rates higher than the rest of the population...[and] those who attended religious
services at least once a week volunteered at a rate of 460/o, compared with28% of those

who did not attend services weekly'' (1998:32).
The men and women I volunteered with at the food banks, particularly the front

line food banks, were regular volunteers and were almost always present during my
fieldwork. They all had regular attendance rates at their respective churches and all but
one (a nurse) were retired. Most had had very good jobs and/or made a decent living

prior to their retirement, for example two gentlemen were retired schoolteachers and
another had owned a business and volunteered as one wayto stay active.

The volunteers' attitudes while I participated with them were always upbeat and

positive. Although my interviews with these people were not as in-depth as the food
bank client's interviews, the general consensus arnongst these volunteers was that their
reasons

for volunteering were to give back to the community or to help those who

are

less fortunate. Most of the volunteers felt that the enjoyable aspects of volunteering were

working with people; but that the diffrcultiés were in seeing the poverty and ever growing
need for food.

One woman's volunteering efforts began by helping to pour coffee one day and

that simple act of helping lead to eight or nine years of volunteèr service. As Ellen (a
retiree) told me, she began to volunteer because:
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We þer and her husband] have an income we can live on and so I feel that there
are so many people without job that I wouldn't want to take somebody's job, so
there's lots of volunteering to do.
Why does Ellen continue to volunteer? As she states:
For me it's really been a time where I could share myself and get to know other
people and become very close friends and you just share where you're at [and]
relate to people on a one to one basis. .

If

one word could sum up food banks

friendship and

in

some cases

it would be sharing. The sharing of food, time, and

faith. This need or desire to share is what

banks, especially at the front-line food banks, running.

keeps food

ln one sense a frontline food

bank that is run with the intention to give and share is a safe, comfortable place where all

can attend. Although the need for the sharing of food may be due to the politicaleconomy, the'need for food can at least be alleviated partially through kind acts.

The fact that food banks exist is a reminder for people as to why they are there,
because people need

food. As a volunteer told me:

Some of them [the food bank clients], you feel sorry for a lot of them because of
[their] lifestyle or the way they have to live. Some of them aren't able to work or
some aren't able to find a job or make a decent living for their families or for
themselves. It must be very tough. And some probably have some mental
problems or psychological problems [thus] they aren't able to get work for that
reason.

Food bank clients and volunteers of the food banks know why they are there. However,
j

that does not mean the mood is somber or sad, but a routine of ups and downs.
Many of the volunteers were regular church goers. Not only was volunteering and

charity a part of being a "good Christian" but for some

it helped them in their own

religious beliefs. As one woman who worked'as a nurse along with volunteering her time

told me, volunteering at the food bank helped her ?ith because:
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It's something that

has to do with my Christian faith, talking to people or doing
what I can. It makes me more thanldil to God for what I have and just makes me
realizp how much we, how totally we have to rely on God for our needs and I
think that is a really important thing...we're here to meet the needs of people and
that's part of what we're trytng to do here."

"Meeting the needs of people," can be considered the motto of the volunteers who
help run the food banks. It is these volunteers (be they food bank clients or just average
citizens) who.are helping out those in need. Without their charitable spirit food banks

would not exist in the fonn they are in today: grass roots, community oriented, and
humanistic.

SUMMARY
This chapter has attempted to put a "human face" on the clients at the food banks.
Each person has their own story as to why they are at a food bank, as clients, volunteers,
pastors, or retired persons. For a few hours one day a week, two to three times a month,
these small front-line food banks became a meeting place for many people. This chapter
has attempted to show how the food bank clients

live and survive and the daily struggles

they face. Furthermore this chapter has attempted to show how food banks play a role in

the lives of the food bank clients and the volunteers. For the food bank clients these
organizations have become a meetingplace to procure the food they.need to help them

survive and possibly develop friendships and social/support networks. Several main
themes dominated the comments of food bank clients. They discussed in some detail
underemployment and unemployment and barriers to employment. The barriers were
divided into "formal"' barriers, such as lack of education, or insufficient educâtion as well

as such "informal" barriers as disabilities, famìly difficulties, or personal problems.
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Living on welfare was difficult for the people interviewed and the meager money they
received was insufücient: the costs of living (ie. rent, utility bills) are usually higher than

the money provided by welfare. The use of a food bank was a necessity for the food
bank clients and most found their initial experiences at a food bank quite intimidating
and somewhat shameful. Over time the food bank clients that did volunteer to help at the

food bank did.find their experience positive. For the volunteers who were not food bank
clients, their experiences were also positive and they continued to volunteer for va¡ious
reasons: out of a Christian sense of duty or because they felt a need to give back to the

community. The next chapter concludes the thesis and is an analysis of the first world
food system and how food banks are a symbol of its failure.
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CONCLUSION

THE McDONALDIZATION OF THE FIRST WORLD FOOD SYSTEM & HOW
FOOD BANKS ARE A SYMBOL OF ITS FAILURE

It

has been the goal

of this

thesis

to show how food banks have become

adaptations to poverty and hunger. Since the flust food bank opened up in Canada in
1981 they have expanded and grown in their numbers and

in the number of people they

serve. If food banks were a business their growth would be considered a success, but
they are not a business and as non-profit organtzations they would prefer to not be viable
enterprises. As is explained in Chapter 2 there are various political-economic factors that
have contributed to the growth of food banks: the increased rate of poverty, the "growing

gap" between the rich and the poor, higher rates of unemployment, changing patterns of

job stability, and a welfare system highly

compromised by neoJiberal government

philosophies and practices that have drastically cut funding to many social services. The
people who organize food banks are adapting to these difficult social-cultural, economic,
and political situations, unfortunately by having to grow and expand to meet the growing
needs of their

clients. However, these factors tend to be the usual explanations for the

rise in the number of food banks and the growing 'tnder-class" that use food banks.
Another major issue to be considered when studlng food banks is the flrst world
commercial food system itself and how it contributes to the maldistribution of food.

Providing people with the funds necessary to purchase food may solve short-terrr
hunger problems; but

if

the first world food system is geared towards only those people

who have money, and if food is a necessity without which people could not survive, then

this food system may partially contribute to the rise of food banks. "Because, the
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primary objective of a commercial food system is to produce a financial return to
investors, the system's ability to satisfu human nutritional needs on a sustained basis is a
secondary, virtually irrelevant consideration"

(Bodleyl996:ll3). Hence, food for profit

rather than sustenance.
The food system in North America, in its present form, is failing certain portions

of the North American population; namely the poor who do not always have sufficient
funds to consistently purchase the appropriate quantities and/or quality of food over long
periods of time. The rise in the number of food banks and in the number of people using

them is evidence of the system's failure to provide sufflrcient amounts of food to this
portion of the North American population. The system's failure does not result from the

lack of food or from the inefficiency of the distributors (ie. supennarkets), but from a
maldistribution of food because some people (ie. the poor) cannot always afford the food
distributors provide.

The North American food system is a commercial one that is based on the
economic system

of

capitalism that

is

"committed

to an unbounded

increase in

production in the name of an unbourded increase in profits" (IIarris, 1977:266). The
type of capitalism that exists in present day Canada could be characterized as a monopoly

or "corporate capitalism." This is a "form of capitalism in which large corporations
emerge as a major form of ownership. Because of their size, tlese firms are able to
exercise a substantial amount of monopolistic control over production and the market"

(Li,1996:17).
Specifically, monopoly or corporate capitalism, according to
features:
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Li (1996:18) has

under which ownership and control of the means of production become
concenfrated and centalized in corporations, which operate through a web of
ownership and control linking headquarters with branch plants that may be in
different parts of the world. An important characteristic of monopoly capitalism
is the ability of a relatively small number of large firms to maintain oligopolistic
control of a particular industry

The characteristics of "oligopolistic control" as defined above by Li can be observed in
commercial factory food systems, especially in the first world. As Bodley (1996:114)

claims these systems "involve an enormous concentration of political and economic
power that produces vast profits for global elites but they are inherently insensitive to the
needs of local ht'man commturities and ecosystems." The concentration of politicaleconomic power within the first world food system has shifted and is skewed in favour of
the maj or distributorVretailers (ie. supermarkets).

"The temendous growth in the control of the market held by the major retailers

of food [has created a] concentration of economic power [that] has had an inevitable
impact on the other "players" in the [food] system: consumers, food manufacturers
(large and small), and primary producers" (Winson, 1993:161). V/ith the advent of
chainstore operations and supermarkets in late 1920s Canada, with such firms as Loblaw
and A&P (Winson, 1993:161), a precedent was set for the concentration of a few food

retail distributors. This concentration was due to factors such as increased urbaniution
(more people relying on fewer farmers for food) and changes in farming practices and
technology (less human labour required but more energy inputs necessaÐ/, ie. fossil fuels,
see

Bodley, I996:Chapter 5).
As Winson (1993:164-165) writes about the food retail distributors in Canada:

The degree of concenffation in this sector of the food economy is extraordinary.
By 1987, for instance, the largest five grocery distributors in Canada accounted
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for about 70 per cent of all sales. In the United States, by comparison, the top
five firms had only 24 per cent of total sales. ln other words, the con[ol of the
top five firms in Canada was two and a half times that of the top five finns in the
United States.
One of the effects of this concentration is to increase the price of food (food in Canada
tends to be l0 per cent more expensive than in the U.S.) (Winson, 1993:166) and allow

only a few distributors the control of this market, thereby increasing their profits and
diminishing diversity and competition for choice, quality, and price.

In this present food system it is the food distributors (ie. Safeway, Costco) who
have the most to gain and are some of the most powerfrrl players, along with emerging

'hew players" such as large Agro-Biotech companies (ie. Monsanto, Cargill). For
e¡ample, "two of the most prominent food companies [in Canada], George Weston and
John Labatt Food, are part of extensive corporate empires. John Labatt Food is part of

the Edper Bronfinan goup, the Canadian conglomerate with the largest number of
companies under

its control: 421 as of 1992" (Winson, 1993:118). The

Weston

Company has become the foremost food distribution company in Canada. Of their four

divisions (food distribution, food processing, fisheries, and forest products) food
distibution "accorrnted for 78 per cent of [their] total sales and 52 per cent of [their] total

profits by 1987" (Winson, 1993:118). As for the "producers" (ie. farmers) and the

'þoorer" consumers of food, they have little or no political or economic clout to
influence this system. An explanation of the evolution of this commercial food systemespecially its distribution patterns-begins with the nature of capitalism itself.

To understand why the first world food system-especially the retailing of foodhas developed the way

it has requires more than just "blaming" capitalism and corporate
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capitalism. One approach to the explanation of these modern characteristics of our North
American food system is to view

it

as having become "rational" or "McDonaldized"

(Ritzer, 1996). In his book The Mcdonaldization of Society, sociologist George Ritzer
(1996) argues that, using the Weberian concept of "rationalization," many segments of
society (ie. education, health, welfare, govemment, food industry, etc.) have, and are
becoming increasingly, McDonaldized. Accorcling to Ritzer (1996:l) McDonaldization

"is the process by which the principles of the fast-food restaurant are coming to dominate
more and more sectors of American society as well as of the rest of the world."

The four principles that underlie McDonaldization-efficiency, calculability,
predictability, and contol--are

a part of Max Weber's concept of

bureaucracy and

constitute an extension of his theory of formal rationality (Ritzer, 1996:18). Ritzer
(1996:18-19) explains Weber's formal rationality as:

the search by people for the optimum means to a given end [that] is shaped by
rules, regulations, and larger social sfuctures. Individuals are not left to their
own devices in searching for the best means of attaining a given objective...ln
effect, people no longer þave] to discover for themselves the optimum means to
an end; rather, optimum means [have] already been discovered and [are]
institutionalized in rules, regulations, and structures. People simply [have] to
follow them. An important aspect of formal rationality, then, is that it allows
individuals little choice of means to ends. Since the choice of means is guided or
even determined, virtually everyone can (or must) make the sarne, optimal choice.

No longer do people have to discover varying methods to obtain food in Canada. The
"optimum means" for people to procure food have been developed over the last century

with the advent of a complex food system. People do not have to grow their own food,
hunt, ûap, fish, and trade and barter. The "optimum means" for the first world food
system have been established:

it is the supermarket.
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The first world food system has become institutionalized, with rules, regulations,

and structures that oversee the quality and quantity
dedicated

to primary food production (ie. tactors,

of food produced,

combines, fuels,

fertilizers, biotechnology, university faculties dedicated

to

oil,

industries
pesticides,

agrículture), businesses

involved in the wholesale and retail aspects of food, and government interventions to
confrol pricing (ie. on basic staples like milk, eggs, wheat), competitíve practices (ie.
anti-trust laws), and production (ie. Canadian Wheat Board). For the most part, the food
system has become so efücient, within its own paradigm, that little effort is necessary for

people

to get their food. The little "choice of

means"

to

ends

in

terms

of food

distribution is determined and set with little "choice" for a viable alternative. Ultimately,
the distribution of food in the first world has become the major power point where the
distributors have the most say and contol (and profits) in this system. Even though a
supermarket's profit after tax average is only 0.5To to

2%o

(Jngston, 1994:55) that

does

not necessarily mean the actual dollars eamed in net profit are low. For example, the net

income of

l¡blaw

Companies Ltd. for 2001 was $563 million dollars and $21.5 billion

doliars in net sales (Gerard,2002:Cl2).
The f,rrst world food system is driven by economic interests and it is, according to

Ritzer (I996:7a$, "material, or more speciñcally, economic interests that drive
rationalization in capitalist societies. Profit making enterprises pursue McDonaldization
because

it

leads

to lower

costs and higher

profits." The food system in

Canada

(including the distributors) has developed its own fonnal rationality and has become

McDonaldized. To be competitive in North America supermarkets have to function
rationally; in other words they have to follow the four principles of rationality to make a
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profit and survive. If the food system was less rational the owners of supermarkets would
go broke and the price of food would go

up. Yet, even before the price of food had

a

chance to rise, the current competitive free market economic system in North America

favours another still more 'Tational" business to take over a failing supermarket. For
example, currently there is a shift from more expensive small supermarkets to cheaper

one stop shopping type stores such as Costco and Wal-Mart.l Hence, the corporate
capitalist, oligopolistic nature of the food distribution system in North America allows

only those few individuals and large corporations, ie. the 'lational" businesses, which
have the economic and political wherewithal to compete in this system and ultimately
have greater conhol over it.

The goal of the first world food system is to make a profit; feeding people is

secondary. Although the four principles of McDonaldization have their benefits (ie.
maintaining order within an institution or bureaucracy) they can "inevitably spawn a
series of irrationalities that limit, eventually compromise, and perhaps even undermine

tlreir [rational system]" (Ritzer, 199612l) because of their potential for

being

dehumanizing. There is a fear that an "iron cage of McDonaldization" may dominate

many sectors

of society, including the food

(Ritzer, 1996:143).

As Ritzer

system, making

(1996:143) states

it

diffrcult to escape it

"the ultimate inationality of

McDonaldization is the possibility that people could come to lose control over the
1

Often times these stores are located in suburban areas making it difficult for food bank
clients to access. As seen in Chapter 3, the majority of food bank clients tend to live in
inner city "core" areas. Furthermore, inner city supermarkets tend to have higher prices
than their suburban supermarkets. For those with access to a car and higher disposable
incomes, access to the cheaper suburban stores is not as diffrcult as say for a food bank
client.
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system--that

it could some day come to contol them." This drive for higher profits

has

moved some people from the supermarket checkout line to a food bank line up. Food
being a commodity, something sold for a profit, has become one form of social control
forcing some people who cannot always afford food (or enough of it) to get it from such
places as food banks, that are not part of the "normal" or culturally appropriate food

distribution nefwork.
One effect of McDonaldization on the first world food system is that "too many

people are no longer in control of what they eat, whether or not they have sufficient
income" @iches, 1997b:73). There has been a "distancing," as Kneen (1993:17) claims,

of people from their food. There has been a separation of people from 'the sources of
their food and nutrition with as many interventions as possible" (Kneen, 1993:17). Pelto

& Pelto (1983:309) refer to this process as delocalization: "from the point of view of
individuals and families at any one place on the globe, delocalization means that an
increasing portion

of the daily diet comes from

distant places usually through

commercial channels" for the purpose of making a profit. People, at least in present day
Canada, are no longer "close" enough to the land to be able to produce and accunulate
surplus food. As Riches (I997b:73) argues:

the result is that individuals, families and communities have become
disempowered and deskilled in terms of their capacity to produce their own food,
make sound choices when they purchase food and feed themselves nutritional and
well-balanced diets.
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This "distancing" or "delocalization," especially between the distributors and the
consumers, has created a situation where the distributors have lost touch with the fact
that they are providing a "true þrrm¿n necessity."
The "distancing" and "delocalization" of food from its sources and its consumers
has allowed certain interest gloups (ie. restaurant owners, supermarkets) to

fill

the void

with their type of food distribution. The drive for profits in food distribution has thus
changed the North American

diet. To cut costs, make a profit, and

save time

for the

restaurant owners and other food distributors, along with the consumers who are "eating

on the run," the "fast food" diet has become inundated with unhealthy foods. A
necessary daily balanced diet is continually being challenged by convenient McDonald's

type foods (at restaurants or sold in supermarkets) that are greasy, high in fat and salt
along with sugary sweet foods such as colas and candies. Even

if

certain individuals or

g.oups wanted to change the types of foods they distributed or try and distribute more

food at a lower price, these individuals and groups themselves would be fighting against
the "iron cage" that supports them.
The relationship between a producer (and distributor) of food and its consumers
has changed over the decades. This relationship is not only economic but social (Harris,

l9Sl.22). ln times when family

members produced food to feed other family members

or when there is some sort of "cultural" obligation for people within a community to feed

others

in culturally appropriate ways, then the "connection

between producer and

consumer [remains] intimate, permanent, and caring" (FIarris, 198L.22). The "caring"
connection between producer/distributor and consumer has eroded and changed to the
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point where the owner(s)/shareholders of supermarkets do not see, 'ltp close," those
people v¡þe ç¡nnst always shop in their stores. As Flarris (1981:23) states:

it is very hard for people to care about strangers or about products to be used [or
consumed] by strangers. In our era of industrial mass production and mass
marketing, quality is a constant problem because the intimate sentimental and
personal bonds which once made us responsible to each other and to our products
have withered away and been replaced by money relationships.

In the above passage, Harris

discusses the decline

in the quality of consumer products

and how the alienation of workers who are confined to very specific work tasks (ie.
repetitive type jobs) and never really know who the product is intended for, has lead to
the decline of merchandise quality and customer service in North America.
process is taking place

fþs

same

in food production and distribution. The first world food system

has become huge and complex and the consumer may possibly never meet the people (ie.

farmers, food factory workers, supermarket owners, etc.) who helped produce and
distribute the food they consume.

Even though food may not be readily available for the poor through normal
channels in Norttr America, particularly through a loss of "entitlements"2 to food and an

erosion of the social relationship to obtaining food from the main food distributors, other
channels develop to procure

food. In the first world, especially in Canada, it is through

food banks. It is these types of organizations that become one of many adaptations to
poverty and hunger for the poor.

2

"Entitlement is a person's or household's ability to secure food, either as a direct
entitlement from primary production, such as from a subsistence crop, orby exchange
entitlement when food must be purchased or obtained by trade in the market" (Bodley,
1996:111, see also Sen 1990).
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Food banks in Canada have become established and are no\¡/ a part of the socio-

political realities of the country. They have not become established because

a few people

are falling through the cracks of the "social safety net," but, as the rapidly increasing

number

of people using food banks demonstrates. They are at least in part

because

of systematic problems with the welfare system in

needed

Canada, made worse

by

a

food industry based on profît, growing inequality and poverty. Hence, as a reaction to
these problems food banks have developed and created their own sub-culture of
charitable organizations throughout Canada. This study of food banks in Winnipeg has
attempted to show the specific impact of these factors that lead Winnipeg Harvest to
become the main-line food bank in Winnipeg.

Winnipeg Harvest and the people that work and volunteer there provide the main

co-ordinating function of getting food that has been donated to them to the front-line
food banks. As the food gets to the front-line food banks the organizations that offer this

service do so only on a part-time basis. They do not offer full-time food banking
facilities, but tend to offer this service as only one of those offered by their organization.
For example the church mn food banks often only operate once a week, plus they still
have their usual daily church functions, such as mass, spiritual guidance for individuals,
and other community events.

Winnipeg Harvest can be seen as

A hub of food collection and

redistribution visible in the feverish activity of the warehouse, but ALSO AS A HUB of
social and political activism. Because of Winnipeg Harvest's continual exposure in the

media, their needs and views have become quite well known. Yet, further down the
chain one goes as the food leaves that well known organization, one encounters the lesser
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known and "quieter" front-line food banks. This is where the people with the real
problems of poverty and hunger come for food. These are the places where, instead of

social and political activism, one cân observe the daily problems people face, that are
encountered, discussed and hopefully alleviated,

bags of

if for only a few days with a few small

food. The roles these frontline food banks play are not the same as those of

Winnipeg Harvest, but they provide a vital role in tenns of aiding those people who need
urgent help. The smaller frontline food banks have committed themselves to helping
those in their community rather thær letting people fend for themselves or having to leave
the neighborhood to find food.

As an adaptation to poverty and hunger these food banks fulfill a need. The
clients of these organizations are doing what people have been doing for centuries when
there is a crisis, especially lack of food: they find a way to survive. Sometimes these

survival tactics become a regular part of many peoples' lives and become a part of their
culture or sub-cultue. Hence, the adaptation to poverty and hunger via food banks has
become a long-term "band-aid" survival solution for the

poor. Unfortunately food banks

can only address the short-term needs of feeding hungry people rather than the underlying

problems that have created the necessity for these organizations. Food banks a¡e
ultimately a symbol of the failure of various institutions in our society to meet the basic
needs of its citizens. Fortunately, there are people who struggle against these social
injustices, be it those who hand out food as a frontline of defence to hunger or those who

try to ultimately change the way our society functions so that there is no longer a need for
food banks.
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FOOD BANKS: THE MORAL SAFETY VALVES OF OTJR SOCIETY
Food banks help those in need, but they function also as a 'lnoral safety valve."
Poppendieck (1998:26) claims that food banks:

relieve the discomfort that people feel when confronted with evidence of
privation and suffering amid the general comfort and abundance, thus reducing
the pressure for more fundamental action. The sheer magnitude of community
anti-hunger activity, and the widespread publicity essential to such efforts, qeate
images of food drives and ñrnd-raisers, of kitchens and pantries and food banks
and food rescue prograrns, that permeate the culture. These images reassure us
that no one will sta¡ve in our community, that the problem is being addressed.
This "moral safety valve" may ease the minds of the well off, those who work and can
save money, people

with good strong family and social-support networks to fall back on

in times of need (or any combination of these factors); it nonetheless feeds into the
growing ideology of "compassionate conservatism." This is the ideolory that has been
promoted recently in the United States, especially by their president George W. Bush. It

is a movement that, among other things, is trying to shift many social services away from
govenunent and into the hands of religious and non-government organizations (Saunders,

2001:A16). Although in Canada the shift towards weaker government and less social
services has increased over the last twenty years, the tremendous influence of the United
States over many countries, especially Canada, could continue

towards

the "compassionate

conservatism" promoted

to sway the pendulum

by many right

leaning

conservatives.

According to Saunders (2001:416), "compassionate conservatism" has lead Bush
to promise to:
expand the scope of a L996 law that allows people to redirect tax dollars to
private charities and religious groups. He has sfessed that those programs will
also be offered by non-religious organizations. Mr. Olasky [author of
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Compassionate Conservatism, which has greatly influenced George W. Bush] and
his followers believe that poverty is not caused by a lack of money, but by a lack

of moral values on behalf of the poor. As such, they see welfare as a poor
alternative to religion.

This mindset only feeds into the old "Culture of Poverty" theory and ends up "blaming
the victim." Rarely do we see those in positions of power and wealth ever criticize those

with money and say outright that their large wealth was made possible by inequality and
a "Culture of Consnmption and Greed" and that they lack the moral values to change the

stratified society that has made them rich.

kr the end what is left for the poor in our society is a "new gift," old forms of
charity with a new face, which reaches further into different parts our society more so
than

it

has in the past. The poor and the organizations that deal with them are not as

invisible as they once were. The mainJine and frontline food banks have proliferated so
much that they have now become another "charitable cause" along with the many other

worthy charitable organizations.
What began as a stop-gap measure twenty years ago has become over time an
established institution. Just as the ritual

of competitive feasting began as a form of

simple egalitarian redistribution to redistribute food to people evolving to complex
ceremonies, so too have the food banks in North America. Only food banks have become
established by the poor's continued use of them in Canada and the United States and by

the governments and businesses of these countries that use them for their own profit (by
either dumping surplus food or as extensions of the welfare system). The fact is that such

rich countries as Canada and the United States should not need food banks because there
is enough food for everyone, however the problems of these societies in relation to food
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insecurity can be attributed to their socio-economic shatification, stained social services,
and rationalized food system.

EPILOGUE

It is important to study food

banks because of the lack of information on these

organizations, at least from an academic perspective. It is necessary to understand how

food banks fimction and why they exist and I hope that the present essay contributes to

this understanding. There were, however, limitations to this study and many
outlined throughout the body of this text. For example, the sarnpling
was too small, because

sizæ

\¡iere

of my survey

I observed only two frontJine food banks my perspective was

limited and did not allow me to see how other food banks functioned. In retospect, I
feel that

I

might have made the usual mistakes a first time researcher makes, such as

trying to tackle too many issues at once and not asking the right questions. Yet, these

Iimitations are justified because a single researcher with limited time, money, and
experience can only do so much. At the same time I feel that the work of one researcher
can accomplish a lot and provide the basis for further research.

My one caution to those who

endeavour to pursue any q{pe of 'þoverty" study is

to step back and think again about who you are really studying. The present

essay is

in

some ways similar to the many other "poverfy" studies often attempted by academics,
anthropologists, journalists, in the sense that only the "poor" or "marginalized" are being

æalyzed. The discipline of Anthropology alone is filled with volumes of works
dedicated to the dispossessed, the poor, the hungry, and the forgotten. The time has

come to take the next step, especially

in

Anthropology, by using the methods and
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procedures (ie. participant-observation and a holistic approach) that are the hallmark of

this discipline and begin to study "the powers above." Hopefully, I have risen above the
study of the "marginalized" and have tried to contextualize the study of food banks in a

historical, social-cultural, and political-economic framework. By doing this

I

hope to

have shown that food banks are not organizations frozen in time, but the products of

social forces that have lead
organizations

to their rise. Food banks are now major

in Canada that are continually

charitable

changing, evolving, and unfortunately

growing.

Now that the present essay and other studies cited earlier have provided a basis

for the understanding of food banks,

it is time to begin researching,

observing, and

interviewing the 'þower brokers" within government and in the food industry and the
way these institutions affect not only our food security, but our everyday lives. At best,
the majority of food banks can only react to the changes caused by the greater institutions

of Canada. Food banks for the most part are not able to take a proactive approach to
their desire to shut down without having people go hungry. The time has come to
challenge the notions of what research really means and where the efforts of research
should be concentrated. Perhaps it is time for the anthropologist to go into the freld and
learn the culture of the "power brokers" to understand who they are and possibly begin to
show them the ramifications of their actions.
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APPENDD( A
SURVEY FOR FOOD BANK CLMNTS
(questions are adapted from the Winnipeg lIæ'vest food bank survey with their permission)
1) Gender:

male...l female...2

2) Age: 15-20; 2l-25: 26-30; 3l-35; 3640;41-50; 5Gr; senior citiznn

12345678
3) Maritål Stafus:
married................... I
comm on-law ..........2
single......................3

in

a

relationship......4

separated.............,..5

divorced.................6
widowed.... ............7
4) Any dependent children under

18? y / n (if no go to 7)

5)Howmany?1234567
6) Their age?

__

7) What is your level of education?
grade school (up to grade 8)..1
some high school......... ..........2
graduated high school............3
some college...........................4
graduated coIlege...........,.......5
some university.............. ........6
graduated university... ............7
other fraining..........................8
þlease specifu:
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8) What part of the crty do you live?

Charleswood......1

Assiniboia........10

Tuxedo...... .........2
Fort Garry..........3

Transcona.........11
West End... .......12
North West......13
North End........14
West Kildonan..l5
East Kildonan...l6

St. Norbert.........4

st. vital.............5
St. Boniface.......6
Fort Rouge........7
River Heights....8
St. James...........9

North Kildonan.lT
Other.................1 8
(Please Speciff:

(Please Speciff Nei ghbourhood:
9) Housing, do you:
o\ryn a house/condo............................

house..........
apartnent...

I

..........2
rent a
........3
rent an
rent a room in a house....... ................4
sha¡e a house with roommate...........5
share an aparfnent with roommate...6
stay in someone's house/aparment for free...7

don't have a place........,.....................8

other
(please

specify:

l0) Are you working?

)
yes i

no (if yes go to

11,

1l) If response is yes, ask: What kind of work

agriculture.

if no go to 14)

do you do?

................1

manufachring................. ..............2

construction

...............3
serviceVretail........ ...... .................4
business/professional....... .............5
finance/insurance/real estate........6
................7
services.............8
health and social
govemment,..................................9

education...

self-employed.............................

speciff:
other...........

I

0

)

þlease

.............11
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)
þlease speci$:
title:
specifyjob
)
þlease
12) Is it part-time or full-time? pt I ft.
13) How much do you make in a week?

($

)x4

: ($

go to 18
14) What happened to the job?
quit........................

1

fired........... ............2

laid off ..................3
contact ended.......4
disability................5
other.......................6
(please speciry________-)
15) FIave you worked at all in the past year? yes / no
16) Are you looking for

work? yes / no

17) Are you having problems

finding a job? yes /no

18) Are you on social assistance? yes / no
1f

19) Is

no goto22

iÍ

provincial / city

20) How much do you get each month from social assistance?

($)

21) Is the social assistance enough to live on? yes / no

22)Do you get money from other sources? yes /no
23) Where would this money come from:
friends........................... I
family......... ...................2
odd jobs.........................3
other..............................4

þlease

specify

)

)

24) Isthis your first time using a food bank? yes /

no

if

yes go to

25) How long have you used food banks?

I

month...................1
3 months.... ..............2
6 months..................3
I year.......... .............4
over one year...........5
26) How often do you use a food bank in a month?
once a month................1

twice a month...............2
three times a month......3
four times a month........4
five times a month........5
other..............................6

þlease

specifr:

)

27)Do you use a food bank
your only source of
your main source of

as:

food.......
food.......

..........................1
..........................2
as something to add to the food you have at home?...........3
other:þlease
).....................4

speciry

28) When do you use a food bank?
before money nrns out................ I
after money runs out?.... .............2

both I and 2................................3
29) Can you put monoy aside as savings each month? yes / no
30) What do you do to cut costs?
shop for specials............................ 1
use coupons.................. .................2
use food banks...............................3
don't eat out..................................,4
miss a mea]....................................5
children miss a meal......................6
................7

other...........
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29. if no go to 25.

(please

speciff:

)

31) Where do you normally buy yoru food?
superrnarket (Safeway, Superstore, etc.).... I
small grocery store (Foodfair, etc.)............2
convenience store (7 -l l, Mac's, etc.).........3
.......-..4

other...........
þlease speciff:

32) How did you find out about the food bank?
friends.............1
famiIy..............2
stranger...........3
newspaper.......4

radio................5
t.v....................6
church.............7

community cenfre....8
other...............9 þlease

33) Do you

if

qpeciry

)

share the food you get from the food bank? y / n

yes go to

34 if no go to 35

34) How many people are sharing the food you get today? (ie.friends, family)

01234
(if I

or more are sharing food ask Who are they?)

I l2l3 /more

r_,
35) Have you ever run out of food in the past? yes / no
36) What did you do to make ends meet?
ask for govemment assist¿nce....1
..............2
beg. ..
get a
..............3

........
loan...
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borrow food................................4
call friends for heIp....................5
call family for help.....................6

other...........
þlease specifu:

.............7

)

37) Do your children go without a meal because a shortage of money?

yeslnolna
38) What do you think about the food you get?
very good..........1
good..................2
okay..................3
bad....................4
very bad............5
39) Is the food enough to help you out? yes / no

40) Is the food bank close to where you live? yes / no
41) Were the people at the food bank

helpfif?

yes / no

42) Will you ever use a food bank again? yes /no
43) How much do you need the food from the food bank?
very much.........1
much.................2
a

bit...................3

44)Do you volunteer here at all? yes / no
45) Flave you ever run out of food and money in the past and could not get to a food bank?

yes/no/na
46) Do you ever go without a meal because of a shortage of money? yes / no

47) What time of the month do you frrd you run short of food?
beguìning.............. 1
middle........ ...........2
end........................3

all month long.......4
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48) Is the foodbank available when you need it the most? yes

/no

49) How long does the food you get here last?

I
4

I

to 3 days..............1
to 7 days..............2

to 14 days............3

15 to

2l

days...........4
30
days...........5
22 to
50) Do you like the food you receive? yes / no
51) Are you able to eat all the food? yes / no
52) Do you throw any of the food away? yes / no

53) Is this the type of food you would normally buy? yes / no
54) What kinds of food would you like to see offered ttrat you want or need?

fruits.

.............1
fresh
fresh vegetables............... ...........2
fresh
.............3
fresh dairy products...................4
............5
fresh
more variety of canned goods....6
............7
baby
religious foods...........................8
............9

meats

eggs...

food...

other...........
þlease specify:

)

55) Is there food you get that you cannot eat?
yes /

no if

yes go to 56

if no go to 57

56) Is this because of:
religious reasons / health reasons / personal reasons

þlease

qpecifu:

)

57) Is this the only food bank you visit? yes / no
58) Do you make use of any other meal progarn (ie. soup kitchens)
yes or

no

þlease qpeciff if yes:

59) Do you come early to the food bank? yes / no
60) Do you stay arourd after you get your food? yes / no

if

yes go to 61

if no goto 62

61) What do you do when you stay around?

ta1k............. .........1
........2
drink coffee
eat.............. .........3
ask about religious services...4
other........... ........5
)
þlease speciff:
62)Do you have friends here? yes / no
63) Have you made new friends here? yes / no
64) Has the food bank helped you in other ways other than grring you food?
yes / no

if

yes go to 65

65) What has it done for you?
provided clothing...................

job

leads....

I

.........2

provide usefril information....3

religious support....... .............4

friendship..
other...........

.........5
........6 þlease

specify:

)

END: if religious organization continue
66) Do you mind coming to a church to collect your food? yes

67) Are you a member of this church? yes

/

no

/no

if

yes go to 70

if no

go to 68

68) Have you considered joining

it?

yes

69) Has anyone ever asked you tojoin

/

no

it? yes/ no

70) Is there any t)?e of prayer before the food is given out?
yes

/ no if yes go to 7l if no goto72

71) Do you mind having to sit through a prayer before geüing your food?
yes / no / don't care

72)Isthe religious aspect important to you when getting food from the church?
yes /

no if

yes go to 73

73) How important is the religious aspect?
very important.................... 1
important... .........................2
neutal.................................3
somewhat important... ........4
not important......................5
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APPENDX B
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FOOD BANK ORGA¡{IZERS

l)

What is your naûle, position, and name of your organization?
2) What is the purpose of your organization?
3) Is it a full-time food bank? Yes or No?
4) When did you begin offering the services of a food bank?
6) WhV did you start up a food bank?
7) Why do you continue to run a food bank?
8) If a religious organization ask: Would you like to see some of the people who frequent
your food bank to become a part of your congregation?
9) Is there any type ofprayer before the food is disbibuted?
l0) Do you feel since you have opened your food bank it has helped your organization/church?
1l) Why is there a need for food banls?
12) Is your food bank accomplishing its immediate goal of feeding people properly?
13) Does your organizationprovide enough food to its clients?
14) What kind of food do you distibute?
15) What do you think of the quality of the food you provide?
16) Where does your organization get its food and fimding?
If some or all food comes from Winnipeg Harvest ask:
What is your relationship with Winnipeg Flarvest?
Is it a srong relationship?
How important is Winnipeg llarvest to your organization?
Do you keep a relationship beyond receiving food from Winnipeg Harvest? if yes ask:
What is that relationship?
17) Do you seek out or receive government support?
If yes, why?
18) If no Whynot?
19) If yes, Have you ever had your funding cut off?
20) How did you cope with that situation?
21) How is the food disributed to the people?
For Winnipeg Flarvest ask how is food disributed to the
various organizations?
22) Why is a neighbourhood/community based model used for organizing food ba¡ks rather
than having just one large food bank?
23) Which model do you prefer?
24)Have you had any problems with your food bank?
Zí)Have you had any problems with other food banks?
26) Wittr Wiruripeg Harvest?
27)Have you had any problems with the food bank clients?
28) Do you have difficulties finding volunteers?
29) Keeping volunteers on for a long terrn?
30) Do you want to see food banks shut down?
31) What, if *y, measures are being taken to strut down food banks (in general and qpecifically
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your own) without having people go hungry?
32) Should food banks go beyond their role ofdonating food?
33) Can food banls be seen as something other than food banl<s,
for example agencies for poverty advocacf
34) Shoutd food banks become more political?
35) Do you consider it your organization/food bank's responsibility to be poverty advocates?
36) If no, why?
37) If yes, why and to what extent do you advocate for the poor?
38) What role do you see your organization/food bank playing in the future?
39) Food bankrs in general?
40) What are your short term goals for your food bank?
41) Inng term goals?
42) Are there any immediate changes you would like seen done at your food bank?
43) Iong term changes?
44) Do you have a paid stafl
45) Are you paid for your position?
46) Have you ever used a food bank?
47)If yes,What circumstances lead you to use one?
48) What was your experience like?
49) What are your feelings about food banks?
50) Is there anything else you would like to add?

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FOOD BANK CLIENTS
1) Gender: 1. male or 2. female
2) Marital Status: 1. married/living together 2. single 3. separated 4. divorced S.widowed
3) Any dependent child¡en? How many? Their age?
4) What is your level of education?
5) What part of the city do you live in?
6) What type of housing do you live in?
7) Are you working? If unemployed go to la.
If response is yes, ask: What kind of wort do you do? Is it part-time or full-time?

(go to lb)
la) Have you worked at all in the past while? What happened to the job? Where do you get
money from (social assistance)? þrovincial or city?) How much do you get ûom social
assistance?

8) Do you find welfare (and or your job) enough to live on? (yes or no)? Is it hard living on
welfare? why?
9) What do you think would make things easier for you while being on welfare? (a bit more
money each month? easier case worker?)
10) From the money that you get monthly from welfareiand or your job*is enough left over
after all your bills are paid for food?
1l) Is this your fust time using a food bank? If yes go to 2a.
12) How long have you been using food banls for?
13) Is this offand on or steady?

2r0

14) How often do you use food banks in a month when you do use them?

2a) What made you come to the food bank?
15) Do you get food from other places other than supermarkets? (ie. soup kitchens)
l6) When coming to the food bank are you low on food and or money at home?
17) Is the food you get enough to help you out?
18) How many people are sharing the food you get today?
19) t{ave you ever run out of food and money in the past? What did you do to make ends meet?
20) Do you ever go without a meal because of a shortage of money or food?
21) (if applicable) Do your children go without a meal because a shortage of money?
22)Whatdo you think about the foodyou get? Is it enough to help you out?
23) How long does the food last?
24) Is the food bank close to v¡here you live?
25) What time of the month do you find you run short of food and monq2

26) Do you schedule using a food bank? (for example when your welfare runs short do you use
the food bank more?)
27) Do you use a food bank when you get more money, for example from some cash bonus or a

lotterywinning?
28) What waVis it like using a food bank for the fust time?

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR VOLUNTEERS WHO ARE FOOD BAIT{K CLIENTS
28) How long have you volunteered here for?
29) How did you st¿rt volunteeringhere?
30) Were you a food bank client fust then a volunteer or was it the other way around?
3l) Why do you volunteer here?
32) Do you find now that you volunteer here you get more food rather than just lining up for it?
33) Are you involved with the religious part of this food bank?

if

yes ask:

35) How important is the religious part to you?
36) Is the religious part something that grew with your volunteering here or did it beging before
your volunteering here?
37) Do you come to this churches services other than on the day of the food bank?
3S) Do you find by becoming active with this church it has helped you out? How so?

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FOOD BANK VOLI.INTEERS
1) Your age and your occupation?
2) How long have you volunteered at this food bank?
3) How often do you volunteer here?
4) Do you voltutteer anywhere else?
5) How did you become involved with volunteering here at the food bank?
6) Why do you volunteer here?
7) Is volunteering here important to you? Why?
8) What is it like volu¡rteering here?

2IL

9) What was it like volunteering here the fi¡st time?
10) What is the most enjoyable aspect of volunteering here?
11) What is the most difficult aspect of volunteering here?
12) Are you a member of this congregation?
13) Is your religion/faith an important part of your life?
14) Has volunteering at the food bank helped you with your religious beliefs? How so?

2L2
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